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Abstract 

AN ABAPTABLE MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR 
INTEGRATED NAVIGATION SYSTEMS 

JOHN CHUDLEY 

ABSTRACT 

The project has been directed towards improving the accuracy and safety of marine 
navigation and ship handling, whilst contributing to reduced manning and improved fuel 
costs. Thus, the aim of the work was to investigate, design and develop an adaptable 
mathematical model that could be used in an integrated navigation system (INS) and an 
automatic collision avoidance system (ACAS) for use in marine vehicles. 

A general overview of automatic navigation is undertaken and consideration is given to the 
use of microprocessors on the bridge. Many of these systems now require the use of 
mathematical models to predict the vessels' manoeuvring characteristics: The different types 
and forms of models have been investigated and the derivation of their hydrodynamic 
coefficients is discussed in detail. The model required for an ACAS should be both accurate 
and adaptable, hence, extensive simulations were undertaken to evaluate the suitability of 
each model type. 

The modular model was found to have the most adaptable structure. All the modular 
components of this model were considered in detail to improve its adaptability, the number 
of non-linear terms in the hull module being reduced. A novel application, using the 
circulation theory to model the propeller forces and moments, allows the model to be more 
flexible compared to using traditional B-series four-quadrant propeller design cha11s. A 
new formula has been derived for predicting the sway and yaw components due to the 
propeller paddle wheel effect which gives a good degree of accuracy when comparing 
simulated and actual ship data, resulting in a mean positional error of less than 7%. 

As a consequence of this work, it is now possible for an ACAS to incorporate a ship 
mathematical model which produces realistic manoeuvring characteristics. Thus, the study 
will help to contribute to safety at sea. 
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introduction 

CHAPTER 1 

INTRO:BUCTION 

1.1 Prelude 

The work that has been undertaken was initiated as part of a research and development 

programme, involving the former Ship Control Group of Polytechnic South West (now the 

Marine Dynamics Research Group of the University of Plymouth), in collaboration with 

Kelvin Hughes Ltd. llhe project was directed towards improving the accuracy and safety of 

marine navigation and ship handling, whilst contributing to reduced manning and improved 

fuel costs. The aim of the work covered by the group was to investigate, design and 

develop an integrated navigation and automatic collision avoidance system (ACAS) for use 

in marine vehicles. 

The purpose of the research covered in this thesis was to develop an adaptable 

mathematical model that can be used in the ACAS, or similarly, in the control software. An 

adaptable mathematical model should be able to simulate any vessel to which the proposed 

system is fitted, without requiring time consuming and expensive trials to formulate the 

hydrodynamic coefficients. The different types and form of model are investigated and the 

derivation of their hydrodynamic coefficients discussed. The model required should be both 

accurate and adaptable, hence, extensive simulations are undertaken to evaluate the 

suitability of each model type. The model found to have the most flexible structure will be 

considered in detail to improve its adaptability. The propeller forces and moments will be 

modelled using the circulation theory, this allows the model to be more flexible compared 

to using traditional B-series four-quadrant propeller design charts, as is done at present. A 

new formula will be derived for predicting the sway and yaw components due to the 

propeller paddle wheel effect. As a consequence of this work, it will be shown possible for 

an ACAS to incorporate a ship mathematical model which produces realistic manoeuvring 

characteristics. Thus, the study will help to contribute to safety at sea. 

The research programme presented was initiated in 1989 and has been undertaken on a 

part-time basis since, the author being employed as a lecturer in marine technology. It is for 

this reason that during the thesis it will be seen that some of the work in the overall 

programme has been completed at an earlier date. 
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Introduction 

1.2 System Development 

A schematic diagram of the full integrated navigation system is shown in figure 1. 1. The 

system comprises two computers linked together by a parallel interface, the tasks of which 

are shown in figures 1.2 and 1.3 . These diagrams show the primary functions of each 

computer. However, as well as performing the tasks shown, each com~uter will perform 

background computations, such as disturbance modelling, detection of errors in ship's 

instrumentation and user interface activities. 

The filtering and initial control aspects were investigated by Miller (1990) and this work 

was continued by Mayo (1993). A new joint research project was instigated in 1992 

involving Kelvin Hughes and three other academic institutions of which the University of 

Plymouth is one. Witt (1993), as a result of this project, is undertaking research into the 

use of neural networks for autopilot applications. The relevance in referencing these 

previous and ongoing projects is to highlight the purpose of the research undertaken and 

presented in this thesis. Figure 1.1, showing the prototype system schematic, indicates that 

the central element, and hence the most important aspect, is the mathematical model. This 

mathematical model should be adaptable and easily formulated so as the system can be 

fitted as an integral part of the integrated system, on any vessel, without requiring 

expensive sea trials or model tests. 

RADAR 

! COMPUTER I 

Software 
Serial Expert systems 
Interface for ACAS and 

NAVIGATION 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL EQUIPMENT 

COMPUTER2 

Serial 
Interface 

ADC 

~--T-ra-ck--di-sp~l~~--sh~ip __ o~ __ ra-ti-on_s __ ~~~~~ ------~1 
Software 
Filtering and 
control 

IEEE488 

Keyboard 

OPERATOR 

IEEE488 
Chart 
display 

Figure 1.1. Prototype system schematic. Adapted from Miller (1990). 
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COMPUTER -~ ... -

COMPUTER ...,.-..,_...; -

,, 
Read target 
data 

Read own 
ship data 

Send model 
parameters 

ACAS 
heuristics 

yes .. -

no 

Divert 
track 

Introduction 

DISPLAY 

h 

Format 
target data, 
own ship data, 
control advice. 

Track control 
algorithm 

... -

Figure 1.2. Flow diagram for computer 1. 
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,, 
COMPUTER ... Send own 

-- vessel states -

.. Read model - parameters and 
COMPUTER 

target details 

Filter 

Format own ship -- and target data 
DISPLAY 

Predict own Measure own 
vessel state vessel state 

:::::::::;:::::::::~:::::::::::::;: 

n 

,, 

Figure 1. 3. Flow diagram for computer 2. 

1.2.1 Collision Avoidance 

A potential encounter situation between two or more vessels requires an intelligent, 

reasoned response from the master of each of those vessels. A computer based expert 

system for marine collision avoidance must also be capable of emulating all of these 

functions. At present the only computational aid to the master on the bridge of a ship, for 

collision avoidance, is the use of the Automatic Radar Plotting Aid (ARPA). 

The ARP A has long been a standard piece of equipment fitted to the ship's bridge to aid in 

navigation. The role of ARPA can be seen in figure 1.4, the anti-collision loop. As 

presently envisaged the system takes data from the radar sensor, stores the data in a 

4 



Introduction 

database, operates on the database to obtain the relevant information and then displays the 

data in a digestible form to the observer, Bole and Jones (1981 ). 

Figure 1. 4. The anti collision loop. 

Adapted from Bole et a/ (198 7) . 

The role of ARP A is thus seen to be the extraction and analysis of data, relieving the 

operator of the tedious and time consuming task of vector analysis calculations. The ARP A 

will not, however, surpass the decision making role of the operator. 

5 



Introduction 

Figure 104 also shows the role of the ACAS, in which principally, all responsibility will be 

taken from the operator; whether closing the loop is a realistic option will be discussed 

later in the thesis. Once again the mathematical model win become the central element of 

this system; it obviously requiring a model of own ship behaviour. A lengthy disciJssion of 

ACAS will not be undertaken here as the diagram shows the principle components, a full 

description can be obtained from Blackwell (1992). 

1.3 Objectives 

The main objectives can be listed as shown below: 

• to undertake a survey of automatic navigation and existing 'state of the art' integrated 

navigation systems; 

• investigate all existing mathematical model types and compare, through various 

simulations, their accuracy and adaptability; 

• to improve on the mathematical models adaptability and validate against a range of 

vessels differing in size; 

• implement the mathematical model into a collision avoidance system. 

As well as the list given there are a number of secondary objectives that should be 

considered. 

1. Forthcoming IMO standards for manoeuvrability have highlighted the problems of 

predicting manoeuvring behaviour of new designs. Indeed, The Marine Technology 

Directorate Ltd (MTD) have recently funded the MOSES (manoeuvrability of ships and 

estimation schemes) programme, one of the long-term goals of which is the 

development of'manoeuvring for design' software, Wilson (1992). 

It is envisaged that the model developed during this research could be used for 

manoeuvring predictions at the preliminary design stage. A personal computer (PC) 

based simulator will be produced. 

2. The model is being used in other research work, undertaken by members of the Marine 

Dynamics Research Group, in different applications. This is expanded upon later in the 

thesis. 
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1.4 Organisation .of Thesis 

The contents of the succeeding chapters of this thesis are organised as described below. 

• Chapter 2: Automatic Navigation. 

A general overview of automatic navigation in the marine industries has been 

undertaken along with a review of the important factors that have had a 

significance in their development, including marine electronic navigation and the 

use of microprocessors on the bridge, which have had an immense impact on the 

way one navigates today. The chapter subsequently discusses the integration of 

navigational data and surveys state of the art integrated navigation systems. 

• Chapter 3: Mathematical Models in Ship Manoeuvring. 

With the introduction of microprocessors on the bridge and advanced ship 

simulators, there are now many systems that require the use of mathematical 

models to predict the vessels' manoeuvring characteristics. The definition and 

general form of the mathematical model are described. The different types and 

form of model have been investigated and the derivation of their hydrodynamic 

coefficients is discussed in detail. 

• Chapter 4: Model Formulation and Simulation. 

The adaptability of the mathematical model is the most important aspect of this 

research. Manoeuvring simulations have been undertaken using linear holistic, 

non-linear holistic and non-linear modular models. Simulations of a range of 

different vessel type and size are shown to verity not only the models accuracy but 

also its adaptability. 

• Chapter 5: The Adaptable Modular Model. 

From chapter 4 it is shown that the modular model lends itself to being the most 

adaptable of the models presented. All the modular components are considered in 

detail and, where necessary, each component has been altered to improve its 

adaptability. The propeller thrust has been modelled using the circulation theory 

and validated against towing tank tests as well as standard propeller series data. 

7 
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By using the circulation theory it is demonstrated that any propeller of any 

geometry can accurately be modelled without the use of standard series data that 

are restricted to a certain blade profile and section. The propeller paddle wheel 

effect has been investigated and a new formula predicting this phenomena is 

presented. All other model data and additional information required are discussed. 

• Chapter 6: The PC Based Simulator. 

A PC based simulator has been developed to model vessel manoeuvring. To 

validate the simulator/model a range of vessels differing in size from 12.5m to 

343m have been used. So as to validate the model, tme data was gathered from 

actual vessel sea trials that were undertaken on two vessels, the results of which 

are presented in this chapter, so as total reliance was not placed on published data 

or simulations of simulations. A comparison between the adaptable modular model 

and the original non-linear modular model, presented in chapter 4, is shown. 

• Chapter 7: Automatic Collision Avoidance System (ACAS). 

Previous research, at the University of Plymouth, has resulted in the development 

of an Intelligent Knowledge-Based System, IKBS, for an ACAS. This system 

maintains a continuous watching brief on ships and other potential hazards in the 

vicinity and recommends, through a rule structure containing the rules of the road, 

avoidance action. This system only contained very simplistic ship models where 

true arcs of circles were used to simulate turns and no speed reduction in the turn 

was made. This chapter describes the components of the ACAS and shows the 

inclusion of the adaptable mathematical model into the system. The problem of 

modelling the hazard vessel is addressed and a solution presented. 

• Chapter 8: Conclusions and Further Work. 

This chapter offers conclusions on the work presented throughout the thesis and 

then points the way for future developments. 

• Appendix A: General Vessel Principal Dimensions. 

The principal dimensions of the various vessels that are used in chapter 4 to assess 

the model's adaptability are presented 
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• Appendix B: General Vessel Hydrodynamic Coefficients. 

The hydrodynamic coefficients ofthe various vessels that are used in chapter 4 to 

assess the models adaptability are• presented. 

• Appendix C: Afterbody Forms. 

Diagrams of the afterbody forms required when calculating the vessels total 

resistance are shown. 

• Appendix D: Adaptable Model Vessel Dimensions and Program Input Data. 

All the required information for the adaptable mathematical model programs input 

are given. 

• Appendix E: Propeller Geometry. 

The geometric details of the two propellers used to validate the circulation theory, 

in chapter 5, are shown. 

• Appendix F: Tank Tests. 

Details of the tank tests carried out at the Royal Naval Engineering College, 

Manadon, are presented. 

• Appendix G: Standard Ship Manoeuvres. 

The various standard trials manoeuvres undertaken with Picket Boat 9 and Sand 

Skua are described. 

• Appendix H: Trials Data. 

The trials data collected for Picket Boat 9 and Sand Skua are presented in 

tabulated format for future reference and simulation studies. 
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• Appendix 1: List ofPublications. 

Papers published' by the author are listed chronologically. 
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CHAPTER2 

A,UTOMATIC NAVIGATION 

2.1 Introduction 

The safe passage of a ship from port to port is the responsibility of the Master, who must 

use his skills and experience to ensure safe navigation. That none of these skills have been 

lost is shown in numerous feats of navigation which are frequently reported by the media. 

So why does the mariner need electronic navigation aids, integrated navigation systems, 

adaptive autopilots and other systems dependent upon the power of the microprocessor? Is 

there an argument for increased automation on the bridge? There are several factors which 

suggest that there is a requirement for moves in this direction, without completely 

eliminating the mariner from the command loop. 'fhis is the case in avionics, where the 

pilot retains ultimate control of his aircraft, even though automatic navigation and landing 

systems are installed in the latest generation of airliners. It would be reasonable to suppose 

that the travelling public would wish this to continue, as the very existence of automatic 

systems on the flight deck allows the air crew to undertake their tasks more efficiently, and 

hence, more safely. 

Although modem land based marine electronic navigation systems are capable of fixing a 

vessels position to 50 metres at their best, coverage by many of these systems is restricted 

to small coastal areas outside of which accuracy is steadily reduced. Modem satellite 

navigation (Transit) can give a fix anywhere in the world to an accuracy of 100 metres but 

satellite passes are infrequent, with up to four hours between fixes. The second generation 

satellite system, Global Positioning System (GPS), is gradually becoming available and will 

give complete 24 hour coverage at an accuracy to within 1 OOm. 

Autopilots are well established navigation aids in modem commercial and military shipping, 

currently in use on ships simply to maintain a vessel on course in the open sea. Whilst the 

technology is available to navigate an unmanned ship between ports, avoiding other vessels, 

with weather routeing and piloting, will the legislation be available to allow such 

developments, and is this what the operator and the public require? 
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2.2 Marine Electronic Navigation Systems 

There is a Chinese legend that the Emperor Hoang Ti, who reigned about 4300 years ago, 

succeeded in pursuing his enemy through a thick fog with the aid of a directional device. 

However, Nedham ( 1962), suggests the earliest development of a compass in China, or 

anywhere else in the world, is no earlier than I 088 AD. The sextant_ and chronometer 

followed at much later dates, and these three were virtually the only instruments available 

to the mariner up to the turn of the century. After the development of wireless telegraphy 

by Marconi and others it was soon realised that the early aerials used had directional 

properties and that this phenomenon could be used to obtain a bearing. There followed a 

period of much ingenious work by such pioneers as Marconi, Bellini and Tosi, and Round, 

to name but a few, Dove and Chudley (1989). The development of flight gave an entirely 

new emphasis to the importance of navigation, and by 1914 radio direction finding systems 

and the radio compass, were available, Keen (1938). Air navigation between the two world 

wars was largely concentrated on developing radio beacons as the counterparts of marine 

buoys and lighthouses. 

The development of modern electronic navigation systems dates from the period 1939-

1945. It was to meet the exacting demands of World War 2 that a dramatic phase of 

development took place, Jones ( 1975) and Fennessy ( 1979). This development was to form 

the basis of many of the systems in use today. The direct measurement of range using 

electromagnetic waves depends upon accurate measurement of the time taken for the radio 

signal to travel from transmitter to receiver and back again. Prior to the development of 

frequency standards and atomic oscillators such measurement for a ship to shore system 

was impractical and hence the early systems tended to measure the difference in time of 

arrival of two radio signals, so that position fixes were related to hyperbolic position lines. 

The Loran system was an early example of such a system. Loran A was developed in the 

U.S.A. and was in use in World War 2. In the United Kingdom naval scientists developed 

what was to become known as the Decca Navigator. Both Loran A and the Decca 

Navigator were in commercial use soon after the end of World War 2. Since 1945 the use 

of electronic navigation aids has steadily increased; whilst in the period since 1970, with the 

appearance of minicomputers and microprocessors and the decreasing costs of electronic 

equipment, the growth has been more spectacular. In particular there has been a vast 

increase in the use of electronic navigation aids by small craft navigators . 

There are two distinctly different satellite navigation systems available to the mariner. The 

first, known as Transit or NNSS (Navy Navigation Satellite System) was developed to the 

requirements of the US Navy and has been commercially available since 1967. Each 

satellite transmits at 150 and 400 MHz and the shipboard receiver measures Doppler shift 

· to detem1ine the relative velocity between satellite and receiver. Use is made of hyperbolic 

navigation and transferred position line principles to determine the ship's position so that 
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only a single satellite is required for a fix. A single frequency receiver .is adequate for most 

marine navigational purposes but for highly accurate position fixing a dual frequency 

receiver is required. Such uses include hydrographic survey, land survey and the accurate 

positioning of off-shore platforms. 

By 1975 a number of individual systems were thus available to the COJ1!mercial operator. 

Each had its inherent advantages and disadvantages, so that no single system was 

completely satisfactory for navigation in all phases of a voyage. The Omega system, for 

example, provides world wide coverage, but is insufficiently accurate for inshore 

navigation. The Decca Navigator, or Decca Navigation System (DNS) as it is now being 

called, will provide accurate position data near the centre of a chain, but its accuracy 

reduces with increasing range, due mainly to skywave interference. The Transit Satellite 

System is sufficiently accurate for survey work, provided a two frequency receiver is used, 

but the time between satellite passes makes it unsuitable for coastal navigation in most 

cases. 

The 1980s have seen the development of the second satellite system, known as Navstar or 

Global Positioning System (GPS). The original specification was for the needs of the US 

Airforce because Transit is of little use for aircraft navigation. The advent of GPS may 

make all other position fixing systems redundant, as it will give continuous 24 hour world 

wide cover with a high degree of accuracy. The advent of high accuracy crystal oscillators 

has enabled the system designers to produce a receiver which will give a direct 

measurement of range. Not all the satellites are yet in orbit and the development of the 

system was severely retarded by the Challenger shuttle disaster in 1986. It might therefore 

be the mid 1990s before GPS is fully operational for commercial use. Public access will be 

provided by the Standard Precision Service (SPS) at a reduced accuracy of I 00 metres for 

95 per cent of fixes. The exclusively military system and the deliberately introduced 

degradation of accuracy will thus have some drawbacks. It is worth mentioning at this 

stage that the Russian Glonass satellite system will have approximately the same level of 

accuracy as GPS. Despite the global coverage and accuracy of GPS and Glonass, a number 

of European organisations see the need for alternative civilian satellite based navigation 

aids, Diederich ( 1989). 

A typical set of equipment fitted in a merchant ship would now comprise a gyro compass 

with autopilot and repeater compasses, electromagnetic, pressure and/or Doppler log, 

Decca Navigation System or Loran C, together with Omega and/or Transit Satellite 

Navigation System. Increasingly there will be a demand for GPS, backed up by a standby 

system such as Loran C. This would give the navigator reasonable world wide coverage 

and sufficient accuracy for most of his needs. Radar, automatic radar plotting aid (ARP A) 

and direction finder would also be fitted. DNS and Loran yield comparable accuracies in 

the primary coverage areas, however, for coverage of a given area fewer Loran than Decca 
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stations are required, thus lower operating costs are incurred. Unfortunately the basic 

accuracies of :E>NS, Loran and GPS are in many cases inadequate. A further point which 

needs emphasis, is that high risk transports require a degree of integrity which cannot be 

provided by any of these systems separately. Thus, even when GPS is fully operational, 

there will still be a need for alternatives. 

The advent of GPS has led to a great deal of debate in Europe, and at least one 

conference, sponsored by the International Association of Lighthouse Authorities (I ALA) 

in 1987, was held to discuss the need for a European back up system for GPS. One 

viewpoint being put forward is to extend the Loran coverage to those parts of European 

and Mediterranean waters not already covered, and to phase out the Decca chains. 

However there are a large number of small craft Decca users, including increasing numbers 

in the marine leisure industry. Some 100000 DNS receivers were installed in leisure-craft by 

1990, with a further 30,000 Transit or Loran receivers, largely in the Mediterranean. It may 

thus be difficult to phase out any of these systems easily. Political, nationalistic and financial 

considerations will undoubtedly govern the final choice of an adequate back up system, 

rather than sound technological judgements. 

2.3 Fnctors in the Development of Automntic Navigation 

The period 1945 to 1960 saw little change except that radar, electronic position fixing 

systems, and autopilots became more widely fitted in merchant vessels. There was also a 

move away from the towed log to electromagnetic and pressure logs. The 1960s saw the 

advent of twin radar, twin gyros, and dual channel steering systems, for obvious safety 

reasons, but there were no new concepts between 1945 and 1970. 

By 1970 however it had become apparent that the advent of 'Very Large Crude Carriers', 

VLCCs, and fast container ships operating in increased traffic density, would require 

modern navigation systems. These demands, coupled with the dramatic achievements in the 

world of electronics, paved the way for the systems available today but before dealing with 

them it is necessary to consider the requirements of the ship owner and the problems 

associated with the developments. 

Ship owners and operators have, by the very nature of their business, been conservative. 

Tradition dies hard and there were none of the incentives which faced the aircraft industries 

in 1945. Ship design was stable, diesel engines were being widely fitted, equipment was 

largely satisfactory and efficient, and there were no spectacular disasters such as those 

which dogged the development of the world's first commercial jet airliner, the De Haviland 

Comet. Things remained that way for twenty years or more; perhaps this was a factor in the 
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decline of European shipbuilding and ship operation, although it was by no means the major 

or only factor in this decline. 

The Torrey Canyon in 1967 was the first disaster to arouse public anger since the Titanic. 

There was a widely held view that international shipping was not operated as safely as it 

might be, with the result that more accidents occurred than were acceptable. To the extent 
. -

that even well found ships were not being equipped with the aids available to them, it could 

be argued they were being developed in advance of their demand. Furthermore advanced 

navigation aids were expensive, compared with the more traditional systems available, and 

there were no definable standards against which to measure improvements in safety. There 

were a variety of position fixing systems available, but none was completely acceptable, 

some of the reasons for this have already been mentioned. There were, and still are, 

difficulties in retaining high calibre trained staff at sea. There was, and still is, a decrease in 

job satisfaction. Furthermore, the huge oil price increases in the early seventies were a 

major factor in increased operating costs, leading to a need for optimal operation of ships. 

Increasing traffic density, particularly in waters such as the Straits of Singapore and the 

English Channel, increasing ship size and speed, leading to less manoeuvrability, were other 

contributory factors. Finally environmental factors started to emerge as early the as 1960s. 

For example the cost of clearing up the environment after the Torrey Canon ran aground 

was in excess of the value of ship and cargo combined, and this accident saw a huge public 

outcry at the damage caused to wildlife and the UK coastline, Stratton and Silver (1970). 

Integrated Navigation System 

Plus ARP A and other Computer Systems 

------------.. 
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Increasing Safety and Efficiency 

Figure 2. I. Costs of Navaids against benefits. 
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Among other problems to be considered were the costs of development of a system, which 

must be set against the fact that the probability of a vessel completing a voyage is almost 

one, Maybourn and Mateer (1974). Figure 2.1 is an early 1970s attempt to assess the costs 

of navigation aids against the improving benefits they might bring. Costs have dropped 

dramatically since then, but, for example, an early Transit satellite system would have cost 

in the order of 40000 US. dollars for a dual frequency on board receiver. Any equipment 

developed has to be reliable, particularly in the hostile environmental conditions often 

encountered at sea, with shore maintenance and back-up facilities maybe over a thousand 

miles away. If the ARPA is unserviceable at a time when it is most needed, i.e. in the 

coastal phase of a passage, then there may be insufficient qualified personnel to provide 

good plotting at a crucial period in the passage, giving rise to the possibility of danger to 

ship and crew. Finally the automation process itself leads to further decreased job 

satisfaction for the highly trained personnel who may wish to remain at sea. 

Approximately ninety percent of all marine accidents occur in confined waters such as 

channels, fairways and inshore traffic zones; the vast majority taking the form of collisions 

or groundings, Cockcroft (1984). Although the implementation of Traffic Separation Zones 

has significantly reduced the number of such incidents this is far from a complete solution 

to the problem. Human error, in the form of ignorance or negligence, is estimated to be 

responsible at least in part, for up to eighty five percent of these accidents, Anon (1976). 

Figure 2.2 shows this in chart format. 

Structural Error 
13% 

Shore Control 
Error 
11% 

Crew Error 
18% 

Equipment Error 
20% 

Pilot Error 
8% 

Officer Error 
30% 

Figure 2.2. Main Causes of Major Shipping Accidents 1987-1991. 

After Hamer (1993) . 

The above observations testify to the need for further improvement of marine navigation 

and guidance. Fundamental to safe navigation and collision avoidance are the provision of 

an efficient lookout at all times, an awareness of the potential threat posed by static hazards 
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such as the seabed or navigation marks combined with knowledge of their proximity to the 

vessel's current position, and an accomplished understanding of the Collision Regulations 

including where, when and how to take avoiding action for both static and dynamic 

hazards. 

The problems which began to emerge in the 1970s may be divided into two distinct areas, 

namely the docking and anchoring of large displacement vessels and the handling of large 

and fast vessels through restricted waters. An additional problem is associated with the 

emergence of oil and gas platforms and their siting in waters frequently used by trading 

vessels, 

The docking problem was largely one of considering the ship's momentum. Limiting the 

momentum for a 250,000 tonne ship means the approach speed can only be ten percent of 

that for a 25,000 tonne ship. Jetty damage was found to be increasing with vessel size, and 

many port authorities were forced to employ permanent. repair gangs for repair of jetties. 

The demand for decreased approach speed gave extra problems to masters and pilots. For 

example a normal person cannot sense a yaw rate of less than 0.005 degrees/second (3 

degrees/minute). A major factor in solving this problem has been the development of 

Doppler Sonar and Radar devices, which are normally sited ashore. They measure the 

vessel's speed as it approaches the berth, after which the information is transmitted to the 

master and pilot. When the vessel is being manoeuvred into its berth the bow and stern 

speeds are measured, from which the operator can obtain the overall approach speed and 

yaw rate of the vessel. 

One of the factors associated with the full speed problem was the emergence of too much 

data on the bridge, so that one man was increasingly unable to handle the increased 

information flow, whilst undertaking all the other duties required of the Officer of the 

Watch (OOW). For example he might have several sensors on the bridge, giving him 

heading (gyro compass), water speed (pressure log), ground speed (Doppler log), collision 

avoidance information (ARPA), navigational data (X band and S band radar) and positional 

information (Decca and Loran). The second factor also concerns the vessel's momentum. 

Large vessels at speed have large momentum and hence require long stopping distances and 

large diameter turning circles. This all requires more sea room at a time when the vessel's 

increased draft means the ship may have less space in which to manoeuvre. 

2.4 The Use of Microprocessors on the Bridge 

Target plotting and tracking was very primitive in the 1950s and 1960s, and consisted 

mainly of the use of chinagraph pencils to mark a special reflection plotter, which is a 

detachable optical system, mounted on the front of the radar screen, and on which the 
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position of other ships is plotted. With larger and faster ships came the demand that the 

OOW started plotting each target earlier; he was also required to plot more targets, a task 

which became increasingly difficult. All of this led to the development of Collision 

Avoidance Systems, (CAS), which were the first navigation aids to use micro computers 

and which led to the first integrated navigation systems in use at sea. These were later to be 

called ARP A Essentially ARP A means interfacing the radar, or radars to a digital 

computer, which has software programs to solve the collision problem for a number of 

targets, and to present these solutions to the operator in a form, or forms, which can be 

easily and quickly interpreted. In order to calculate the true course and speed of each target 

then "own ship" speed and heading must also be inputs to the computer program. For 

collision avoidance, speed through the water is required, because the international collision 

regulations require the give-way vessel to act on the heading of the target and not its track 

over the ground. This entails the use of a pressure or electromagnetic log. However, if the 

software is to be used for navigation, then speed over the ground is required; this may be 

obtained from a 2 axis Doppler log input to the computer. 

Once the computer was accepted as part of the bridge equipment, designers wished to use 

it for other navigational tasks. In the early 1970s the idea of interfacing navigation aids 

such as Decca and Loran were explored. With the advent of Transit further suggestions 

were made, and early developers, of whom Sperry and Racal Decca were one of the first, 

produced a system which not only integrated the navigational aids, but produced an output 

to control the steering through the autopilot. However, the idea did not fully catch on with 

ship owners, perhaps due to the conservatism referred to earlier. 'These concepts are 

illustrated in figure 2.3. 

While the completely integrated bridge system has not found favour in commercial trading 

vessels, single system deficiencies have led to the development of systems in which the 

manufacturer has attempted to combine two or more receivers in to one piece of 

equipment. For example Racal Marine Electronics have produced the MNS2000, which 

combines the Decca Navigator, Loran-C, Transit and Omega, while Sage and Luce ( 1983} 

describe the use of a Kalman filter to combine Omega and Transit, or Omega and Loran. 

Many of these more sophisticated integrated navigation systems use techniques which have 

been developed from space navigation. 

2.4.1 Integration of Navigational Data. 

There are essentially two types of integrated systems, information systems and control 

systems, Larsen ( 1989). A typical example of an integrated control system is that of a ship 

manoeuvring system for docking procedures. The integration of navigational data can be 

placed under the heading of an information system, the purpose of which is to provide 
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accurate, current information by combining and processing data from a number of sources. 

This can be seen in figure 2.4. 

Radars ; 

.·: 

,, ,, , 

Digital Computer 

~-··:?:<i········· ·'-"·"······· · 

, ,, 
Autopilot } 

.~:····· · · .. ..... ...... ··.-;··· ....... ._.·.:-:~·:·:·:·e·e:£~·:·@·C:c·:~JJ 

Figure 2.3. Automatic Navigation and Guidance. 

To understand this consider the position of the OOW who wishes to fix the position of his 

vessel. He may plot a number of fixes obtained from different sources. For example, from 

log and compass, and a knowledge of the set and rate of the current, he can derive an 

estimated position from a previous fix, from radar information he may obtain a fix, and 

another fix from an electronic navigation aid such as GPS. Using his knowledge of the 

likely random errors in all three positions, he may take a weighted mean to establish the 

most probable position of the vessel. One of the requirements of an integrated navigation 

system then is to minimise in some way the random errors associated with the position 

fixing systems. The Decca Navigator Company suggest that the a Gaussian distribution 

gives the best fit for the spread of random errors in radio navigation aids, so that the 

problem of minimising those errors can be treated as one of minimising the variances, 

Decca Navigator Co. Ltd, Anon ( 1973). This concept has led to the development of 

Kalman-Bucy filters, which have been used extensively for aerospace, and latterly marine 

navigation, Miller (1990). 
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Figure 2.4. Integrated Information System, after Larsen (1989) . 
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Figure 2.5. Kalman-Bucy Filter for GPSI!NS Integration, after Dove and Chudley (1989). 
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The ship is also acted upon by disturbances such as wind, tide and current. These 

disturbances may benndom, as in a gust of wind for example. As the vessel moves sensors 

measure the position and velocity, but these measurements may be noisy, that is they 

contain random errors. The Kalman-Bucy filter is.a recursive algorithm which estimates the 

values of the variables of a stochastic system from measurements which contain randomly 

fluctuating noise, thus minimising such noise. Figure 2.5 shows how a ~alman-Bucy filter 

can be used to filter position and velocity values in an integrated GPS/Navigation System; 

essentially the filter is being used to reduce the random noise to be found in the radio 

signals from the satellites. 

2.5 Integrated Navigation Systems 

The operators of today's ocean going and specialist vessels have numerous electronic aids 

available. The traditional role of each navigation aid has been one of a stand alone unit with 

the mariner, by his experience and training, co-ordinating the data from all the sources 

available to him in order to optimise vessel performance. As casualty statistics indicate 

however, when under stress or at times of peak work load, he may be a poor co-ordinator 

of information available, particularly when that information is from a number of different 

sources. rhe development of automatic navigation will therefore continue with evolution 

rather than revolution being the key. In West Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, the United 

Kingdom and France, projects have been undertaken on the "ship of the future". These 

projects were largely attempts to optimise design, operations, maintenance, investments 

and energy consumption against the criteria of costs efficiency and safety. Not all of these 

studies have been successful, and not all ofthe conclusions have been in favour of increased 

automation of the navigation process. Automation today is not a question of whether a 

process can be automated, but whether it should be, taking into consideration various 

human factors. It is perhaps highly questionable whether total systems safety is always 

enhanced by allocating functions to automatic devices rather than to human operators, 

Schuffel et al ( 1989). 

Despite these findings there has been much progress. The Scandinavians reqwre 

exceptionally high standards for automation in their luxury cruise ferries operating between 

Stockholm, Turku and Helsinki. These waters consist of a maze of islets which are ice

infested throughout the Baltic winter. During the course of a normal passage, ships may be 

required to make as many as 120 course alterations without significantly reducing speed, 

Maconachie ( 1989). As a direct result of this Krupp Atlas developed the NACOS 25 

navigation and command system, one such system is fitted on the bridge of Viking Line's 

Athena, Anon (1989a). This is a development of the NACOS 20 package developed by 

Krupp Atlas as part of its involvement in the West German Schiff der Zukunf (ship of the 

future) project and is a most sophisticated system. There are two radar with slave displays, 
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a map storage system for the intended routes, an integrated echo sounder, an adaptive track 

pilot, a nautical information display and Doppler log. 

Perhaps one of the most advanced integrated systems offered on the market place at 

present is from Sperry Marine. Although at present international regulations only permit 

one man operation of vessels during daylight hours, and then only under certain conditions, 

the system has been approved by Det Norske Veritas for operation by only one person on 

the bridge day and night. In 1989 the system was fitted on an 84000 dwt product carrier 

Petrobulk Mars, since then two sister ships, Petrobulk Jupiter and Petrobulk Zaria, have 

also been delivered with the system fitted, Anon (1989b). Central to the integrated system 

is the 'touch screen' controlled Rasterscan Collision Avoidance Radar (RASCAR)/ARPA. 

This is interconnected to the ADG autopilot, and a Voyage Management Station, all 

integrated by Sperry Marine's own Seanet Token Ring Data Network, which, in the event 

of a malfunction of one processor, does not make the whole system inoperative. 

The majority of integrated systems are manufactured by a sole company and use all their 

own equipment; one drawback with this is that an operator might feel that the complete 

package does not otfer all he may require. This is the feeling of the West German firm 

Anschutz whose philosophy is to integrate equipment from other manufacturers for which 

the ship owner may have a preference; this is useful for companies who may not offer a 

complete integrated system. One such company is Kelvin Hughes who do not at present 

offer an integrated navigation system based on their latest Rasterscan ARPA, the Concept 

range. They do however realise this potential as the Concept series are equipped with 

standard interfaces capable of displaying navigation data and machinery data and could be 

part of a highly advanced bridge. Concept radar/ ARP A are of the new generation type 

capable of carrying on screen map diagrams; once entered maps are maintained correctly in 

true motion by speed log input and by successive position fixes fed in from Transit, GPS, 

Decca, Loran-C or Glonass receivers via an RS423 interface to NMEA 0183 standard 

protocol. 

2.6 Conclusion 

In conclusion it would seem that the specialist operators such as those engaged in offshore 

and survey operations are prepared to go for a completely automated navigation and 

guidance system, whilst the ferry, cruise liner and cargo operators are concentrating on 

developing ergonomic bridge designs with only a degree of automation in such functions as 

the autopilot, coupled with integration of two or more navigation aids. However 

manoeuvring vessels in confined waters is a very feasible application of the use of 

computers through Dynamic Positioning Systems (DP). For example a vessel fitted with a 

cheap but reliable DP system would be able to forego the use of tugs. DP has established 
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itself firmly in the offshore industries and will take an ever increasing role in this sometimes 

harsh environment. !J:here is then a great deal of.room for expansion in dynamically related 

operations which include enhancement of existing operations, together with applications of 

BP techniques to vessels in restricted waters and in the deep oceans where the next 

generation of offshore exploration will take place. 
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CHAPTERJ 

MATHEMATICAL MODELS IN SHIP MANOEUVRING 

3.1 Introduction 

Researchers at the University of Plymouth have developed and are improving a system for 

the fully automated, unmanned ship, which, if ever implemented will assist the mariner. 

Dove{1984), has investigated the use ofKalman filters for improvements to position fixing 

in the approaches to a port; this work is was studied further by Miller (1990). In joint 

research with Dove, Burns (1984), has studied the guidance problem; together, the results 

from these projects form an optimal filter together with an optimal controller, thus breaking 

the guidance problem down in to two distinct phases. Computer simulations have been 

carried out, Dove et al ( 1985), and the system is now installed in the University's Survey 

Vessel, Burns et al ( 1988). 

Automatic Ship Steering was developed near the beginning of the century, as a direct result 

of the appearance of the gyrocompass, Sperry (1922). By 1932, four hundred of Sperry's 

systems had been installed on merchant ships throughout the world. Minorsky (1922) also 

presented the basic theory for directional stability of automatically steered ships and 

summarised various control equations that might be applied. 

Following this there were a number of studies on steering and turning, the standard work 

probably being that of Davidson and Schiff (I 946), who employed equations of motion 

with several coefficients, The solution of these equations determined the motion of a ship 

for a given helm angle. Thus, the dynamic character of a ship in steering is described by the 

equations and consequently by a set of these coefficients. The majority of modern day 

research is based upon this work and further work by Abkowitz (1964). Nomoto et al 

(1957) realised a practical difficulty in the work of Bavidson and Schiff (1946), namely 

determination of the coefficients for a given ship required lengthy experimental procedures. 

They went on to propose a method of determining the motion of a ship in terms of indices, 

associated with a transfer function, Nomoto (1966). The use of Nomoto's mathematical 

model is, however, limited in the manoeuvres it can simulate as it uses a single input/single 

output approach, Ankudinov et al ( 1987). 
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3.2 Definition and General Form of the Mathematical Model 

Mathematical models of ship dynamics are required for many different purposes but can 

generally be considered in one of three categories: 

a. ship manoeuvrability analysis; 

1. ship design; 

n. waterway improvement and port facilities; 

m. safety regulations and casualty studies; 

b. training and research simulators; 

c. shipboard manoeuvring predictors. 

The research underway at the University of Plymouth is to develop a shipboard 

manoeuvring predictor, to provide assistance to the navigator in track control and path 

keeping and otherwise planning the trajectory of the vessel so mishaps are less likely to 

occur. 

The development of the mathematical model starts with a set of generalised equations to 

express the dynamics of a rigid body in a fluid medium derived from Newton's second law 

of motion; 

force= mass x acceleration .......... (3. I) 

These equations are then extended to model the complex hydrodynamic forces and 

moments experienced by a hull manoeuvring in response to the control inputs of rudder and 

propeller. By numerical integration using small time steps the motions of the vessel can be 

solved. Further forces and moments are then introduced in response to the disturbance 

inputs of wind and tide. 

A ship at sea can move in all six degrees of freedom of motion, translation along three 

orthogonal axes and rotation about each of the three axes, Linkens ( 1980). Employing 

equations for linear and angular momentum, Abkowitz (1964), demonstrated that the three 

force equations and the three moment equations may be written as an Eulerian set. 

Force Equations 

Surge 

Sway 

Heave 

X= m[li +qw- n 1 - x0 (q 2 +r 2
) + y 0 (pq -f)+ z0 (pr +q)] 

Y = m[tv+ru- pw- y0 (r 2 + p 2 )+z0 (qr- ft)+x0 (qp+f)] .......... (3,2) 

Z = m[li' + pv-qu- z0 (/ +q2
) + x0 (rp-q) + Ya (rq+ ft)] 
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Moment Equations 

Roll K = IjJ + (1, - Iy)qr +m[y0 (1v + pv-qu)- z0 (v +ru+ pw)] 

Pitch M= I/J + Ux- I, )1p+ m[z0 (1i + qw - rv)- x0 (l-Y + pv- qu)] ..... ..... (3.3) 

Yaw N =I/+ (IY - IJpq +m[x0(li+ru- pw)- y0 (1.i +qw - rv)] 

For the majority of ship types a three degree of freedom model is adequate. Although work 

has been carried out on six degree offreedom models for ships, Matthews (1984), it is not 

usual for a vessel to be represented by all six equations due to the complexity and cross 

coupling involved in the equations. Figure 3.1 shows the ship axes co-ordinate system for 

the manoeuvring equations. 

xuX 

yvY 
lj!rN 

z 

Figure 3.1. Ship axes co-ordinate system. 

The equations describing ship motions in the horizontal plane, which typically covers the 

most practical needs of ship manoeuvring predictors, are a particular case of the general 

equations of six degrees of freedom, and therefore are reduced to the following three 

equations by ignoring heave, roll and pitch; 

X= m(ti - vr - r 2x0 ) 

Y = m(li+ ur +ix0 ) .......... (3 .4) 

N = I/ +mx0 (v +ur) 

If the origin of the ship co-ordinate system is selected to coincide with the mass centre of 

the vessel then the equations reduce still further to; 
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X= m(1i - vr) 

Y = m(v +ur) 

N=l f z 

... ....... (3 .5) 

However, vessels with greater freeboards than ever before are now gracing our seaways 

and some of these ships, such as container ships and Ro-Ro ferries can generate 

considerable roil in a manoeuvre. An investigation by Hirano et al (1980), revealed that the 

manoeuvring motion of ships that can generate large roil angles should be calculated taking 

the coupling effect due to roB into consideration. 

K = !JJ .... ...... (3 .5a) 

The forces and moments on the left hand side of the equations represents the complex 

hydrodynamic and aerodynamic reactions on the huii of the ship in response to the applied 

control forces, summated with these applied control forces and any other disturbance 

inputs. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic of a typical ship manoeuvring system, Hag en ( 1983 ). 

CONTROLLERS 
RUDDER-

Helmsman 
Autopilot 

MAIN PROPULSION 

INSTRUMENTATION 
Sensors 
Indicators 
Displays 

MAIN PROPULSION SYSTEM 
Prime mover 
Shafting 
Propeller 

ENVIRONMENT 
Wind 
Waves 
Currents 

OTIIER EXTERNAL 
FACTORS 
Restricted Channels 
Tugs 
Moorings 

Figure 3. 2. Schematic of a typical ship manoeuvring system. 
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Mathematica/.i\Iodels in Ship Manoeuvring 

3.3 Types of Mathematical Model 

It is well known that the type and complexity of the mathematical model, will depend 

entirely on the purpose for which the mathematical model is to be used. In the past 

comparisons of simulator mathematical models have been made by McCallum (1984) and 

Case et al (1984). Between different research establishments there is little commonality of 

ship manoeuvring mathematical models and hydrodynamicists have over the years 

developed models of various forms and fidelity. 

The major reason for this is the complexity of the flow phenomena around the hull, 

propeller, and rudder, particularly due to the generation and losses ofvorticity and surface 

waves, Ankudinov et al (1987). The mathematical model designed for ship manoeuvring 

must be capable of representing a wide range of ship types and configurations, machinery 

and propulsion/steering devices. Dependent on the models use the following characteristics 

of ship dynamics should be inherent in the ship mathematical model: 

• realistic turning for all rudder angles including helm delay and loss of speed in the turn; 

the response to rudder action should also be non-symmetrical for a single screw ship; 

• realistic acceleration and deceleration including inertial effects and engine delays; 

• ahead and astern motion; 

• reduction in ahead motion and effective helm in shallow water; 

• drift caused by a variable tidal stream; 

• drift and yaw caused by a wind variable in both magnitude and direction acting on the 

hull and the superstructure ofthe ship; 

• single or twin screw operation, including independent control of each screw in both 

directions, and turning rate; 

• variable pitch operation of the screw; 

• squat effect in shallow water; 

• ship to ship or ship to shore interaction; 

• constraint of ship movement when moored to a buoy or at anchor; 

• external forces on the hull caused by tug operation; 

• ship motion due to waves; 

• the ship model should be amenable to alteration in order to simulate a range of hull 

forms and vessel sizes ranging from a fishing boat to a super tanker; 

• the ship model should ideally be modular in form in order to independently evaluate hull 

forms, rudder geometry, propeller and engine characteristics, and environmental 

conditions. 

The many differing types of mathematical model, can generally be placed under one of four 

headings: 
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1. input-output relationship model; 

11. a holistic model; 

iii. a force mathematical model; 

IV. a modular manoeuvring model. 

Mathematical JIIodels in Ship Manoeuvring 

Each of these will be briefly described in the following sections. 

3.3.1 The Input-Output relationship model 

When using this type the researcher starts with the simplest possible model and then tries to 

fit the model response with the response to the real system: When fitting is not accurate 

enough, the model can be extended until a fit has been achieved with desired accuracy, 

Biancardi ( 1988). If the system requires a non-linear model, the parameters can be derived 

from full scale trials or from trials with scale models. The simplest model in the input

output approach is known as the first order Nomoto model governing yaw response to 

rudder motion. This can be expressed as; 

Tif+ If= Ko .......... (3.6a) 

By taking Laplace Transforms and assuming the initial conditions are zero, the first order 

differential equation (3.6a) becomes 

Ts 2 w + sllf = Ko .......... (J.6b) 

giving a transfer function 
V' =---
0 s(sT+ I) 

K 
........ ,.(3.6c) 

The first order Nomoto model can be expanded to a second order differential equation, 

Bech ( 1969): 

~T;.iti+(~ + T;)iit+ If= K(o+ 7;8) .......... (3_7) 

where the coefficients ~ , 7;_ , ( ~ + 7;_ ) , 1; and K are functions of the instantaneous 

values of lp and o. They are also time constants which are related to the vessel's 

hydrodynamic coefficients_ 

Bech ( 1972), noted that ship manoeuvres could only be accurately described by equation 

(3. 7) in a very small range of 'I' and o_ He rewrote the equation to include non-linearities: 
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"lji+(J_ + ~) iit+ _!5__ H( lp) = _!5__(8+ T;i>) .......... (3.8) 
I; 12 I;~ I;~ 

The main non-linearities of this equation have been placed together in the steering 
characteristic H(lp) which describes !pas a function of 8. H( lp) can be determined, in 

general, by the reversed spiral test or in cases of dynamic stability by the Dieudonne spiral 

test. 

The same approach can be followed in order to estimate the sway speed, Biancardi ( 1988). 

The simplest linear model is given by: 

This can be expanded to the following: 

For use in simplified simulations this type of model for ship manoeuvring will indeed be 

adequate but for simulating manoeuvres where high order non-linearities occur, its 

performance is not sufficient. Current practice is that the input-output relationship model 

should not be used for ship manoeuvring predictors but can be used in applications to ship 

control, Honderd ( 1972). 

3.3.2 The holistic model 

This type of model has proven to be highly successful and is installed in many ship 

simulators in use today. Racal SMS Systems Ltd, as a marine simulator manufacturer, used 

this form of ship modelling in early versions of their MRNS9000 navigation simulator. The 

holistic model has been adopted and refined by many institutions with interests in 

hydrodynamics. 

This type of model is highly formal and systematic. It treats the hull-water interface as a 

black box and models the system as a complete entity. It is based on the premise that a 

manoeuvre is a small perturbation from an equilibrium state of steady forward motion at a 

nominal service speed. It has been used successfully for the simulation of ship manoeuvres 

by the application of rudder control by Strom-Tejsen ( 1965), and, in a modified form has 

been applied to engine manoeuvres by Crane (1973) and Eda ( 1974), despite the fact that 

such manoeuvres can hardly be described as small perturbations. 

Dand ( 1987) describes this type of model as 
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" a model which perfonns satisfactorily when taken as a whole; but does not allow 
individual elements to be changed readily as the designis changed" 

'fhe fonner Ship Control Group at the University of Plymouth has used this type of model 

in past research. The selection ofthe important non-linear terms were made by reviewing 

the work ofStrom-Tejsen (1965), Lewison (1973), Gill (1976) (1980) and Eda and Crane 

(1965). 'fhe non~linear functions of the control parameters (rudder and propeller) were also 

required in the final non-linear equations of motion. 

The complete set of the holistic model non-linear equations of motion as evaluated by 

Burns (1984) become: 

mti-mrv= X,ti+X.(u+uJ+X •• u2 +X ••• u3 +Xwv2 +X"r2 +X66oA
2 + 

- - 2 
..... Xunll/1 A + Xnn/1 A + Xu, 110 

mv+mur = fvv+f.,(v+vJ+J-;:f+Y,r+Y,.n/ +Y"""v3 +Y""'rv2 + 
-2- 23- 2 

..... Y,.JIA OA +Y,nMJIA OA +Ya.vOAV +Y,,v. 
.......... (3.11) 

The above model has been described in various papers, Burns et a! (1982) (1985a) and has 

been shown to give accurate representation of the three degrees of ship motion in all 

manoeuvring situations. A comparative evaluation of the mathematical model was made 

with full scale measurements taken for the USS Compass Island by Morse and Price 

(1981 ). The USS Compass Island was constructed with a Mariner type hull form and a 

complete set of hydrodynamic coefficients for this class of vessel have been measured by 

Chislet and Strom-Tejsen (1965) using the Planar Motion Mechanism Test. 

Although this model gives accurate simulations of ship manoeuvring it does not allow 

rudder, propeller or hull geometry to be changed with ease. Modern day requirements of 

mathematical models do require the model to be adaptable, 

3.3.3 The force mathematical model 

This type of model was first proposed by McCallum ( 1980) and essentially treats the hull as 

a lifting surface inclined at a drift angle to the water flow, thus generating lift and drag 

forces, as on an aerofoil section. McCallum postulates that a linear relationship exists 

between the lift force on the hull to the angle of incidence, up to about one radian, whilst 
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the drag force increases quadratically from some minimum value at a zero angle of 

incidence. The rudder, also being a higher aspect ratio aerofoil section, is also modelled in 

the same manner. It is not to be expected that a simple model of this sort will be able to 

give accurate manoeuvring predictions over the very wide range of operating conditions 

experienced. 

Figure 3.3. Forces and moments acting on a ship. 

Figure 3.3 shows the forces and moments acting on the vessel. From these McCallum 

developed the three equations of motion in the following form. 

For the surge equation, the total mass m1, may be expected to change with the direction of 

fluid flow. 

m1ti = [TP + Lu sin a - Du cos a - Ln sin a.- Dn cos a. +m2vr ] .......... (3 .12a) 

The sway equation may be similarly written as: 
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The yaw equation is obtained by taking moments: about the centre of gravity. 

Research work is still continuing to refine this type of model and to investigate different 

methods of calculating the hydrodynamically generated forces by both slender-body theory 

and wind tunnel experiments, Pourzanjani et al ( 1987). The later versions of the Racal 

Marine Systems Ltd MRNS9000 navigation simulator employ models based on this 

approach and incorporates a basic ship's editor to enable other ship types to be modelled. 

3.3.4 The modular manoeuvring model 

Current research on ship manoeuvring modelling tends to favour this type of model as 

shown by the Mathematical Model Group (MMG) of the Society of Naval Architects of 

Japan, Ogawa ( 1978). This was subsequently followed by various papers on the subject, 

Inoue et al ( 1981 ), Kose ( 1982), and a further refined model in 1984 to simulate various 

ship manoeuvring motions in harbour, Kose (1984). Research in Germany, by Oltmann and 

Sharma ( 1984), is based on the modular concept, as is the modular manoeuvring model 

developed at British Marine Technology Ltd (BMT) between 1983 and 1984. 

A modular manoeuvring model is one in which the individual elements, such as the hull, 

propeller, rudder, engines, and external influences, of a manoeuvring ship are each 

represented as separate interactive modules. Each module, whether it relates to 

hydrodynamic or control forces or external effects is self-contained. The modules are 

constructed by reference to the detailed physical analysis of the process being modelled. 

The system as a whole is then modelled by combining the individual elements and 

expressing their interaction by other physical expressions. 

The equations of motion for a modular manoeuvring model are generally expressed by: 

nni- mrv = X H +X P +X R + X E 

mv-mru = YH + Yp + YR +YE .......... (3.13) 

I 2f = N H + N P + N R + NE 

where the suffixes H, P, R and E denote components of hull, propeller, rudder and external 

forces. 

The model arranged in this way lends itself to a number of applications. For example it 

allows research on one particular module and the effect that module has on the system 
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model as a whole. This is invaluable when trying .to determine the effect of various rudder 

areas on the manoeuvring performance of a vessel. Previously a series of captive model 

tests had to be undertaken to select optimal rudder area. Advances in any particular field of 

related research can be incorporated into a module and into the system as a whole without 

having to alter other system modules. 

Other advantages of this approach are the expansion facilities it allows. In addition to the 

modules shown in equation set (3.13), extra modules can be employed to simulate bow 

thrusters and stern thrusters for example. The surge equation would then look like: 

111/i-mrv =XII +Xp +XR + xli + XB + Xs .......... (3.14) 

where the suffixes B and S denote the components of bow and stern thrusters. Hence the 

model can be tailored to suit a number of applications and such effects as ship to shore and 

ship to ship interaction can be investigated. Gradually a very sophisticated model 

incorporating all of the more specialised attributes was developed by Tapp ( 1989), which 

will be shown in detail in a later section along with simulated results. 

3.4 Hydrodynamic Coefficients 

It has already been seen that the equations of motion to represent a ship contain the 

hydrodynamic coefficients. The hydrodynamic forces of a rigid body, travelling with 

forward speed in free surface waves; is a complicated problem, Abkowitz (1969), Baar 

(1984). Hence, the accuracy of the motion predicted not only depends on the type of 

mathematical model, but significantly on the ability to determine these hydrodynamic 

forces, Abkowitz ( 1980). 

The hydrodynamic coefficients required in the equations of motion of a body movmg 

through a fluid are usually classified into three general categories, Barr ( 1987): 

1. static - coefficients due to the components of linear velocities of the body relative to 

the fluid; 

11. rotary - coefficients due to components of angular velocity; 

111. acceleration - coefficients due to either linear or angular acceleration components, also 

termed 'added mass' coefficients. 

The number and types of hydrodynamic coefficients required will vary depending upon on 

the complexity of the problem being investigated, the type of mathematical model, and the 
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extent to which various hydrodynamics effects are included in the representation. There is 

little point increasing the number of coefficients in the mathematical model ·if their effect is 

a marginal contribution to the main forces and moments acting on the ships.hull. 

3.4.1 Derivation of Hydrodynamic Coefficients 

Various methods for deriving the hydrodynamic coefficients may be summarised as follows. 

• Estimation and extrapolation from already available models may be held in some form 

of data base, Oltmann and Sharma (1984). Ship manoeuvring performance data bases, 

containing data from ships trials and model tests can provide hydrodynamic coefficients 

from a number of vessels. One such data base is that established by the US. Coast 

Guard, Barr and Miller (I 983). 

• Captive model tests made in a towing tank, Gill and Price (I 977). This method is 

expensive and only available to large research establishments specialising in 

hydrodynamic investigations. It includes such tests as the Planar Motion Mechanism 

and the Rotating Arm. 

• Free running model experiments, De Vries ( 1984). This method entails access to an 

open stretch of sheltered water and involves considerable instrumentation 

implementation to obtain worthwhile data. One methodology by which this is 

accomplished is termed 'parameter identification'. 

• Calculation of the constants from hydrodynamic theory, Mikelis (1982). Such methods 

are particularly useful for the estimation of the 'acceleration derivatives'. 

• Empirical calculation methods related to the basic geometry of the ship, Clarke (I 983). 

• Wind tunnel tests. Pourzanjani et al ( 198 7). 

• Full scale ship trials, Norrbin (1971) and Burns et al (1985b). By suitable 

instrumentation all the necessary coefficients may be derived by this method without 

the necessity of scaling, as required by model experiments. The basic trial needed to 

derive the equations of motion is a spiral manoeuvre, such as the Bech reverse-spiral 

technique, Bech ( 1966). 

• System identification methods, Abkowitz (1980). If all of the inputs and the associated 

outputs of a system are known, then the system can be 'identified'. In the case of a 

manoeuvring ship if the inputs (control actions) are known and the ensuing outputs 
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(the ship's motion responses) are ~known, the equations of motion and the numerical 

values of the coefficients can be determined. 
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CHAPTER4 

MODEL FORMULATION AND SIMULATION 

4.1 Introduction 

The four general mathematical types outlined in chapter 3 can, and do, produce accurate 

simulations. However, the ACAS requires the model to be both accurate and adaptable. 

This chapter will undertake simulations using various model types with the aim of 

concluding which model lends itself to the·requirements of the ACAS. 

The single input-output and force mathematical model have been discarded at this stage, 

the reason being that both of these model types require vessel trials or tank tests to obtain 

the required model components. The holistic and modular model hydrodynamic coefficients 

can either be,calculated, estimated or obtained from published data. 

The models used in the simulation exercise include: 

I. Three degree of freedom linear holistic; 

2. Four degree of freedom linear holistic; 

3. Three degree of freedom non-linear holistic; 

4. Four degree of freedom non-linear holistic; 

5. Three degree of freedom non-linear modular. 

For ease of comparison it was assumed that there was no current or wind and that all 

simulations were taking part in a flat calm seaway with no external influences. 

A number of different vessel types were used throughout this study to assess the developed 

models adaptability. The vessels used include: 

1. 25m training vessel -ITV Somerset; 

2. 63m converted dredger- Sand Skua; 

3. 11 m catamaran - Catfish; 

4. 325m tanker- Esso-Osaka; 

5. 161mMariner hull; 
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6. 13m training vessel -Picket Boat 9; 

7. l50m ro/ro ferry- MS Zenobia; 

8. 152m container ship; 

9. ISOm carferry. 

The full details of these vessels are shown in appendix A and a full listi!lg of coefficients 

derived/used are given in appendix B. 

4.2 Manoeuvring Simulations 

The model equations used in the simulation exercise are shown in sections 4.2.1-2. 

4.2.1 The Holistic Model 

Section 3.3.2 described the holistic model as 

" a model which performs satisfactorily when taken as a whole, but does not allow 
individual elements to be changed readily as the design is changed " 

This statement is due to the black box approach used by the holistic type model; the 

equation represents the whole vessel. 

Roll has been included into some of the holistic models to see if accuracy can be improved. 

There is a natural roll caused by rudder movement and the turning of the vessel. Due to 

rudder motion the vessel will initially roll into the turn before sway forces make the vessel 

roll in the opposite direction and sustain this angle throughout the turning manoeuvre. 

4.2.1.1 Three Degree of Freedom Linear Model 

Surge is assumed constant in the linear model 

.......... ( 4.1) 
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4.2.1.2 Four Degree of Freedom Linear Model' 

Surge is assumed constant in the linear model 

.......... (4.2) 

As calm water is only being considered here, the term mgGMcD represents the vessels 

righting moment considered within the limits ofits initial stability, i.e. the roll equation can 

be considered as; 

Resultant moment= Rolling moment- Righting moment ........ (4.2a) 

where the rolling moment is represented by the various hydrodynamic coefficients. 

4.2.1.3 Three Degree of Freedom Non-linear Model 

.......... (4.3) 

l,f = NJ' + Nv(v + vJ + N/ + Y,mnA 
2 

+ N,,., v 3 + N,r + N """n/ + 
-2- '3- 2 

..... N,"'I'A oA+N..,JJJ.IIA-oA +NavvoAv +Y. .• v. 

4.2.1.4 Four Degree of Freedom Non"linear Model 

nui -mrv = X,ti +X. (u + uJ + X • .Jt2 + X ••• u3 +X v,.V
2 +X "r 2 +X &oA 

2 
+ 

- - 2 
..... x.,un.4 + X,,ll A + x •• u. 

nni+mur=Yli+Y(v+v)+YI'+Yr+Y n 2 +Y v3 +Y rv2 + 
v ,. c r r nn A vvv '""' 
-2- 23- 2 

... . Y,,..JlA oA +Y,,.JJJ.I'A oA +Y.,~oAv +Y.. v. +Y<~>cD+ . 

. . . . . Ypp +YpiJ + r./IP + Y,,.<I>w~ + r..«~>uucv + r,,<!Juvcv 
.......... (4.4') 
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I/ =N,;v + N.(v +vJ + N;i + Y,.n/ +Nvw v3 + N,r + N n,.rv2 + 
-2- 23- 2 

..... N •• ,n" o" +N~.M.l'" o" +N""'oAv +Y •• v. +N<~><I>+ 

..... N pP+ N Pp+ Nu/'P + N u•<~>uv<I> 

I p· =Kv+K.v+Kr+Ki+K•o+K p+KP.p· +K~<I>+ 
X V V r r 0 p '+'-

..... Ku/'P + K",.uv + K.,... vv + K PPPP- mgGM <1> 

4.2.2 Three Degree of Freedom Non~linear Modular Model 

This model has the general form of equation set 4.5. 

1111i -mrv = X H + X P + X R + X E 

nni -mru = YH + Yp + YR +YE 

lzi=NH+Np+NR+NE 

.. (4.5) 

Taking this equation set each of the modules can be looked at in turn. 

4.2.2.1 Hull Forces and Moments 

The hull forces and moments module contains all the hydrodynamic data which is specific 

to the hull alone. They can be expressed by equation set 4.6. 

. ......... (4.6) 

The equations are a further development of previous research work, Burns (1984), on the 

holistic type model with the important non-linear terms being similar to enable comparisons 
of the models to be made. The multiplier u/lul included in some of the terms is to correct 

the sign of the derivative during astern motion of the ship. 
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4.2.2.2 Propeller Forces and Moments 

In order to model the motion of a ship for both ahead and astern motion it is important to 

determine correctly the propeller forces and moments. Tapp ( 1989), to cover all 

manoeuvring regimes, adopted the method of modelling the propeller for~es and moments 

published by Oltmann and Sharma (1984) and Mikelis (1985). This method is based upon 

knowledge of the thrust coefficient: 

c; = 2 ~p 
2 

.......... (4.7) 
pA

0
(up +cp ) 

for the whole range of the hydrodynamic advance angles, &, for the propeller. 

up up 
tan &=-= .......... (4.8) 

cp 0.71lnD 

The hydrodynamic advance angle can be defined in any of four quadrants to cover the 

entire range of propeller operating conditions as can be seen in figure 4 .1. 

... 'T\ Speed ahead I oo(~ c(900 
Revs. ahead 

.. 
Re ... ostem .... 'T\ Speed ahead 1 90°(~ &( 180° .. 
Re.,. os<em .... 'T\ Speed astern 1 80° (~ &( 270° .. 

... 'T\ Speed astern 1 270°(~ &(360° 
Revs. ahead 

.. 

Figure 4. 1. Four quadrant propeller operation 
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V an Lammeren et al ( 1969) published data on the Wageningen B-series propellers 

operating in four quadrants. Figure 4.2 shows the open water test results for the B4.70 

series, 4 bladed with a 0.70 disc area ratio, for various pitch/diameter ratios. 
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Figure 4. 2. Open water test results for the B4. 70 propeller operating 

in four quadrants, after Van Lammeren et a/ (1969). 

For the given advance angle the thrust coefficient for that operating condition can be 

obtained. For use in a simulation program the thrust coefficient, and hence the propeller 

thrust, can be modelled by fitting a Fourier series or least squares polynomial fit to the 

required PID curve. 
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Once the thrust has been obtained the surge, sway and yaw terms can be determined: 

X p= (l-t)T 

.... ... ... (4 .9) 

4.2.2.3 Rudder Forces and Moments 

From Hirano et al (1987), and using the sign convention adopted by Tapp (1989), the 

forces and moments induced on the ship due to rudder action are given by: 

.......... (4 .10) 

FN is the normal force produced by the rudder, and may be defined by: 

F. p 6. 132 A -z . ( ) 
N =- R ur sm a R 

2 2+2.25 
.......... (4.11) 

where 2 is the rudder aspect ratio. u/, the mean squared slipstream velocity, and aR, the 

rudder angle of attack, can be calculated as shown by Tapp ( 1989). 

aH and I R are correction factors to adapt the open-water characteristics of the rudder to 

behind-hull conditions. From figure 4.3, aH can be determined from knowledge of the form 

factor of the hull, C8 . The value of t R can be estimated from the reduction in forward speed 

of the ship when turning. 
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Figure -1. 3. Ratio of induced force ship on hull by rudder action to 

the normal mdderforce against hull form factor. 

4.2.3 Simulations 

Computer programs were developed using FORTRAN 77 on a Prime main-frame computer 

for the holistic models and Microsoft 'C' on a PC based 486 machine for the modular 

model. The reason for using the Prime main-frame computer was to use and edit a simple 

linear model that already existed, Dove (1 984). Simulations were run of the following. 

1. Turning circles. The simulations were performed with rudder angles +/- 5, 10, 20, and 

30 degrees. 

2. Kempf Zig-Zag manoeuvres. These give an indication of the effectiveness of the rudder 

to initiate and check changes in heading and will also show if there is any build up of 

roll caused by sudden changes in rudder. Deviations about headings of 5, 10 and 20 

degrees were simulated. 

3. A simple al teration in heading by a change of course is simulated to show the roll angle 

that is most likely to be experienced in normal practice. 

Figures 4.4-4. 1 0 show a range of plots for the various models. 
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4.3 Discussion 

The difficulty when undertaking a comparison of various models and vessels is to obtain all 

the required hydrodynamic coefficients and model components. The coefficients for the 

simulated vessels were obtained from various references, as shown in appendix B, and 

where they could not were calculated or estimated. 

A direct comparison between different model types was not the ultimate mm of this 

exercise. All models, for a particular vessel, can be made to work and produce accurate 

results. This may seem a very bold statement but with the correct model input data holds 

true. The requirement of this exercise, in the model formulation and simulation, is to find 

the most adaptable model with an acceptable accuracy. Each model will now be discussed 

in turn. 

4.3.1 Three Degree of Freedom Linear Holistic 

This model lends itself to being adaptable as all of the required hydrodynamic coefficients 

can easily be obtained due to them being linear. However, this model cannot be considered 

accurate as the forward velocity of the vessel is assumed to remain constant during a 

turning manoeuvre. Reduction in speed during a turn could be an important aspect for the 

ACAS and therefore this model is not suitable. 

4.3.2 Four Degree of Freedom Linear Holistic 

Accuracy over the three degree of freedom linear holistic model could be improved slightly 

if a vessel with a high free board or superstructure were to be modelled. This model will be 

unsuitable for the ACAS for the same reasons given in section 4.3.1. 

4.3.3 Three Degree of Freedom Non-Linear Holistic 

This model proved to be accurate when modelling a number of vessels. The majority of 

hydrodynamic coefficients could be obtained reasonably well, however, some of the higher 

order non-linear terms could only be obtained from publications containing full scale or 

tank test results. A model that works well with questionable adaptability. 
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4.3.4 Four Degree or 1Freedom Non-Linear Holistic 

As with the three degree of freedom non-linear model this model can produce accurate 

simulations. However, due to the extra degree of freedom and hence, the extra 

hydrodynamic coefficients, it does not lend itself to be adaptable. 

4.3.5 Three Degree or Freedom Non-Linear Modular 

This model proved accurate and showed the most promise in terms of its adaptability. The 

formulation of the model being separated into modules allows for propeller, rudder data or 

external influences to be altered without resulting in the whole model being recalculated. 

Some of the higher order non-linear hull terms were difficult to obtain, however, this 

problem will be addressed in chapter 5 now that this model has shown itself to be the most 

suitable. 
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CHAPTERS 

THE ADAPTABLE MODULAR MODEL 

5.1 Introduction 

During the past ten years fellow researchers at the University of Plymouth have developed 

a comprehensive range of mathematical models, of various forms and fidelity, for many 

different ship types, Burns (1984), Tapp {1989) and Miller {1990). The main drawback 

with these models is that they are time consuming to formulate and expensive to produce, 

requiring tank tests or full scale trials to obtain the necessary hydrodynamic coefficients. An 

adaptable mathematical model, when fitted into the ACAS, should allow the system to be 

'portable' between vessels without requiring expensive trials. 

In chapter 4 it was concluded that the modular model had the greatest potential to be 

'adaptable'. The model presented in section 4.4 will be investigated in greater detail and 

modified to create an adaptable mathematical model. Methods to calculate all necessary 

hydrodynamic coefficients, forces and moments will be developed. 

5.1.1 Derivation of Modules and their Coefficients 

It has already been seen that the modular manoeuvring model is one in which the individual 

elements, such as the hull, propeller, rudder, engines and external influences of a 

manoeuvring ship are each represented as separate interactive modules. This philosophy is 

demonstrated in figure 5.1, where it can also be seen that additional modules can be 

continuously added. Each module, whether it relates to hydrodynamic or control forces or 

external effects, is self contained. The modules are constructed by reference to the detailed 

physical analysis ofthe process being modelled. The system as a whole is then modelled by 

combining the individual elements and describing their interaction by other physical 

expressions. 
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Figure 5.1. Structure ofthe modzilar model. 

5.2 Hull Forces and Moments 

The equations for the hull forces and moments have already been shown in equation set 

4.6. The modified set for the adaptable model are shown below. 

xu = x"1i + Ru 

YH = Y,; \; + Y,i + Yuv V+ ,::, Y,rr ..... ..... (5 . 1) 

It will be seen that this is a reduced equation set with the following terms deleted: 

These coefficients are difficult to obtain without full scale trials or tank tests and were 

found not to affect the models performance to any great extent. This will be demonstrated 

in section 6.4.4 where it can be seen that only the vessels initial turning characteristics are 

affected, resulting in a slightly tighter turning circle. 

5.2.1 Sway and Yaw Terms 

Clarke ( 1982) published work allowing empirical methods to be used for deducing linear 

acceleration and velocity derivatives from a basis of hull geometry. Clarke analysed sets of 

data from captive model experiments by multiple regression analysis and developed a set of 
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parametric equations to calculate the hydrodynamic derivatives of the hull form. These can 

be seen in equation set (5 .2). 

N . =- - -+0.017C --0.33-, {T)2

( 1 B B) 
, L 12 8 T L 

.. .. ...... (5 .2) 

jT)2

( B B) N,' = - "lL 0.25+0.039T - 0.56 L 

Two systems exist for the non-dimensional analysis of parameters used m ship 

mathematical modelling. 

1. The SNAME prime system, Lewis (1988); the units of mass, length and time are given 

by the mass of the ship, m, its length, L, and the time taken by the ship to cover the 

distance of its own length at its instantaneous speed, U. 

11. The Bis system, Norrbin (1971); the unit of mass becomes the mass of the water 
displaced by the ship, p'V ; the unit of length is the length of the ship, L; and the unit of 

time becomes the time required for travelling one ship length at a speed corresponding 
to F, = 1, i.e. ~Ljg. 
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The equations developed by Clarke ( 1982) give the non-dimensional hydrodynamic 

derivatives in terms of the prime system, this system was used in the holistic model 

calculations. When the original modular model was developed by Tapp (1989), he decided 

to adopt the bis:system and this system was carried forward into the present research. Tapp 

used the bis system as it is applicable to ship manoeuvring in all regimes; the prime system 

uses instantaneous speed as one of its dimensionalising quantities, problems therefore occur 

when the instantaneous speed is zero, i.e. when reversing from ahead to astern. To convert 

the acceleration derivatives to the bis system of non-dimensionalisation it is necessary to 

multiply by a factor of L3f2V; to convert the velocity derivatives the correction factor is 
L3 U /2 V ..[ii. As an alternative to converting the velocity derivatives Norrbin ( 1971) 

derived the following formulae: 

Y.v" =- 1[ X LT
2 

X 1.69-0.04 
2 V 

7r LT2 

N ••. "=-- X-- X 1.28+0.02 
4 V 

Y.,"= 7r x LT
1 

x1.29-0.18 
4 V 

7r LT2 

N "= --x--x 1.88+0.09 
"' 8 V 

.......... (5.3) 

To aid in the computation of the coefficients table 5.1 can be used to check the sign oft he 

derivative. 

Derivative Sign of the derivatives 

Y' 
V always negative 

N' 
' 

always negative 
N' • always negative 

N' 
V either positive 

or ne~ative 

Y' 
' 

either positive 

or tw~ative 
Y' li always positive 

N. B. Signs in italics refor to the signs of derivalivesfor rurw/ ship forms. 

Table 5. 1. Signs of the Hydrodynamic Derivatives. 
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5.2.2 Surge Terms 

The term RH, in the surge equation of the modular model, represents the ship's total 

resistance on a straight course and is modelled by the following expression: 

11 2 3 
RH = Xuu + jtif Xuull + Xuuull .......... (5.4) 

A third order polynomial fit of the plot of the total resistance for a particular vessel against 

the associated longitudinal velocity, results in a cubic function of the form: 

where; /1 

X 

a 

b 

c 

X=au+bu 2 +cu3 
.......... (5.5) 

= longitudinal velocity 

= total resistance 

= normal multiplier = X" 

I . I" - X 
= square mu t1p 1er = X = _.J!.!!.. uu 2 

b. I. I. X X = cu 1c mu t1p 1er = = ____!!!!!!.. . uuu 6 

The multipliers a, b, and c, and hence X", X"" and X""", can be determined by fitting a 

Lagrange polynomial to the total resistance curve, a routine is included in the model 

programme to undertake this. It is therefore necessary to obtain the total resistance of the 

vessel over the operating speed range by numerical means. The method adopted is detailed 

in section 5.3. 

The final surge term, X,;, has a constant value of -0.05. It was found to have this value 

after numerous simulation runs with varying vessel types. 

5.3 Total Resistance 

The total resistance to motion of a vessel in a calm seaway can be considered as summation 

of the individual components, Holtrop and Mennen (1982) and Holtrop (1984): 

frictional resistance according to the ITTC1-1957 formula; 

form factor of the hull; 

1ITIC is the lnlcrnational"Towing Tank Conference. 
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appendage resistance; 

wave resistance; 

The Adaptable Modular Model 

additional pressure resistance of bulbous bow near the water sUiface; 

additional pressure resistance due to transom immersion; 

model-ship correlation resistance. 

5.3.1 Frictional Resistance ( RF (I + k1)) 

Water flowing past the wetted hull of a ship, by means of the boundary layer, exerts a shear 

force on the solid boundary in the direction of motion of the stream. This shear force is 

known as surface friction resistance. Due to the very large wetted surface area of the ship's 

hull, surface friction resistance is normally the largest component of the total resistance to 

motion of a vessel. 

RF = 0.5pSV}CF .......... (5.7) 

CF is the coefficient of frictional resistance and, according to the 1957 ITJ:C, can be given 

by: 

C 
- 0.075 

F- 2 
(log 10 R.,- 2) 

......... (5.8) 

where S is the wetted surface area of the ship's hull. If unknown, S can be estimated from 

the following, statistically derived formula, Lewis ( 1988); 

S = L(2T + B)C~/(0.4530+0.442.5C8 -0.2862CM -0.003467 BjT+ 0.3696C,..p) +2.38A8 r/C8 

.......... (5.9) 

5.3.1.1 Form Factor of the Hull (I+ k1) 

The form factor is assumed to be invariant with R., Lewis ( 1988), and relates the two

dimensional frictional resistance to the three-dimensional ship's hull. Holtrop (1984) gives 

the following formula for the form factor: 

I+ kl = 0. 93 + 0. 487118cl4 (B/ L )'06806 ( T/ L )046106 ( L/ LR )0 121)6] ( Lj /V)036486 (I-c p r0604247 

.......... (5.1 0) 
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LR is defined by; 

LR = L(l- Cp + 0.06Cpkb/(4Cp -IH .......... (5.11) 

where lcb is the longitudinal position of the centre of buoyancy forward of 0.5 L as a 

percentage of L. 

The coefficient c14 accounts for the stern shape. It depends on the stern shape coefficient 

csrern for which figures are given in table 5.2. 

Afterbod_y_ form cstem 

Pram with gondola -25 

V -shaped sections -10 

Normal section shape 0 

U-shaped sections 

with Hogner stern 10 

Table 5.2. Stem shape coefficient. After Holtrop (1984) 

Figures showing the afterbody form are given in appendix C. 

5.3.2 Appendage Resistance ( RAPP) 

Rudders, shaft brackets, stabiliser fins, bilge keels, wake fins and sonar domes are some of 

the principal appendages that can add as much as I 0% to the resistance to forward motion 

of a ship. The appendage resistance can be determined from: 

where SAPP is the wetted surface area of the appendages and 1 + k2 is the appendage 

resistance factor, tentative values of which are given in table 5.3. 

The I+ k2 value for a summation of appendages is given by: 

.......... (5.13) 
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rudder behind skeg 1.5"2.0 

rudder behind stem 1!.3-1.5 

twill screw balanced rudders 2.8 

shaft brackets 3.0 

skeg 1.5-2.0 

strut bossings 3.0 

hull bossings 2.0 

shafts 2.0-4.0 

stabiliser fins 2.8 

dome 2.7 

bilge keels 1.4 

Table 5. 3. Approximate I+ k2 values. After Holtrop and Me1men (1982). 

5.3.3 Wavemaking Resistance (~v) 

Pressure variations around a ship's hull when it is in a forward motion generate waves on 

the surface of the sea, the energy in the wave systems being derived from the ship's 

propulsion system. 

Holtrop and Mennen ( 1982) undertook a statistical analysis to determine the wave 

resistance. This was re-analysed with a greater sample, Holtrop (1984), and two formulae 

were derived dependant on the vessels speed range in terms of the F,: 

for the speed range F, )0.55; 

for the speed range F, (0. 40; 

For the speed range 0.40(r~, (0.55 a simple interpolation formula can be determined: 

f) = f) + (1 OF.- 4)(~V-B,_,,- ~V-A.) 
"W "IV-A

0
, 1.

5 
.......... (5.(6) 
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where; 

R,v-A., is the wave resistance prediction for F,, = 0.40 

R,v-s., is the wave resistance prediction for F, = 0.55 

TheAdaptableModu/ar Model 

The various coefficients and variables in equations(5.12)-(5.16) can be calculated using the 

following formulae, Holtrop (1984): 

m
1 

= 0.0140407 LjT -.J.75254 Vif3jL -4. 79323B/ L -e16 

m3 = _7. 2035(B/ L)o326869 ( T/ B)o605315 

m4 = e1l 0.4 exp{ -0.034F,,-329 } 

A.= 1.446CP -0.03 L/B when L/B(I2 

2=1.446Cp-0.36 whenL/B)I2 

d= -0.9 

e2 = exp{-1.89JC:} 

e3 = (0.56A~~ )j(BT(0.31~ A8 r + TF -h8 )) 

The coefficient e3 determines the influence of the bulbous bow on the wave resistance. 

e7 = 0. 229577(B/ £)033333 when B/ L(O.II 

c7 = B/ L when O.II(B/ L(O. 25 

e7 =0.5~0.0625L/B when B/L)0.25 

e15 = -1.69385 when L3/V(512 

e15 = -1.69385+(L/V 113 -8)/2.36 when 512(L3/V(l726.91 

e1l = 0 when L3 /V) 1726.9.1 
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c16 = 1.73014-0.7067CP when Cp)0.8 

The half angle of entrance, i •, is that made at the waterline, by the bow, by neglecting the stem, and unless 

known can be approximated by: 

5.3.4 Additional Resistance due to Bulbous Bow (R8 ) 

If a bulb is fitted to the bow of a ship below the waterline, the waves it generates will 

interfere with those generated by the bow. With careful design and positioning of the bulb it 

is possible for the two wave systems to be in antiphase at the ship's cruising speed with 

consequent destructive interference· and reduction of wavemaking resistance. However, a 

contribution of additional resistance has to be taken into account due to the bulbs wetted 

surface area and its presence near the surface. This can be given by Holtrop (1984): 

R8 =0.11exp{-3P;2 }F.;A~~ pg
2 

.......•.. (5.17) 
(I+ F.J 

where F.; is the Froude number based on the immersion of the bulb and P8 is a measure of 

the emergence of the bow. 

F =-=========v~======== 
m ~·g(TF- h8 -0.25~ A8T) + O.J5V2 

5.3.5 Additional Resistance due to Immersed Transom (RTR) 

The immersion ofthe transom causes an added resistance and is a function of the immersed , 

transom transverse area and the vessel speed: 
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whenF,1 (5 

c6 = 0 whenF,1 ~ 5 

V 

F,.T = ~2g AT /(B + BCWP) 

5.3.6 Model-ship Correlation Resistance (RA) 

The model-ship correlation allowance is necessary to add an additional resistance to the 

smooth-ship resistance to obtain the actual value for the 'real' ship, Harvald (1978). 

RA= 0.5pSV2CA ... .. ..... (5 .19) 

when TF/ L ~ 0.04 

c4 = 0.04 when TF /L)O. 04 

5.3. 7 Resistance Calculations 

The Holtrop and Mennen (I 982) and Holtrop (1984) algorithms, outlined in sections 5.3.1-

5.3.6, have been utilised to find the model vessels total resistance curve. Figures 5.2-5.4 

show the total resistance curves and their individual components for a range vessels, details 

of which can be found in appendix D. 
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Figure 5.2. Total Resistance Curve for the "Esso Osaka", 

a 278000 dwt Oil Tanker. 
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Figure 5. 3. Total Resistance Cun'e for the "Sand Slma", 

a 63m Converted Sand Dredger. 
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Figure 5.4. Total Resistance Curve for "Picket Boat 9", 

a 13m Navy Training Vessel. 

5.4 Circulation Theory Applied to Propeller Modelling 

In order to model the vessel, for both forward and astern motion, it is important to 

determine the propeller forces and moments correctly. However, for the model to be 

adaptable, these should be obtained by theoretical methods. The traditional technique for 

modelling the propeller has been explained in chapter 4.2.2.2 and from this it can be seen 

that the forces and moments are dependant on data obtained from open water tank tests 

that are presented in four quadrant propeller design charts. The types of propeller that can 

be modelled by using these design charts are restricted as published data on the complete 

B-series range is limited. 

A novel approach, in terms of manoeuvring mathematical models, is to adopt the use of 

circulation theory techniques to predict the propeller thrust. By adopting this method the 

use of propeller design charts, or data based on open water model tests, is not required. 

Hence, propeller modelling is not limited only to propellers of the B-series form. 
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5.4.1 Basic Circulation Theory 

~he modern theoretical methods of circulation theory used to design propellers are based 

upon the concept, due to Lanchester (1907), that the lift developed by the propeller blade 

is caused by a circulation flow that takes place around the blade. The theory is based upon 

the lifting force experienced on a rotating cylinder in a stream called the Magnus effect, 

Magnus (1853). 

If a cylinder is placed in a uniform stream in a non-viscous fluid, without any circulation 

flow, the streamlines will be symmetrical about the flow axis, and no force will be exerted 

upon the cylinder, Figure S.S(a). The stagnation points upon the cylinder occur at 0° and 

180°, i.e. 0° is the incident flow axis. 

If now a circulation flow is developed around the cylinder, the flow pattern becomes 

asymmetrical and the stagnation points move towards each other, Figure S.S(b). The 

velocities due to the circulation and to the free stream are added vectorially at every point 

around the cylinder. At the point E the velocity parallel to the flow axis is increased 

U'a + v ), while at F the velocity is decreased (V
0 

- v ). This asymmetry of velocity 

distribution gives rise to an asymmetry in the pressure distribution. A lifting force is then 

produced across the pressure gradient , perpendicular to the uniform stream flow. 

The circulation around a foil can be considered in a similar manner, mapped to a cylinder by 

the Joukowski Transformation, O'Brien (1969). The position of the stagnation points is 

determined from the physical requirements of flow about a foil and these points mapped 

back to a cylinder, calculating the circulation from simpler mathematical analysis. 

As fluid starts to flow past the foil, the stagnation points tend to form at the ends of the foil 

(at 0° and 180° on the corresponding cylinder), Figure 5.6(a). The angle of attack, a, 

governs the position of these points. In real fluid flow, at the trailing edge where the 

underside fluid tries to flow around the sharp edge, violent separation occurs. This only 

occurs for an instant, as point (b) is then swept back to the trailing edge , Figure 5.6(b). 

According to the stagnation hypothesis of Joukowski, O'Brien (1969), this is necessary to 

avoid an infinite velocity around the cusp of the foil. This shift in the rear stagnation point 

corresponds to a shift in the rear stagnation point on the cylinder, and to provide vertical 

symmetry, a downward shift in the forward stagnation point. A theoretical circulation has 

now been established around the foil. The magnitude of this circulation is determined by the 

movement of the stagnation points. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Figure 5.5. Streamline flow around a cylinder (a) without circulation (b) with circulation, 

after Lewis (1988). 
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(a) 

(b) -------.. 

Figure 5. 6. Adjustment of stagnation points to avoid infinite velocity at trailing edge, 

after Daugherty (1 989). 

5.4.2 A Mathematical Approach to Circulation 

Consider the type of streamline flow shown in figure 5. 7, which is defined by the equation: 

n' = constant = c ....... ... (5 .20) 

where: r = radius vector drawn from the origin, 0 ; 

v = velocity at any point, which is always normal to the radius vector. 
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Figure 5. 7. Circulation flow in a vortex, after Lewis (1988). 

An inner streamline of radius r
0 

can be considered as representing the wall of a cylinder, 

whose axis is normal to the plane ofthe flow and around which the fluid circulates. 

The circulation, f, can be defined as the line integral around a closed curve: 

f = ~V. ds ... ... .... ( 5. 21) 

This type of flow is peculiar in that when the line integral along a closed curve in the flow 

field is calculated, the circulation is zero when the curve does not surround the origin, but 

has the constant value 2nc when the curve does surround the origin. The element ds is 

simply the circumference of the curve, 27!r: 

therefore; 

r = 2nc ... .. ..... (5.23) 
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The transverse lifting force per unit span acting upon the foil, with circulation in uniform 

flow, may be shown to be given by: 

dL = pfVR .......... (5.24) 

where; p = the density of the medium, 

r = 27!C = strength of circulation flow, 

VR = resultant fluid velocity relative to the propeller blade. 

Equation (5.24) is known as the Kulla-Joukowski equation, (Lewis 1988}, and it applies to 

all bodies regardless of their shape, the shape factor being contained in the circulation factor 

r. 

5.4.3 Application to Screw Propellers 

Circulation theory is important in the design of marine screws as it can be used to calculate 

the fluid velocity relative to a particular blade section, corrected for induced velocities, This 

is significant as the angle of incidence of the fluid to the blade element governs the lift and 

drag characteristics of the blade, which in turn decide the final thrust and torque produced. 

The theory can be adapted to calculate the performance of a screw with given geometrical 

characteristics over a range of operating conditions, i.e. to make detailed screw 

performance calculations It is this aspect that is of interest for propeller modelling. 

In applying a simple circulation theory to a propeller, each blade is assumed to be replaced 

by a vortex line that extends from propeller axis to blade tip, O'Brien (1969). The vortex 

line rotates around the propeller axis and around the line there is a circulation. This line is 

called the bound vortex line, figure 5.8. 
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~~~CRT£X ~')<;~)'(_-. 

AXIAL VORTEX I \ I \ 
U N£ \ I \ I 

\ J \ / "--" '-.__,; 

Figure 5.8. Tip and axial vortices. 

The vortex line is terminated at the propeller axis and blade tip by two trailing vortex lines. 

The axial vortex line follows a path along the propeller axis and the tip vortex line follows a 

helical path. If the circulation varies radially, as it does for a propeller, then a system of 

trailing vortex lines of similar form to the tip vortex line are shed along the radial length of 

the blade, as can be seen in figure 5.9. 

Figure 5.9. Vortex system, after Harvald (1983). 
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As a propeller in open water develops thrust, it induces three inflow velocity components, 

radial, axial and tangential. These are generally small compared with the speed of advance, 

V
0

, but the axial and tangential component have a large effect upon the angle of incidence 

and must be accounted for. 

The effect of trailing vortices is to induce at the bound vortices, a velocity component, Un, 

normal to the resultant velocity: this velocity is due to the axial and tangential inflow 

components. 

The radial inflow component is due to the contraction of the slipstream in passing through 

the propeller. It is small, in all but heavily loaded propellers, and is usually neglected. 

Prandtl, O'Brien (1969), showed that along the vortex sheet, figure 5.10, from the lifting 

line, AA, to infinity to the right, the induced downward velocity varies from un at a very 

large distance from AA to a value of U" /2 at AA. This can be proved by a theorem on 

vortex motions comparable to the law in electrodynamics that describes eddy current 

motions. (The Biot-Savart Law, Lewis (1988)). 

Figure 5.10. Vortex system over a finite foil span, after Lewis (1988). 

The blade velocity diagram for a propeller operating in a non-viscous fluid, including the 

induced tangential and axial velocities, can be seen in figure 5. I I. 
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dT 

dl 

'\ 

dO 

...._ _______ ~.w-r __ u2t ) = 21T nr (-1--o_' '-----~-~~ ~ •o'wr 

r wr=21Tnr -l 

Figure 5.11. Blade velocity diagram. after Lewis (1988) . 

5.4.3.1 Correction Factors 

Circulation theory makes various assumptions and correction factors have been adopted to 

account for them. There are three types of correction required: 

1. curvature correction; 

2. tip correction; 

3. blade number correction. 

Vorticity across a propeller blade is distributed, as opposed to being concentrated on a 

single vortex line as the circulation theory assumes. The resulting velocity field varies in 

direction and magnitude along each blade section as against the uniform resultant velocity at 

the bound vortex line. Due to this variable velocity field, the propeller will not produce the 
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same coefficient of lift that would be developed in a homogeneous inflow condition. Hill, 
(1949), applied a curvature correction, He, to compensate, figure 5.12, 

6 ' ' . . . I 

HILL CURVATURE CORRECTION 

5 

4 

He 

3 

2 

I • • • I ' ' . I I I I 

0 2 3 5 7 8 
SEC C 

~SINO-:: 

Figure 5.12. Curvature correction chart, after Hill (1949). 

Where g is the gap factor; 

.......... (5 .25) 

As discussed previously, the difference between the pressure on the face and the back of the 

propeller blade produces fluid flow around the blade tips. This means an effective reduction 

of the lift produced at the outer blade sections which increases as the blade width and radius 

fraction increases. The tip correction, Hr, is a function of the mean chord ratio, Cm/ D, 

taken between the blade tip and the blade section in question. It is given by; 

Hr= Cm = Cm fD .......... (5 .26) 
15R(l - x) 7.5(1- x) 

The application of these correction factors to the lift coefficient will be shown later. 
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For a screw having a small number of blades, i.e. Z=5, the vortex sheets are widely spaced. 

Provided there are a large number of blades then the sheets will be closely spaced; close 

enough that the variation in velocity between the sheets is so small that it can be neglected. 

This assumption of a high value of Z means that an expression for the circulation can be 

derived and corrections applied to make an allowance for a small number of blades. 

Goldstein (1929) proposed the most accurate and widely used of tpe blade number 

correction factors, K, which is a function of the number of blades, the radius fraction, 
x = rj R, and the induced advance ratio, A;. Tachmindji and Milam (1956) calculated these 

correction factors and represented them in a graphical format, figure 5.13. These factors are 

valid only for the case of zero circulation at the hub - generally considered as correct. They 

are also only strictly valid for a screw having a constant radial virtual pitch distribution. 

0 ·7 0 6 0 ~ 0 4 0 3 ~ 0 ·2 0 ·18 0·17 

Figure 5.13. Goldstein reductionfactors, after Tachmindji and Milam (1956) . 
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5.4.3.2. ,Screw Performance'Calculations 

Betz ( 1919) established a minimum energy loss condition for a screw with a large number 

of blades which is operating in a homogeneous flow in a non-viscous fluid and under 

moderately loaded condition. This moderately loaded condition is described when the 

inflow factors a and a' are small and when the slipstream contraction can_be neglected. It is 

reasonable to make this assumption for use in the adaptable mathematical model. 

To satisfy the Betz condition, the circulation around a propeller blade can be given by: 

r = 21lrUr 
z .......... (5.27) 

where, from figure 5. 11, U r = 2a' OT . Substituting and applying the appropriate Gold stein 

correction K, 

.......... (5.28) 

The tangential inflow factor, a', is the fraction of the tangential velocity that is induced as .a 

tangential inflow component as the propeller advances. From figure 5, I l: 

, tantJ;(tanp,- tanp) 
a = , .......... (5.29) 

I +tan· /J; 

where P is the hydrodynamic advance angle and P, is the hydrodynamic pitch angle 

corrected for induced velocities. The hydrodynamic advance angle is the ratio of the 

advance speed to the tangential speed of the propeller: 

V 
tanP= -•- .......... (5.30) 

XTrnD 

and the hydrodynamic .pitch angle can be determined from, 

tanp, =ph .......... (5.3 I) 
1fX 

where ph is the hydrodynamic pitch ratio Ph/ D and, 

Ph = 1rA., .......... (5.32) 
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A. 
11; = T .......... (5.33) 

I 

where A.; is the advance ratio corrected for'induced velocities. Also, for the same condition, 

from the definition of the advanceratio; 

A.=~ .......... (5.34) 
nnD 

Combining this with equations (5.31) and (5.32): 

fl A. tanp; = -·' 
X 

.......... (5.35) 

Now an expression for tanp, in terms of tanp and T/; can be derived, combining (5.30), 

(5.33), (5.34) and (5.35) as: 

tanp 
tanp; =- .......... (5.36) 

T/; 

For each blade element the idealthrust dT, and ideal torque dQ can be determined as; 

dT, = Z.dL.cosp; .......... (5.37) 

and, 

dQ = Z(dL.sinP; )r .......... (5.38) 

The ideal thrust and torque values do not account for the viscous effect of drag upon each 

blade element. 

Previously an expression for the lift from the Kutta-Joukowski equation has been 

developed, equation (5.23), where the resultant fluid velocity relative to the blade is; from 

figure 5.11: 

VR = a.r(l- a') seep; .......... (5.39) 

Combining this with equation (5.28) and substituting into equation (5.23), for the blade 

element dr: 
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Now the lift for the blade section has been calculated it can be non-dimensionalised to give 

the coefficient of lift for the blade element foil section: 

CL = 2~L .......... (5.41) 
pV;c.dr 

where c is the chord length and c.dr is the effective area of the blade surface. Substituting 

the expression for lift from the Kutta-Joukowski equation into equation (5.41) gives; 

CL = --:1 I .......... (5.42) 
ZJ D(I- a 1)y(l + tan

2 /3;) 

4maz1 

The d'f; value can be determined by combining equations (5.37) and (5.40), 

dr 3 2 -' =4Trpi<T (u a'(I-a1
) •••••••••• (5.43) 

dr 

Substituting for the angular velocity, i.e. w = 2101: 

dr _j 3 , 
-~ = I61r pK1· Jra 1(1-a1

) 

dr 
.......... (5.44) 

The dQ value can be determined by combining equations (5.38) and (5.40): 

dO 4 , d;l = 4TrpKT w·a1(l-a1 )tanf3; .......... (5.45) 

dQ dr f3 
-~ =r-1 tan . 
dr dr 

1 
.......... (5.46) 

llhe ideal thrust and torque values are then given by: 

[ = 1R d'f; dr .......... (5.47) 
1 

'• dr 

O=JRdQdr .......... (5.48) 
-~ '• dr 

where R blade tip radius, 

radius of the propeller boss. 

The blade element values for ideal thrust and torque coefficients can then be expressed as: 
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KT. = !!_Kr. = dT;/dx = R(dT)dr.) 
4 2 4 2 ... , ...... (5.49) 

I dx I pD 11 pD 11 

Combining (5.44) and (5.49): 

K~1 = Kx 3m'(1-a') ......... ,(5.50) 

Similarly: 

K. =!!_K. = dO,/dx = rR(dT,jdr).tan/]1 

Q• dx Q• pD5112 pD5n2 
.......... (5.51) 

which, by combining (5.44), (5.46) and (5.51), reduces to: 

, X , 
KQ. =-Kr· tan/]. .. ........ (5.52) 

I 2 I I 

K = 
2

• K' (5 53) Qi 2 Ti .. .. .. .. .. . 

The ideal thrust and torque coefficients are approximately constant across the whole 

operating range for the screw as they do not account for the lift and drag characteristics of 

the blade foil section. The angle of incidence of the blade will dictate the lift and drag 

produced varying with respect to each other, as can be seen in figure 5.14, 

The coefficient of drag can be obtained from a 'standard series' chart for a particular foil 

type. Figure 5.15 shows a plot of the coefficient of drag against the thickness ratio, (tic), for 

various angles of incidence. '!!he chart is for a NACA1 section a=I.O mean line2 For 

inclusion in the model software a least squares fit was applied to the standard series data. 

1 NACA is the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 
2a= 1.0 indicates the proportion of the blade chord· over which the pressure is theoretically uniform. 
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To obtain the real Kr and KQ values, a corr.ection is,applied to each blade element: 

K~ = K~; (1- ctanpj) .......... (5.55) 

K~ = K~;(l+ccotP;) .......... (5.56) 

These expressions now account for'lift, drag and incidence, giving; 

c 
& = _p_ .......... (5.57) 

CL 

The values of K~ and K~ are then integrated across the total blade length to determine the 

blade and hence the propeller Kr, KQ values. This process can be repeated for any advance 

coefficient, J, at which the propeller is run. 

5.4.3.3. Application of Calculations to a Screw 

Applying the equations outlined in section 5.4.3.2 to screw performance is, in reality, 

complicated by the fact that the hydrodynamic pitch is not already known. In the design 

process, an ideal efficiency for the screw can be obtained from a Kramer ( 1939) chart and 

the hydrodynamic pitch angle can then be determined. Hill's (1949) prediction method 

overcomes this problem by assuming that the hydrodynamic pitch angle is found from the 

following relationship: 

Pi= rp- a. . ......... (5.58) 

where a. is a small assumed angle of attack. A range of these angles of attack are used and 

the hydrodynamic pitch angles are calculated for each one. The coefficient of lift is 

determined for each angle of attack and plotted, figure 5.16. 

The required section lift coefficient is given by: 

However the actual section has a lift coefficient value for infinite aspect ratio, CLc, of 
I 0 f I c due to its camber. The angles of attack required to compensate for the difference 

between the section lift coefficients and the lift coefficient due to camber, are calculated 

using the fact that the resulting lift coefficient increases linearly with the angle of attack at 

the rate of 0.1097 per degree. These values of incidence are also plotted against the ideal lift 

coefficient, figure 5.16. 
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Figure 5. 16. Determination of the angle of attack of the blade section 

The intersection of the two lines allows the angle of attack to be obtained, hence the 

hydrodynamic pitch angle can be calculated. At this point the available section lift 

coefficient is equal to the section lift coefficient required by the combination of the 

hydrodynamic pitch, the advance coefficient, tip correction and curvature correction. 

The lift coefficient can now be determined for the final angle of attack, equation (5 .42), and 

hence the thrust and torque values for the blade elements can be computed. 

An example of the determination of the angle of attack for a propeller blade section3 at 

x=0.7 and J==0.7 are shown in table 5.4. 

The calculation for the thrust and torque loading for this section are shown in table 5.5. 

3Details of the propeller geometry are given in appendix E. l . 
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e apta e o u ar o e Th A d bl M d I M d I 

Assumed angle of attack (degrees) 0 1 2 

Geometric pitch angle 31 .903 31.903 31.903 

Hydrodynamic pitch angle P; 5.58 31 .903 30.903 29.903 

tanp; 0.622 0.598 0.575 

tanP 5.30 0.318 0.318 0.318 

Tangential inflow factor a' 5.29 0.136 0'.123 0.111 

Blade number correction factor K 5.60 0.846 0.851 0.857 

CID ratio 0.517 0.51 7 0.5 17 

C, 5.42 0.549 0.498 0.451 

Hr from correction chart 2.19 2.19 2.19 

He x CL 1.20 1.09 0.988 

Hr xCL 0.225 0.204 0.185 

Section lift coefficient Cw 1.425 1.294 1.173 

Lift coefficient due to camber CLc 0.20 0.20 0.20 

Lift coefficient required by a = ( C w - C LJ 1.225 1.094 0.973 

Angle of attack a (degrees) 11.167 9.973 8.869 

Table 5. 4. Determination of the actual angle of attack. 

Numbers in italics refer to the corresponding equation number. 

Pitch angleQJ 3 1.903 

Angle of attack 5.08 

Hydrodynamic pitch angle P; 26.823 

tanP; 0.506 

tanp 5.30 0.318 

Tangential inflow factor a' 5.29 0.076 

Blade correction factor K 5.60 0.878 

K~; 5.51 0.656 

K~; 5.54 0.116 

Thickness ratio tic 0.0311 

Drag coefficient C0 0.0310 

Lift coefficient CL 5.42 0.313 

Drag-lift ratio c 5.57 0.099 

K' T 5.55 0.623 
K' Q 5.56 0.139 

Table 5. 5. Determination of the actual performance data of the blade element. 
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The formulae outlined and polynomials representing the curvature and tip correction are 

included in the model program. To avoid using a look-up chart the blade number correction 

factor has been replaced by the following equation: 

-[(~)<1-.r) ~] 2 _1 2 tanP1 
K=-cos e ...... .. .. (5 .60) 

7r 

For screws with four or more blades there is no appreciable difference between the 

correction factors calculated by equation (5 .60) and the Goldstein factors . Table 5.6 shows 

the complete performance characteristics calculated by the method outlined for the 

propeller in appendix E. I. The figures shown in table 5.6 are calculated for the following 

variables: 

A-=0.286 1 =0.9 V
0

=2.5ms-1 n =9.l66 

X tanf3 tan/3; tan
2 /3; l; a' l-a' K fflx 3 K~; K~; 

0.2 1.432 1.646 2.689 0.328 0.092 0.908 0.939 0.248 0.019 0.0032 

0.3 0.955 1.183 1.399 0.355 0.112 0.888 0.936 0.833 0.078 0.0138 

0.4 0.716 0.945 0.893 0.378 0.114 0.886 0.926 1.984 0. 186 0.0351 

0.5 0.573 0.782 0.611 0.391 0.101 0.899 0.916 3.876 0.322 0.063 

0 .6 0.477 0.659 0.435 0.395 0.084 0.916 0.896 6.697 0.462 0.912 

0.7 0.409 0.550 0.303 0.385 0.060 0.940 0.865 10.64 0.519 0.999 

0.8 0.358 0.449 0.201 0.359 0.034 0.966 0.809 15.88 0.422 0.0757 

0.9 0.318 0.346 0.119 0.311 0.008 0.992 0.692 22.60 0.124 0.019 

X a CL CD 8 K' T 
K' Q SM SMK~ SMK' Q 

0.2 3.760 0.108 0.0206 0.191 0.013 0.004 1 0.013 0.004 

0.3 4.310 0.210 0.0176 0.084 0.070 0.015 4 0.070 0.015 

0.4 4.320 0.244 0.0179 0.073 0.173 0.038 2 0.173 0.038 

0.5 4.130 0.222 0.0248 0.112 0.295 0.072 4 0.295 0.072 

0.6 3.650 0.195 0.0163 0.083 0.434 0.102 2 0.434 0.102 

0.7 3.080 0.163 0.0146 0.089 0.490 0.115 4 0.490 0.115 

0.8 2.330 0.120 0.0120 0.100 0.402 0.092 2 0.402 0.092 

0.9 1.8-tO 0.045 0.0099 0.221 0.121 0.033 4 0. 121 0.033 

2:5.935 2:1.408 

Kr=0.198 KQ=0.047 Open water efficiency 1]
0 
=0.602 

Table 5. 6. Performance calculations. 
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5.4.4 Wake Distribution 

Standard propeller model tests are undertaken in the open water condition and not in the 

'behind hull' condition. When a propeller is .placed behind the hull of a vessel conditions 

alter, .the water in which the propeller is working has been disturbed by the hull and 

generally the water in the area of the stern has some forward motion. This forward moving 

water is called the wake and results in the propeller advancing at a speed V. when the ship is 

advancing at a speed V,. 

The relationships between thrust, torque and revolutions in open water will now alter 

causing a change in the propeller efficiency as the inflow velocity is now not uniform. 

As stated by Lewis ( 1988), the wake is due to three principal causes: 

I . the frictional drag of the hull causes a following current which increases in velocity 
and volume towards the stern, and produces there a wake having a considerable 
forward velocity relative to the surrounding water; 

2. the streamline flow past the hull causes an increased pressure around the stern, where 
the streamlines are closing in. This means that in this region the relative velocity of the 
water past the hull will be less than the ship's speed and will appear as a forward or 
positive wake augmenting that due to friction; 

3. the ship forms a wave pattern on the surface of the water, and the water particles in 
the crests have a forward velocity due to their orbital motion, while in the troughs the 
orbital velocity is sternward. This orbital velocity will give rise to a wake component 
which will be positive or negative according to whether there is a crest or a trough of 
the wave system in the vicinity of the propeller. 

From this it can be seen that as a propeller rotates, a section at any given radius passes 

through regions with varying wake contributions: Wake diagrams can be obtained for 

various ship types and after body forms, as shown in figure 5.17, and the average 

circumferential wake can be calculated for any particular radius. 
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The Adaptable Modular Model 

These can be modified when the propeller is present and developing thrust. Thus from 

actual propeller performance and open water tests it is possible to obtain a wake factor 

which can remain constant, only dependent upon the ship speed and velocity of advance, 

and not taking into consideration the radius of the propeller. This method gives the effective 

wake fraction as: 

w = Vs-Va ..... .... . (5.61) 
V: 

For a mathematical model using the circulation theory this equation will not be accurate 

enough, so an equation involving the speed of the vessel, radius of the propeller and 

longitudinal velocity is required. One such equation was developed by Hadler et a1 (1964): 

(1- mx)R = - 2-f vx(x) dx .. .. ... ... (5.62) 
1- xh x~ vs 

where: = wake fraction; 

= hub radius coefficient; 

vx = mean longitudinal velocity at x; 

x non-dimensionalised radius; 

R radius of propeller. 

Applying this to the 'Esso Osaka' simulation of the turning circle in section 4.4, wake 
fractions were calculated for the init ial approach speed where vs = 3. 966ms-• and these 

values are shown in table 5.7. 

Non-dimensional radius (x) Wake Fraction (m) 

0.2 0.92 

0.3 0.88 

0.4 0.84 

0.5 0.80 

0.6 0.76 

0.7 0.72 

0.8 0.68 

0.9 0.64 

1.0 0.60 

Table 5. 7. Initial wake fractions for approach sp eed 

From equation (5 .62) it can be seen that as the vessel speed changes then so will the wake 

fraction. Table 5.8 shows the value of the wake fractions for the 'Esso Osaka' when it has 
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completed the turning circle manoeuvre at a new speed of v, = 2.01ms-1
• The wake 

fractions calculated are introduced to the propeller module prior to calculating the thrust 

coefficient, and are calculated by integrating over the whole propeller blade for any change 

of ship speed. 

Non-dimensional radius (x) Wake Fraction (w) 

0.2 0.860 

0.3 0.796 

0.4 0.727 

0.5 0.689 

0.6 0.590 

0.7 0.522 

0.8 0.455 

0.9 0.390 

1.0 0.320 

Table 5.8. Wake fractions for final speed. 

5.4.5 Validation of Circulation Theory 

It was felt necessary that the circulation theory should be validated as assumptions are 

included in the method developed. The thrust and torque characteristics obtained using the 

circulation theory are to be compared with those obtained from open water tank tests. Two 

propellers will be used in the validation to show the adaptability of the method adopted: 

1. comparison with a standard B-series screw; 

2 . comparison with a non B-series screw. 

5.4.5.1 Presentation of Open Water Tests 

Open water model tests of screw propellers are an important part of the process of 

determining the principle characteristics ofthe propeller. 

Basic knowledge of non-dimensional groups is assumed; dimensional analysis can be found 

in relevant texts on the subject, Lewis ( 1988). The following groups are associated with 

open water tests: 
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• Thrust coefficient used to present and compare results . 

.......... (5 .63) 

• Torque coefficient used to present and compare results. 

KQ = ~ 5 •• . .• ••••. (5.64) 
pn D 

• Advance coefficient relates the screw advance speed to its tangential speed. 

1=~ .......... (5.65) 
nD 

• Open water efficiency the efficiency of a screw in open water . 

.. ........ (5.66) 

In general the results of open water tests are given in the form of Kr and KQ coefficients 

expressed as a function of the advance coefficient (J), figure 5.18. 

5.4.5.2 Validation of a B-Series Screw 

The chart shown in figure 5.17 was used to validate the B-series screw. The propeller 

chosen has the following principle features: 

Diameter 21 in 

Pitch 19 in 

PlO 0.905 

No. ofblades 4 

DAR 0.70 

Detailed description ofthe propeller is given in appendix E. 

The method outlined in section 5.4. 3.3 was used theoretically to predict the thrust, torque 

and efficiency values of the propeller and these can be seen in table 5.9. The calculated 

values were then compared with those read from the B4. 70 chart, figure 5. 18, for the same 

advance coefficient. The results were plotted graphically and can be seen in figures 5.19-

5.21. 
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Figure 5.18. Open Water Test Results of B-1. 70 Screw Series, 

after Van Lammeren et a/ (1969). 

R,, X I 0-6 Kr KQ 

10.4186 0.250 0.036 

7.9398 0.185 0.027 

6.9643 0.099 0.017 

6.7738 0.020 0.006 

Table 5.9. Theoretical prediction for the B-series screw. 
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Figure 5.19. Operating characteristics/or a B-1. 70 screw 
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Figure 5.20. Theoretical operating characteristics f or a B-1. 70 screw 
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-x- Thrust Coef. (B
series) 
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-~- Efficiency (B
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Figure 5.21. Theoretical and actual comparison for the B4. 70 screw. 

5.4.5.3 Validation of a Non B-Series Screw 

Tank tests were carried out on a model screw, one twelfth scale, of a frigate propeller at the 

Royal Naval Engineering College (RNEC). Screw details are given in appendix E and tank 

tests are described in appendix F. By validating against this screw the mathematical model is 

shown to be truly adaptable. Plate 5.1 shows the underwater housing of the towing 

carriage, plate 5.2 the towing tank and table 5.10 shows the measured results. 

The method outlined in section 5.4.3 .3 was used to theoretically predict the thrust, torque 

and efficiency values of the propeller, these can be seen in table 5. 11 . The calculated values 

were then compared with those measured from tank tests for the same advance coefficient. 

The results were plotted graphically and can be seen in figures 5.22-5.24. 
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va N Rn X 10~ J T Q Kr KQ 1Jo 

1.9 530.78 0.619 0.7075 228.18 14.45 0.3451 0,0721 0.539 

1.9 531.46 0.620 0.7079 228.46 14.42 0.3459 0.0720 0.541 

1.9 530.78 0.619 0.7079 227.86 14.40 0.3458 0.0721 0.541 

2.2 538.35 0.637 0.8091 200.11 13.15 0.2952 0.0640 0.594 

2.2 537.74 0.637 0.8101 202.14 13.16 0.2989 0.0642 0.600 

2.2 536.62 0.635 0.8118 197.20 13.03 0.2928 0.0638 0.593 

2.5 522.54 0.632 0.9473 151.05 10.64 0.2365 0.0550 0.648 

2.5 522.24 0.632 0.9475 150.36 10.60 0.2356 0.0548 0.648 

2.5 522.16 0.632 0.4800 147.88 10.41 0.2319 0.0539 0.649 

2.8 537.76 0.660 0.3090 133.14 9.74 0.1969 0.0475 0.680 

2.8 530.65 0.653 1.0448 128.28 9.50 0.1947 0.0476 0.680 

2.8 529.85 0.651 1.0463 122.36 9.23 0.1864 0.0464 0.669 

3.0 520.29 0.651 1.1417 86.17 7.37 0.1361 0.0384 0.644 

3.0 518.73 0.650 1.1451 85.97 7.18 0.1366 0.0377 0.660 

3.0 518.39 0.649 1.1459 89.05 7.49 0.1417 0.0393 0.658 

3.0 473 .03 0.605 1.2557 37.70 4.14 0.0720 0.0261 0.551 

3.0 472.99 0.604 1.2558 36.94 4.24 0.0706 0.0267 0.529 

3.0 472.56 0.605 1.2570 38.18 4.42 0.0730 0.0279 0.523 

3.0 439.96 0.573 1.3501 11.19 2.23 0.0247 0.0163 0.326 

3.0 440.27 0.574 1.3549 7.25 2.21 0.0159 0.0162 0.212 

3.0 438.40 0.572 1.3549 9.30 2.28 0.0207 0.0167 0.267 

Table 5.10. RNEC Open water lest results. 
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Piatt. 5.1. The underwater housing of the towing carriage. 

Plate 5. 2. Towing tank at the Royal Naval Engineering College. 
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N R, X 1 0--{; J KT KQ T/o 

495 0.5699 0.600 0.330 0.072 0.438 

534 0.6228 0.704 0.289 0.064 0.506 

528 0.6197 0.750 0.268 0.060· 0.533 

541 0.6399 0.805 0.250 0.056 0.569 

536 0.6380 0.850 0.224 0.051 0.589 

550 0.6601 0.900 0.198 0.047 0.602 

525 0.6345 0.943 0.187 0.044 0.632 

510 0.6195 0.970 0.174 0.042 0.640 

531 0.6529 1.044 0.137 0.035 0.650 

519 0.6499 1.145 0.077 0.024 0.594 

475 0.6071 1.250 0.017 0.012 0.268 

Table 5.11. Theoretical prediction for the non B-series screw. 
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Figure 5.22. Operating characteristics from tank tests. 
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5.5 Propeller Forces and Moments 

5.5.1 Surge Terms 

It has already been seen in chapter 4.4 that the surge propeller component can be obtained 

from the following equation: 

Xp=(1-t)T ... .... ... (5 .67) 

The propeller thrust, T, for ahead motion, is obtained using the circulation theory as 

outlined in chapter 5.4.5. Although the circulation theory can be used for astern motion the 

flow characteristics in the stem area are very complex for any prediction method. For this 

reason the following formula was developed and was found to work adequately for the 

models purpose: 

T = 0.5pA) 0.11295cos~cos~- 0.69575sin ~sin ~)(up2 + qi) .......... (5 .68) 

The thrust deduction fraction, I, can be calculated using the formula given by Holtrop 

(1984): 

I = 0.25014(B I Lt 28956 (..JET ID r2624 

I ( 1- Cp + 0.0225/cb )
001762 

+ 0. 0015Cs,•m 

.......... (5.69) 

The values for Csrem and lcb are as shown in section 5.3.1.1. 

5.5.2 Sway and Yaw Terms 

The sway and yaw propeller components have already been seen to be represented by the 

following formulae: 

........ .. (5 .70) 

N p = Nn/12 

The term Y,n is a function of the "paddle wheel" effect, this is the condition when a 

propeller turning clockwise will cause the vessel to turn to port when there is no helm. 

Research was undertaken to produce a regression formulae based on a number of 
successful simulated vessels. Y,n was found to be dependent on the pitch/diameter ratio and 

the number of blades, the greater number of blades the less the paddle wheel effect. The 
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disc area ratio of the propeller was found not to influence the value of Y,m and was 

therefore not included in the formula. 

((PI D) X 2.18876 X 10-5
) -1.54996 X 10-5 

Y,, = ...... .... ( 5 . 71 ) 
No. ofblades 

Dependant on the handing of the propeller the following rule was found to apply: 

RH Y,., + or - Nnn -

LH Y,, + or -

N,, can be obtained by, Y,
111 

/2 , and adjusting the sign to suit the handing ofthe propeller. 

5.6 Rudder Forces and Moments 

The rudder forces and moments are modelled using the same method as described in 

chapter 4.4. However, for the model to be adaptable the following formulae were 

calculated using linear regression and added to the simulation program: 

aH = 0.6299C8 - 0.1734 .... .... .. (5 .72) 

IR = 0. 9798- 0.002553L .......... (5 .73) 

5.7 Additional Model Information 

Additional inputs to the adaptable modular model program include the time sampling 

period and the rudder and engine response times. If these are not known they are calculated 

using the following formulae that were obtained after numerous vessel simulations. 

l samp = 0.0143624L + 0.3322 .......... (5.74) 

~ = TN = 0.0223415L + 0.73898 ......... . (5 .75) 

The vessels moment of inertia can be found from: 

12 "= 0. 00011255L + 0. 02592 .......... (5 . 76) 
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5.8 Discussion: 

The components of a new adaptable mathematical model have been presented. 

The method adopted for calculating the total resistance of the model, section 5.3, has been 

used in other applications by the author and is known to be accu~ate and reliable. 

Applications have included finding vessel resistance at the design stage to calculate engine 

and propeller requirements. Many vessels, in service, have propellers designed by the 

author and no problems have been experienced using the method detailed. 

The circulation theory is usually used in the design of wake adapted screws. However, it 

can also be used to calculate propeller performance. Comparative results have been shown 

for both the B-series and non B~series propeller types, figure 5.20 and 5.23, and from the 

diagrams it can be seen that the calculated thrust coefficient is consistently below that of 

the tank test result, (the B-series results are obtained from tank tests). The primary reason 

for this error is in the calculation of the drag coefficient. The drag coefficient is calculated 

for a NACA foil section a=l.O but neither the B-series nor the selected non B-series screw 

has blades of this exact section. However, adaptability is the goal. In selecting the NACA 
foil section to calculate C0 , an acceptable level of accuracy can be achieved for the 

majority of propeller types. As will be seen in chapter 6 the accuracy of the model is not 

greatly affected by adopting the use of the circulation theory and reliance on standard series 

data is no longer required. 

The propeller sway and yaw terms are now calculated with a newly developed formula, 

equation 5. 71, that was created as part of the research, and is a function of the propeller 

pitch/diameter ratio and its number of blades. The disc area ratio was found not to 

significantly alter the·propeller sway and yaw characteristics and was therefore not included 

in the formula. 
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CHAPTER6 

THE PC BASED SIMULATOR 

6.1 Introduction 

During the latter half of the 1980s there was an increase in the interest and use of PC based 

simulators, Anon (1989a), due primarily to the increased processor power available to the 

PC user, figure 6.1. 
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Increased processor power has enabled the programmer to move away from expensive 

mainframe computers and develop PC based simulation packages for the single user. 
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Forthcoming legislation, proposed by IM01 through MSC/Circ 389, will require all new 

ships greater than 1 OOm in length .to satisfY stringent manoeuvring performance standards. 

Due to the resources and finances that are required to build a modern ship, a designer will 

have to be able to evaluate the manoeuvring characteristics and powering predictions of a 

vessel before it is constructed. A simulator must use basic data from the preliminary design 

stage of the vessel and not rely on data obtained from scale model experiments and/or trial 

data. Therefore, at the heart of all simulators is the mathematical model used to predict the 

vessels manoeuvring characteristics. This is also the requirement of the adaptable 

mathematical model for use in the ACAS. Simulations will therefore be shown for various 

vessels and validated against actual vessel trials. 

Figure 6.2 shows a flow diagram representing the part of the PC simulation program that 

calculates all necessary hydrodynamic coefficients and model data. Before the simulation 

can be run, all the hydrodynamic coefficients and associated data representing the proposed 

vessel must be calculated, as shown in chapter 5. The programs were written in Microsoft 

C and designed to run on a Viglen 486 33MHz PC with Windows 3. 1. Windows is required 

as the results data file is interpreted in the spreadsheet Excel for Windows, thus a graphics 

routine is not required within the C program allowing a faster processing time. 

1Thc·lntcrnational Maritime Organisation. 
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6.2 Vessel Trials 

To be truly adaptable the mathematical model should be capable of modelling vessels of 

different size. 'fhree vessels have .therefore been chosen for validation and verification 

purposes, full details and principal dimensions are-given in appendix D: 

1. the 'Esso Osaka', a 278000 dwt Oil 'Fanker. A full set of manoeuvring trials have been 

published by Crane ( 1979); 

2. the 'Sand Skua', a 63m converted sand dredger, now a 1850 dwt cargo vessel. By the 

kind permission of her owner trials were undertaken during a commercial voyage; 

3. 'Picket Boat 9', a 13m Navy training vessel; from now on referred to as PB9. Various 

trials were undertaken by kind permission of the Britannia Royal Naval College. 

6.2.1 Sand Skua Trials 

The 'Sand Skua', as shown in plate 6.I, is owned and operated by Trans Ocean Marine 

Associates Ltd, a company registered in Malta. Captain Mike Smith, Managing Director of 

Trans Ocean, allowed trials to be undertaken with the 'Sand Skua' on a scheduled voyage 

from Liverpool to Dundalk on 24th April I990. The vessel was fully laden with coal. The 

weather was sunny, sea state was calm and there was no wind. The trials site was 

approximately 53°55'N and 6°5'W, Admiralty chart number 44, Howth to Ardglass. 

There were no computers onboard to link with navigational aids to record position, speed 

or heading data, therefore these were recorded manually at 30 second intervals. The 

position was obtained using a Philips AP Decca Navigator. The following trials and 

manoeuvres were undertaken: 

• log calibration check, resulting in the log under reading by I 5%. 

• I 0° Port and Starboard turning circles. 

• 20° Port and Starboard turning circles. 

Unfortunately no other trials were undertaken due to time constraints. However, the author 

acknowledges that 'Sand Skua' is a commercial vessel and expresses his sincere thanks to 

Trans Ocean Associates Ltd for their invaluable assistance. 
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Figures 6.3-6.10 show the raw data collected during the trials, no correction for current or 

Decca errors has been applied. Appendix H shows the actual data collected in tabular 

format for future reference. A computer program was written to convert from Latitude and 

Longitude to Eastings and Northings (OSG36). 

Plate 6.1. The 'Sand Skua' 
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6.2.2 Picket Boat 9 Trials 

PB9, a Navy Training vessel, was recently refitted to include the following equipment, 

Mayo (1992): 

• a 240V static invertor; 

• a Rigel EC 0551 flux gate compass; 

• an Autohelm ST50 paddle wheel log sender unit; 

o two notch counter tachographs - one per shaft; 

o a Navstar GPS position fixing device; 

• a potentiometer fitted to the rudder; 

o an Austin 286 16 bit micro processor with a PC30 AT expansion board to handle the 

data collection interface. 

The initial software was written in Microsoft C, Mayo ( 1992), and interfaced with all the 

above hardware and collected data from each sensor at every time interval. 

The trials were carried out in the River Dart, near Dittisham, in conjunction with Gill 

( 1992). Standard ship manoeuvres were undertaken as laid down by the I Oth International 

Towing Tank Conference, including basic trials such as turning circles, zigzag tests and 

spiral manoeuvres. More information on these trial manoeuvres is given in appendix G. 

Figures 6.11-6.12 show some of the raw data collected during the trials, no correction for 

current or GPS errors has been applied. 

As PB9 is a twin screw vessel with contra-rotating screws, if both propellers are run at the 

same revolutions the port and starboard turning circles will be the same. This is due to 

there being no paddle wheel effect and hence no YP or N P terms. 

Plate 6.2 shows trials being undertaken on PB9. 
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Plate 6.2. 'Picket Boat 9' 
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The spikes present on the plots are caused by a linear fi lter within the GPS receiver, Mayo 

(1992). The positional estimates are filtered to give a straight line track, and when the 
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estimate shows an error beyond that acceptable the linear estimate is recalculated, resulting 

in the spike. The filtering is not configurable by the user and does pose a problem to data 

collection of turns on this small scale. 

6.3 Comparison of Actual and Simulator Results 

For each vessel and trial undertaken, as outlined in section 6.2, simulation runs were 

carried out. In general it will be seen that the results concur favourably with the actual 

vessel path, considering some inaccuracies are always present in trials data. It should also 

be borne in mind that all the vessel hydrodynamic coefficients and resistant data are 

calculated using the same program and no adjustments have been made, i.e. a truly 

adaptable model. 

6.3.1 Sand Skua Results 

Figure 6.13 to 6.16 show port and starboard turning circles for the 'Sand Skua'. It will be 

seen that the port turning circle is the smaller of the two, this is due to the paddle wheel 

effect of the right handed propeller. Diagrams of speed reduction, yaw rate and lateral 

speed have been included to show all the vessels turning characteristics. Figure 6.17 shows 

the simulated path for 0° rudder at a speed of9.5 kts. 
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6.3.2 Picket Boat 9 Results 

Figure 6.18 to 6.19 show port and starboard turning circles for PB9. Only one either port 

or starboard turning circle have been shown for each rudder angle. This is due to there 

being no paddle wheel effect, and hence, no difference in the turning circle for each 

direction. 
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6.3.3 Esso Osaka Results 
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--- Model 

---- Model 

Figure 6.20 to 6.22 show port and starboard turning circles for the 'Esso Osaka', the actual 

vessel path shown is for data supplied from sea trials, Crane ( 1979). Diagrams of speed 

reduction, yaw rate and lateral speed have been included to show all the vessels turning 

characteristics and the models accuracy. In comparing the 35° port and starboard turning 

circles it should be noted that the approach speeds vary by 2.3 kts. Figure 6.23 shows the 

simulated path for 0° rudder at an approach speed of 8 kts. 
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6.4 Discussion 

Simulations have been shown for three very different vessels to validate the models 

adaptability as well as its accuracy. Each set of vessel simulations will now be discussed in 

turn. 

6.4.1 Sand Skua 

1 0° and 20° port and starboard turning circles were simulated and plotted on the same 

chart as the actual vessel trials data. The results compare favourably with those measured 

considering all the trials data had to be monitored manually and no current data was 

available or could be measured. Details of any error are shown in table 6.1. 

Speed reduction in the turning circles are modelled with a good degree of accuracy with 

the exception of the 20° port turning circle, figure 6.15b, the error is in the region of 2 

knots. One explanation could be that the rudder was over to port slightly more than 20° 

thus a greater speed reduction would be experienced. This reasoning is backed up by figure 

6.15a where the simulated turning circle is slightly larger than the recorded trials data. 
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Rudder angle Error on transfer Error on advance 

( 0) (m) (m) 

10 Port 0 0 

10 Starboard 50 (-11%) 0 

20 Port 10 (-3%) 20- (-6%) 

20 Starboard Current error on actual Current error on actual 

data. Model error -10%. data. Model error - 12%. 

Table 6. 1. Sand Skua turning circle error. 

The yaw rate and lateral speed diagrams would appear to be accurate although no 

comparison can be made with actual vessel trials. However, in comparing the diagrams 

with each other and those of the 'Esso Osaka' the correct trend is apparent in all the results. 

6.4.2 Picket Boat 9 

The 2.5° and 5° turning circles were simulated and plotted on the same chart as the actual 

vessel trials data. The results compare favourably with those measured considering no 

current data was available or could be measured; although to reduce this error trials took 

place at high tide. The overall error was <10%, details ofwhich are given in table 6.2. 

Rudder angle Error on transfer Error on advance 

( 0) (m) (m) 

2.5 15 (- 6%) 30 (- 11%)_ 

5.0 15 (- 12%) <10 (- 9%) 

Table 6.2. PB9turning circle error. 

Speed reduction in the turning circles are modelled with a good degree of accuracy. During 

the sea trials the paddle wheel log was found to be in error so speed was measured with a 

trailing log. The speed reduction in the turn was measured as being approximately 1 knot 

for both turning circles. This is shown in simulation as being 0.8 knots for the 2.5° turning 

circle and 0.9 knots for the 5° turning circle. 
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The yaw rate and lateral speed diagrams would appear to be accurate although no 

comparison can be made with actual vessel trials. However, in comparing the diagrams 

with each other, and those of the other two vessels, the correct trend is apparent in all the 

results. 

6.4.3 Esso Osaka 

35° port and starboard and 36° starboard turning circles were simulated and plotted on the 

same chart as the published trials data. The overall error was <7%, details of which are 

given in table 6.3. 

Rudder angle Error on transfer Error on advance 

( 0) (m) (m) 

35 Port 44 (-5%) 61 (- 5%) 

3 5 Starboard 66 (-7%) 96 (- 8%) 

36 Starboard 91 (- 10%) 49 (5%) 

Table 6. 3. Esso Osaka turning circle error. 

Speed reduction, yaw rate and lateral speed are all modelled to a good degree of accuracy 

and no discussion is necessary. 

6.4.4 Conclusion 

An adaptable modular model has been produced and shown to simulate manoeuvres using 

three very diverse vessel types of different size. A good degree of accuracy has been 

achieved for simulated versus actual data with a mean positional error of <7%. As a 

consequence, it is considered that any traditional mono hull vessels manoeuvring 

characteristics can now be simulated adequately, without any expensive tank tests or trials 

data being necessary to calculate the required hydrodynamic coefficients or other model 

data. 

The adaptable modular model has also been verified against the modular model presented in 

chapter 4. Figure 6.24a-d shows the two models plotted against each other. The adaptable 

model could be argued to be not quite as accurate as the original modular model, however, 

the error is not that great and the adaptability is of considerable more importance. 
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With the adaptability required now achieved, chapter 7 will show the inclusion of the model 

into an automatic collision avoidance system. 
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CHAPTER 7 

AUTOMATIC COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTE_M (ACAS) 

7.1 Introduction 

The ultimate aim of the research being undertaken by various members of the MDRG is to 

investigate, design and develop an integrated navigation and collision avoidance system of 

which the model forms an integral part. The intelligent collision avoidance system is to be 

linked in with the options of either advisory or auto-control modes, using the ship model 

within the expert system to predict the consequences of alternative courses of action. The 

ACAS, fitted with a very simplistic model, has already been verified under sea trials and 

usage by sea-going personnel, Blackwell ( 1992). 

One specific area in which automated expert support could yield significant benefit, as 

evidenced by numerous recent shipping disasters, is the recognition and avoidance of 

potential collisions or grounding. Given the relevant background information, and suitable 

input channels for continuously updating dynamically changing factors in the vessel's 

environment, an Intelligent Knowledge-Based System (IKBS) would maintain a continuous 

'watching brief' on ships and other potential hazards in the vicinity. On detecting the need 

for alterations of course and/or speed to eliminate the danger of hazardous potential 

collision situations, a suitably tailored inference process would make recommendations of 

appropriate actions to ensure safety. This implies the development of an accurate model for 

the behaviour of the vessel undertaking such manoeuvres, and for the perception of a 

hazard at a sufficiently future time in order for the manoeuvre to be carried out. The hazard 

vessel should also be modelled as well as present technology allows. 

7.2 An Intelligent Computer System for Collision Avoidance 

Certain prerequisites for the proposed expert system are immediately evident: 

I. it must be capable of receiving and processing all of the electronically sensed data 

which is normally displayed on the bridge instruments, plus any additional information 

which may be input by the user; 
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2. it must be cognisant, as is the ship's master, ofperformance·characteristics of the vessel, 

plus any other relevant ,parameters - length, draught, etc.; 

3. it must be conversant with the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at 

Sea, IMO (1981), and the ramifications of those regulations in a multiplicity of 

situations; 

4. it must be capable of arriving at a reasoned response to current circumstances, and 

presenting that response clearly, together with a succinct and unconfusing explanation 

of its reasoning if required; 

5. it must be able to re-evaluate changing circumstances, and give its conclusions within a 

matter of seconds. 

An initial framework for the rule base already exists, in the aforementioned anti-collision 

regulations. By themselves, however, these regulations are inadequate for such a task, since 

they leave the onus for certain major decisions with the mariner. Such phrases as 'in good 

time', 'a clear turn', and 'a safe distance' are open to a wide variety of individual 

interpretations, which may themselves vary with different contexts; sea state, nature of 

vessel and cargo, possible manoeuvring restrictions (such as coastal features or shipping 

lanes), traffic density, all affect decisions on collision avoidance manoeuvres. As with any 

competent human personal assistant, therefore; the electronic advisor would have to be 

conversant with that broader spectrum of 'rules' (i.e. situational responses) which derive 

from applied common sense and years of experience; such experience, gleaned from human 

experts, must be formalised into an inference structure which gives substance to the bare 

bones of the official regulations. Continuing the analogy, the system should be unobtrusive, 

providing information only as requested, in a meaningful way, but with the capability for 

drawing attention to matters in need of immediate action. 

A graphical representation of the current scenario is clearly a prerequisite; a well planned 

display, invoking good use of colour and scale, would allow the immediate situation to be 

taken in by a cursory glance, without excessive detail. Such detail could be offered as 

'optional extras', for example: 

I. a status report, giving current speed and bearing , details of any current manoeuvre, 

plus any pertinent data on nearby ships or other hazards (notably, projected time to 

collision or near miss, if applicable); 

2. an appraisal of the current situation, indicating advised course of action, with 

supporting rationale for such advice available on demand; in a real-time expert system, 
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that rationale would necessarily include reference to prior, and likely future, events - a 

dimension absent from ,most IKBS. 

A desktop computer offering processing power hitherto associated with mainframes, 

providing a true multi-tasking environment, front ended by a sophisticated WIMPS 

(Window-Icons-Mouse-Pointer System) user interface and multi-colour _graphics display, 

forms a readily-accessible environment for this type of application. Such options could be 

provided at the press of a button in a menu-driven WIMPS environment, with no 

requirement for keyboard dexterity or other new skills. Information would be to hand 

exactly as and when needed, without confusion or complication, particularly bearing in 

mind that this facility is likely to be most needed at times of greatest stress. 

7.3 Previous Work 

A customised expert system shell has been developed on an Acorn Archimedes RISC 

(Reduced Instruction Set Computer) system, Black well ( 1992), chosen on the basis of 

processing power at relatively low cost, good WlMPS and graphics facilities, and capability 

for a variety of input/output options. The RISC"OS multitasking environment, coupled to 

versatile 110 handling, are well suited to the planned integrated system. 

The screen display is in the form of three windows, as shown in plates 7.1 and 7.2. A 

square graphics window, filling approximately half of the screen area, displays the tracks 

and positions of one's own vessel (own-ship) and any other vessels in the vicinity, with 

markers to show positions at corresponding times; own-ship is shown as a green track, 

others in various colours. At the current stage of development, only one other vessel (the 

most threatening) will be 'processed' by the rule structure as a potential hazard. The display 

in the graphics window may be enlarged by reference to a pop-up menu (invoked and 

actioned by mouse buttons), and any part of the scene studied in detail by scrolling the 

window horizontally or vertically. A second window optionally displays a review of the 

progress of the situation to date, including the decisions made by the expert system at 

various stages; this window may also be scrolled, or expanded over the graphics window 

temporarily, to display further detail of the stages of an encounter. A third window may be 

selected and de-selected as required, again by a mouse-operated pop-up menu. This 

window, appearing below the other two, displays data on the course, speed and current 

manoeuvring (if any) of own-ship, plus such data as is available (via radar) on any other 

vessel in the vicinity considered to be a hazard. 
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Plate 7. 2. 'Tracks' window pop-up menu. 
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The current implementation is designed to operate in any of three modes, two being 

simulator trials, the third real data. 

1. Hazard vessel and own-ship both simulated as additional tasks under the multitasking 

RISC-OS, on the same computer as the expert system; software communication 

channels between the tasks simulate radar data to and from hazard vessel, and 

sensor/control information between own-ship and expert system. 

2. Hazard and own-ship are simulated in separate computers from the expert system 

computer; communications are via serial and parallel links respectively. 

3. Inputs via serial and parallel ports are from genuine radar and sensors aboard own-ship. 

The system, for present simulation exercises, runs under the multi-tasking RISC-OS on the 

same computer. Plate 7.3 shows the warning given if the operator tries to operate the 

expert system more than once. The three ships on the icon bar represent the expert system 

and ship simulator tasks: 

• black ship - hazard ship simulator icon; 

• green ship - expert system icon; 

• white/red ship - own ship simulator icon. 

Plate 7. 3. Response to repeated activation of expert system. 
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7.3.1 Criteria for Decision Making 

The ultimate objective of any collision avoidance procedure is to avoid collisions; a 

secondary objective is to inform other mariners, through positive action, that the possibility 

of such an incident has been recognised and is being dealt with. Both of these aims are 

served by manoeuvres which seek to maintain a zone of clear water ar~und one's vessel, 

generally referred to as the domain. This observed practice of experienced mariners, 

Goodwin ( 1975), has been taken as a prime objective of the expert system. A consequent 

concern is the distance at which another vessel or object should be considered as a potential 

hazard, evaluated as such, and appropriate avoidance action initiated if necessary, Davis et 

a! (I 980). Such proximity considerations were refined by Colley ( 1985) to a time-based 

criterion, the RDRR (Range-to-Domain/Range-Rate); a ship's master applying a 12 minute 

RDRR, for example (based on handling characteristics for his vessel), would evaluate a 

potential encounter 12 minutes before anticipated domain infringement, and implement 

appropriate action at that time. 

Results from an early version of the system, Colley et al (1984), using the RDRR concept, 

indicate that such a fixed 'decision scheduler' is not appropriate to every encounter 

situation. A flexible time-constraint, matching decision time to interval needed for a safe 

manoeuvre, ensures optimum manoeuvring time: adequate, but not excessive. This 

Predetermined Optimal Manoeuvring Time (POMT) is found by simulating any projected 

encounter well in advance, for increasing RDRR values (starting from some pre-set 

minimum, say I 0 minutes), until safe clearance is achieved. The simulation exercise is an 

integral element of the decision logic, and corresponds to a human appraisal of whether or 

not a situation requires particularly early remedial action. Figure 7.1 shows the principle of 

the look-ahead simulation used within the expert system to select an appropriate RDRR, 

Le. the POMT, for any encounter. A fixed minimum RDRR is used in preference to a free

floating JIT (Just In Time) strategy, in recognition of the need to take action in good time, 

so as not to panic masters of other ships into emergency action. 

The rule structure is designed to: 

a) note the presence of a potential hazard, assess the threat in terms of expected time to 

domain violation (if applicable) and derive the POMT for avoidance action; 

b) at POMT, identify the type of encounter; fix the status of own-ship and perceived status 

of hazard ship (give-way or stand-on) at this time in the encounter. Once decided, 

status is maintained throughout the encounter, unless circumstances change - the 

regulations rule out changes in status due solely to changes in relative positions through 

avoidance manoeuvres; 
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c) negotiate the stages of the encounter, with appropriate safety margins. 
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Figure 7.1. Multiple look ahead simulation, after Blackwell (1992). 
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It is anticipated that (c) will be extended to incorporate the possible need for a change in 

strategy in response to untoward action by other vessels, including emergency manoeuvres. 

Such additional rules may be edited into the existing rule base. 

The rules embody the International Regulations for Preventing Collisions at Sea, plus 

clarification of specific practical detail as noted by Colley ( 1985) and use~ most effectively 

in an earlier simulation. 

7.3.2 Inrerence Engine and Rule Structure 

The inference engine operates on a discrete time interval of 20 seconds. At each step the 

inference engine will: 

a) take dynamic information via communication channels from radar and own-ship sensors 

(or simulators); from these parameters (speed, course and position) it will generate 

secondary data, i.e. relative bearing and relative velocity components, for use in rule 

evaluation; 

b) apply the appropriate rule to these data, to ascertain the new situation; 

c) trigger display and control/simulator outputs in response to any change m status; 

invoke any new rules indicated by such a change, until a 'defer' flag is reached, 

inhibiting any further action on the rule base until the next time step. 

The rule base is a hierarchical structure; based on a binary tree, but with considerably more 

flexibility in links to left and right 'sub-trees'. In this rule structure, links may lead to any 

other node, up or down; two or more links may lead to a common node; a link may loop 

back to a node at a higher level. Figure 7.2 shows a schematic of this structure, illustrating 

part of the initial rule base. 

The rule base is also in effect a state table, each node representing a possible state of own

ship: no encounter currently in progress, second stage of a 'parallel-up' overtaking 

encounter, etc. Each node contains: 

1. left and right links to other nodes (or looping back to the same node) in the rule 

structure; one of these links will be followed at every decision step (i.e. every time 

step); 

2. a mathematically-based decision function, used to determine which link is followed at 

each stage; 
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3. an 'immediate/defer' flag for each link, indicating action time for the next rule; 

4. ship status flags, to pass display and control information. 

Each rule incorporates a Boolean function, using inequality tests on combinations of 

displacement and velocity vectors. The bulk of processing is thus centred on evaluation of 

trigonometric functions. This factor becomes increasingly-dominant as situations increase in 

complexity - a major consideration in choice of language and form of rule structure for a 

time-critical system. 

Extension of the rule base is achieved by creating the relevant new nodes and resetting the 

necessary links to insert them at the appropriate points in the structure. It is envisaged that 

a software utility will ultimately simplify this task for the non-computer specialist. 

7.4 Ship Modelling in Collision Avoidance 

The nature and complexity of ship models incorporated in collision avoidance systems 

depends primarily on whether one is concerned with shore-based Vessel Traffic Control 

(VTC) or bridge-based advisory systems. 

A shore" based advisory/control system requires a working knowledge of the performance 

characteristics of all vessels under surveillance at any time, since the ability to give helpful 

directives presupposes a capability to accurately predict the likely outcome of manoeuvres 

by one or more vessels. In general, those vessels will each fall into one of three categories: 

I. known vessel, for which hydrodynamic coefficients are documented in 

detail, and for which an accurate model may be defined; 

2. known or unknown vessel, for which hydrodynamic coefficients are not 

available but which may be fitted into one of a number of 'classes' of ship, 

and thus matched approximately to a less tightly defined model; 

3. unknown vessel for which little or no performance data is available (apart 

from immediate observation), and which must therefore be judged on a very 

broad basis, with a wide margin for error allowed around any assumptions 

which have to be made, 

Such considerations lead naturally to the need for: 
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I. a file:of'modelling' data for all vessels for which data is available, and which 

frequent the waters under suweillance; 

2. a library of 'standard' vessel types, to which the majority of ships may be 

fitted with reasonable accuracy; 

3. a rule base which, in so far as is possible, avoids the need for suppositions 

about any ship not susceptible to handling by (I) or (2)- this may well mean 

preferential treatment for such vessels, on the basis of 'when in doubt, keep 

clear'. 

Shore-based VTC, with its requirement for detailed modelling of a number of ships 

simultaneously, demands substantial computing power to operate effectively in real-time. In 

most other respects the problems of shore-based collision avoidance, and the function of 

ship models therein, mirror those of bridge-based systems as considered further in the 

paper. Further references to this topic are to be found in Colajanni ( 1990), Degre (1987), 

and Bootsma and Poldermann (1987) 

The requirement for ship models in the shipboard Collision Avoidance System (CAS) is 

twofold: firstly, the expert system logic must be able to model ship behaviour in order to 

predict likely outcomes of manoeuvres; secondly, the development of a simulated 

environment in which own-ship and the various hazard vessels are represented by 

appropriate computer models. 

7.4.1 Modelling of Hazard Vessel 

In a simulation environment all of the vessels may be represented as accurately as current 

modelling techniques permit. There is no problem of 'unknown identity', since vessels for 

the simulation exercise may be chosen from those for which full sets of hydrodynamic 

coefficients are available. The only hindrance is the collection of a suitably representative 

cross-section of single ship data, as outlined in chapter 4. However, in the absence of 

specific data, parameters for a 'typical' ship of a specific type are adequate for such a task -

as proposed above for 'standard vessel types'. The question of adequate computing power 

for such a task need not present a problem, since separate vessels may if necessary be 

simulated on separate processors; such a technique has been shown to have various benefits 

at certain stages of development, Blackwell and Stockel (1989). Alternatively, a 

multitasking environment with substantial processing power (using one or more 

processors) yields comparable benefits; such as the set-up described earlier. A less 

satisfactory solution is to run the simulation slower than real-time to circumvent processor 

limitations. 
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For the 'real' situation much consideration was given to the modelling of the hazard vessel. 

Until when (and if1) it becomes possible to recognise a vessel by using ARPA, then and 

only then, will it become feasible to model the hazard vessel with any 'real' accuracy: This 

will only happen if all vessels were to carry, and emit, RACON signals. At present the best 

scenario is to have a range of simple linear ship models and for the mariner to select, from 

experience, the vessel type. 

Due to computation time involved in multi-target situations, it may be better to use 

recognised regression type formulae, as published by Barr et al ( 1981 ), to predict the 

hazard vessels manoeuvring performance. Equation 7.1 shows the formula for calculating 

the tactical diameter of a vessel. 

DT 
= D' x35 x LPP ) ... .. ... .. (7.1 

8, 

where; 

DT = tactical diameter in metres, 

D' = non-dimensional tactical diameter, 

Lpp = length between perpendiculars, 

8, = rudder angle in degrees. 

8, can be obtained from table 7.1. 

Ship type Number of Mean curve Standard 

manoeuvres D' deviation 

All ships 483 3. 2} - J. 62 X J0-6 /).@@ 0.84 

Tankers 373 3.03- o.87 x w-6 ~ 0.67 

Bulk carriers 56 3. 3 2 - 4. 61 X 10-6 ~ 1.12 

Cargo ships 29 3. 72-2.05 X 10-6 ~ 1.25 

Container ships 6 2.58+ 148 X 10-6 ~@ 0.45 

Other ships 19 2.65+ 31.4 X }0-6 ~@ 0.27 

fl is ship displacement in metric tons. 

@ these results are not based on sufficient data to be considered meaningful. 

@@ this relationship is not particularly meaningful since combined effect of all ships 

should be used for comparison only. 

Table 7.1. Value of D'for various ship types, after Barr et a/ (1981). 
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1his method prodUces acceptable results when compared with actual and mathematical 

model data. The following example is for the Esso Osaka: 

Esso Osaka Lpp 

!:J. 

!:J.@ trials 

325 m 

278000 dwt 

319400 dwt 

Results for 3 5° port turn; 

Dr calculated 894 m 

mathematical model 900.2 m 

actual 915 m 

After validation, as shown above, and consideration that it offered the best solution at 

present, this method was adopted for modelling the hazard vessel. 

To accurately predict the expected behaviour of the hazard vessel does, however, pose a 

very real pragmatic question: given that one cannot read (still less guide) the thoughts of 

the master of another vessel, what benefit may be derived from assessing the consequences 

if a specific control were applied at a specific time on that vessel? The situation is very 

different from shore-based VTC, where advice (or directives) may be communicated to any 

vessel, in the manner of air traffic control. At best, one may take into account the 

perceived manoeuvrability of the other vessel, and thus its ability to resolve a tricky 

situation; at worst, one has to admit the possibility of an adverse manoeuvre on his part. 

Until proven otherwise (by unreasonable procrastination or other 'rogue' action}, it may be 

reasonably assumed that the other vessel will conform with the 'rules of the road'; but any 

attempt to model the other vessel's likely avoidance manoeuvres would be purely 

speculative, and should not form the basis for action on the part of own-ship. 

Given the above caveats, the modelling of a hazard vessel has little part to play in the 

expert system logic, other than consideration of continuation of current course and speed. 

Turning action may be observed, and intent to avoid possibly inferred, but the extent of the 

manoeuvre may not be prejudged in detail. Any attempt to model the behaviour of another 

vessel, beyond constant velocity projection, is based on untested assumptions and therefore 

of dubious value. 
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7 .4.2. Modelling of Own Vessel 

The mathematical model described in detail in chapter 5, and validated ill chapter 6, has 

been included into the 'own' ship system ofthe ACAS, this model accurately describes the 

vessels manoeuvring characteristics. The adaptability and .modular structure of the model 

allows the ACAS to be implemented on any vessel and also allows refit changes of 

propeller or rudder. 

7.5 System Validation 

Prior to using the described mathematical model for modelling own vessel the turning 

manoeuvre was modelled by a simple arc, this may seem crude but worked exceptionally 

well. The system, with the simplistic approach of modelling the own vessel as an arc, has 

previously been validated and approved, Blackwell ( 1992). Three methods were adopted. 

I. Simulating one thousand randomly generated encounter situations and measuring the 

separation at the closest point of approach, CP A, without, and then with, collision 

avoidance directed by the expert system. Figure 7.3 shows the results of this exercise. 

2. Presenting a variety of simulated encounter situations to groups of experienced 

mariners, and analysing their responses to the system's handling of those situations. The 

results of this exercise support the opinion that the system fulfils its objectives, as a 

flexible working decision system. 

3. Installing the system on-board a research vessel, Picket Boat 9, equipped with ARP A, 

setting up a number of encounter situations involving a sister vessel (the 'hazard'), and 

following the directions of the expert system in each case to assess its efficiency. This 

exercise proved the efficacy of the expert system in its intended environment - at sea, 

within the command centre of a marine vessel. In this respect the sea trials achieved 

their intended objectives. 

Since installing the model the only real visible difference is the reduction in speed that takes 

place, this in turn causes the selected manoeuvre to be 'safer' as the closest distance 

between own and hazard vessel will increase. This allows the system to return the vessel to 

its desired course/track earlier, and if the ACAS was installed as a closed loop system, with 

the autopilot, could result in an economic saving. 

The energy saving capability of autopilots has long been known. Katebi and Byrne ( 1988) 

referred to adaptive autopilots based on the optimisation of a cost function which 

represents the energy used in maintaining a set heading. 
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The cost function should ideally represent the added resistance due to steering and the 

elongation of distance sailed effects, due to sway and yaw motions. The economic benefits 

in reducing the distance sailed was underlined by Meek (1980) when it was estimated, in a 

computer cost/revenue sensitivity study on a Panamax vessel that a 2% reduction in 

distance steamed was equivalent to reducing the crew cost by 1 0%. Hence, should the 

ACAS be fitted in a close loop scenario it would be important to model the 'own' vessel as 

accurately as possible. Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show the comparison between the ACAS using 

a simple arc model and the adaptable mathematical model developed previously, for two 

different encounter situations. It clearly shows that the system fitted with the adaptable 

mathematical model can regain course sooner, and hence, reduce the cost function. 

(metres) 

1200 

1000 

800 

400 

0 

0 

·· .. 2 

400 800 

3 
-~ Simple arc 

Mathematical model 

·. 
·. 

1000 1200 (metres) 

Figure 7.4. Comparison of 'arc' and 'adaptable' models in a crossing situation 
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Simple arc 
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Figure 7. 5. Comparison of 'arc' and 'adaptable' models in a head on situation. 

7.6 Discussion 

The adaptable mathematical model, presented in chapter 5, has been included into the 

ACAS with success. The overall benefits achieved by using the model can be analysed from 

figures 7.4 and 7.5, these two figures show simulations for the ACAS with the Esso Osaka 

model installed as own vessel. In both the head on and crossing situations the final position 

difference between the simple arc and mathematical model is approximately 100 m. The 

numbers on the diagrams show the vessels position at the same time intervals. This, 

together with the economic considerations outlined in section 7.5, show there is some 

benefit in fitting the model to the ACAS. With the model now fitted the software is being 

extended to include shipping lanes and coastline/shallow water features, Atkinson et al 

(1993). 

In conclusion, the simple arc model would be acceptable if the system were to be only used 

for training purposes. However, as the ACAS is being developed as an onboard system and 

an integral part of the INS, where the model is already being used, it makes sense to utilise 

the mathematical model. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK 

The outcome of any serious research can only be to make two questions grow where only 

one grew before. 

Thorstein Bunde Veblen{l857-1929). 

The Place·of Science in Modern Civilisation. 

8.1 Introduction 

The prime aim of this research has been to produce an adaptable mathematical model that 

can be used in various elements of the integrated navigation system. The objectives to 

achieve this aim have entailed: 

• a survey of automatic navigation and existing 'state of the art' integrated navigation 

systems; 

• an investigation of all existing mathematical model types and a comparison, through 

various simulations, of their accuracy and adaptability; 

• the development of a new mathematical model and its validation against a range of 

vessels differing in size; 

• implementation of this mathematical model into a new collision avoidance system. 

In addition to the primary objectives two secondary objectives were identified at the outset: 

• to develop a personal computer (PC) based simulator that could be used for 

manoeuvring predictions at the preliminary design stage; 

• for the model to be used in other research work, undertaken by members of the Marine 

Dynamics Research Group, in different applications. 

All of the above objectives have·been undertaken and achieved. 
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8.2 Conclusions 

8.2.1' The Adaptable Mathematical Model 

During the past ten years members of the MDRG have developed a range of models for 

different tasks. Much debate has been undertaken as to the complexity and non-linearity of 

the model. The linear equations of motion only include first order terms and do not make 

allowance for alteration of course and speed, for this reason they are of limited use when 

considering large heading and speed changes. Dove ( 1984) attempted to overcome this 

problem by developing a quasi-linear model. If sample times were kept small it was 

reasoned that the linear equations could then be extended to incorporate the surge equation 

and thus make allowance for variation in forward speed. The quasi-linear model was 

unsuccessful. In turning circle tests the model turned much tighter; this also resulted in the 

lateral velocity, and hence the drift angle, being greater than that of the real ship. From this 

work it was concluded that the model should contain many high order non-linear terms to 

accurately predict the vessels manoeuvring characteristics. 

Miller ( 1990), on continuation of Dove's work, produced a non-linear holistic model that 

proved to be very accurate but also very complex. It was not possible to evaluate all of the 

necessary hydrodynamic coefficients without vessel trials. After assessment of this work, 

and the simulations undertaken in chapter 4, it was clear that a model with no non-linear 

terms would result in the adaptability required, but not the accuracy. 

The modular model that was produced from this research, as shown in chapter 5, ts a 

solution to this problem. It has been seen that the modular model has the following 

structure. 

Modular Model 

·.;.:.;-;-:-:-:-·-·.· ... 

I 
I I I I 

Hull Propeller Rudder External Additional Modules 
i.e. Tugs, Thrusters. 

Figure 8.1. Structure of the modular model. 
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The hull module, except for the surge forces, contain no non-linear terms. Thus the 

hydrodynamic coefficients can be obtained by numerical methods. The second and third 

order non-linear surge terms can easily be assessed from resistance information, as shown 

in section 5.2.2. The developed adaptable modular model differs from the aforementioned 

quasi-linear holistic model, in that the propeller and rudder modules are modelled 

independently and to a very high accuracy. A novel application, using the. circulation theory 

to model the propeller forces and' moments, allows the model to be more flexible compared 

to using traditionalB-series four-quadrant propeller design charts. 

Ship models have been developed and validated, and incorporated into a collision 

avoidance system. An adaptable mathematical model has been presented that will allow the 

system to be 'portable' between vessels, without requiring expensive trials. The 

requirements of the specification is to be able to input the principal dimensions of the vessel 

and calculate the hydrodynamic coefficients for the model without sea trials, hence keeping 

initial cost down. The model presented allows for this in a wide range of vessel size. 

The adaptability of the model is highlighted by the fact that fellow members of the MDRG 

have utilised the model in other research projects. Witt (1993) has been undertaking 

research into the use of a neural network autopilot for ship guidance, and is at present 

including an adaptive strategy using the modular mathematical model. 

8.2.2 The PC Simulator 

Two of the long term objectives ofthe MOSES program, as introduced in section 1.3, are 

to: 

• produce versatile simulation programs, which access experimentally derived 
hydrodynamic forces and moments, or predict the necessary terms directly from a 
knowledge of the hull form particulars; 

• develop manoeuvring for design software, capable of modifYing a ship hull form 
design, which gives rise to manoeuvring behaviour that satisfies prevailing 
manoeuvrability standards, 

The modular model presented in this thesis allows all the necessary terms to be directly 

derived from a knowledge ofhull, propeller and rudder particulars. The designer can then 

alter any of the vessel principal particulars and undertake manoeuvring simulations to 

appraise the vessels characteristics. The propeller details can be assessed in detail once the 

vessels powering requirements have been calculated, allowing paddle wheel effect and its 

effect on the turning performance to be investigated. 
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Although this research work has been directed towards producing a model for an integrated 

navigation system and ACAS, it has also been shown that the resulting adaptable model can 

be used to aid the designer/naval architect at the preliminary design stage of work. 

8.2.3 External Effects 

A number of modules can be used to describe various external effects which, in keeping 

with the modular structure, are treated simply as additional forces and moments imposed 

on the basic hull hydrodynamics. The required complexity and operating conditions of the 

model determines the external force modules needed. These can include, for example, such 

effects as wind, current, thrusters, tugs etc. Figure 8.2 shows the Esso Osaka model with 

the additional effects of wind and tide. The wind was modelled using research published by 

Isherwood (1983), and the tide modelled using simple vector analysis, Tapp (1989). 
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Figure 8. 2a. 35 ° Port turning circle f or the Esso Osaka. 
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Wind: 8. 0 kts from 180 ° 
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Figure 8.2b. Speed reduction. 

8.3 Concluding Summary and Future Work 

The shipping industry and the level of technology available to it is changing. Automation of 

many traditional watchkeeping processes is now either complete or in the midst of this 

transformation. Although it is now generally accepted that nautical charting will eventually 

follow this route too, the operational benefits and numerous potential applications of 

electronic chart display and information systems are still to be realised. 

It is unlikely that economic concern will ever permit a reversal of the downward trend in 

manning levels. It is therefore essential that alternative methods of sustaining, or better still 

improving safety at sea are pursued. The extent to which automation and central control of 

vessels at sea is taken will determine the nature of the demands on the mariner. There are 

widely felt doubts within the industry about the wisdom of one-man bridge operation. 

However this practice need not be unsafe; with the aid of an ACAS, incorporating an 

electronic chart display system (ECDIS), and a dead man's handle safety alarm much of the 

drudgery and risk can be alleviated. For example, unlike the human lookout, a computer 

system monitoring radar and ECDIS data cannot be distracted from its specific task, nor is 

it susceptible to fatigue or boredom which may result in sleep in the case of the human 

operator. However, it must be realised that the computer may sustain hardware or software 

failure; this problem may be averted by developing, running and monitoring software 

routines in triplicate and acting on the majority recommendation. If ACAS is to offer 

tangible solutions to the pressures currently faced by the watchkeepers it must preserve 

mariner's physical and mental health and self respect. 
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At present, the master of a ship is accountable, in the eyes of the law, for all decisions made 

by members of his crew. If automatic collision avoidance systems are to become accepted 

tools ofthe trade then the legal anomalies surrounding responsibility and liability for them 

must be resolved. If an ACAS equipped vessel is involved in an accident then where does 

the~buck-passihg stop, with the master, the software engineer, the hardware installation and 

maintenance engineer ... ? Until these legal questions have been answered it is essential that 

manremains part of the collisionavoidance strategy forming process. 

Future work at the University of Plymouth will build on the existing system, that now 

incorporates the adaptable mathematical model, with the aim of devising a computer based 

system incorporating a rule base which is able to suggest anti-grounding and collision 

avoidance manoeuvres for both single and multiple ship encounters in all surroundings. 

Work is already underway to achieve this, Atkinson ( 1993). 

Although current legislation restricts the function of automatic collision avoidance systems 

to an advisory role only, technological capabilities do not. In the long term there is no 

technical reason why ACAS should not be able to accept full command and responsibility 

for collision avoidance tactics. Under such circumstances the mariner would be offered a 

preferred course of action which he may choose to execute or override. However, if a 

predetermined time period elapses and the mariner has failed to respond in either way, the 

system would automatically administer the recommended manoeuvre via a computer link to 

the vessels steering gear. Nonetheless, a question mark still hangs over the notoriously 

conservative maritime industry's willingness to concede this change in responsibility. 
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Vessel Principal Dimensions 

APPENDIX A 

VESSEL PRINCIPAL DIMENSIONS 

A. I 



DETAILS SOMERSET SAND SKUA CATFISH ESSO OSAKA MARINER 

surveying 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: 

No. of hulls 1 1 2 1 1 
Length (m) 24.61 62.79 11 .1 7 325 160.9 
Beam (m) 5.4 12.49 4 .3 53 
Draught (m) 2.09 4.5 21.76 
Cb .48 .767 .831 .604 
DWT (kg) 116000 1838000 8500 278000000 

Vol. of displacment (mA3) 133 2707 310400 18541 
Hull c/line separation (m) - - 3.7 - -
Distance LCG to Xg (m) 3. 7 aft 
Metacentric height, GM (m) .33 .365 

PROPELLER DETAILS: 
QPC .8 
No. of props. 1 2 1 1 
No. of blades 4 5 
Diameter (m) 2 9 .1 6 .7 
Pitch (m) 1.422 6.507 
Pitch ratio .715 
Disc area ratio .685 

Expanded area ratio .682 
Projected area ratio .572 
Turning direction CLOCKWISE CLOCKWISE 

RUDDER MODELLING: 
No. of rudders 1 2 1 1 
Rudder area (m) 5.48 .359 each 119.82 30 
Mean height (m) 3 .125 7.51 
Mean span (m) 1.756 13.85 
M ean chord 9 3.995 
Aspect ratio 1.78 1.539 1.88 

Details required for 
programs: 

lz 4408559.8 501993672.5 1.166e14 21750000000 
lx 314897.1286 35856690.89 
PCG 1 1 
YRG 28 35 

Recommended speed (m/s) 5 5 



DETAILS M/S ZENOBIA CONTAINER CONTAINER CAR FERRY CAR FERRY 

Full Scale Model Full Scale Model 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: 

No. of hulls 1 1 1 1 1 
Length (m) 150 151.8 1.265 150 3 .419 
Beam (m) 23 24.8 .565 
Draught (m) 6.325 5.9 .134 
Cb .64 .64 
DWT (kg) 14100000 14800000 8.571 14400000 166.4 

Vol. of displacment (m"3) 13760 14046 .166 
Hull c/line separation (m) 
Distance LCG to Xg (m) -4.65 
Metacentric height, GM (m) .85 .66 .0055 

PROPELLER DETAILS: 
QPC 
No. of props. 2 3 
No. of blades -
Diameter (m) 
Pitch (m) 
Pitch ratio 
Disc area ratio 

Expanded area ratio 
Projected area ratio 
Turning direction - CLOCKWISE 

RUDDER MODELLING: 
No. of rudders 
Rudder area (m) 
Mean height (m) 
Mean span (m) 
Mean chord 
Aspect ratio 

Details required for 
programs: 

lz 21300000000 24363950000 1.498937e11 
lx 639000000 
PCG 2.5 1.2 2.5 
YRG 150 75 150 

Recommended speed (m/s) 5 9 .265 5 



Vessel Hydrodynamic Coefficients 

APPENDIXB 

VESSEL HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS 

B.l 



Table B. 1 Hydrodynamic Coefficients for ITV Somerset. 

SURGE • PRIME BIS SWAY • PRIME BIS YAW • PRIME BIS 

x. v. N. 
x6 0 0 y 6 .0022 .01276542 N6 -.0011 -.0063827 
xn 0 0 y</> N<~> 
x u 0 0 y p NP 
x .. -.0007963 -.0446200 y. p Ni> 
X; 0 0 Y, .003 .5409463 N, -.0067 -.1 20811 3 

x66 -.001569 -.0091041 y. 
I -.0002082 -.0116663 N; -.001058 -.0592842 

xnn 9.308 Yu 0 0 Nu 0 0 
x,p Y;, 0 0 Nu 0 0 
XII 0 0 v. -.009 -. 1622839 N. -.005 -.0901577 
xu. y. . -.01418 -. 7945650 N• -.005176 -.2900330 
x uu -528.8 -29630.89 y 66 fiJ66 
Xun 0 0 Ynn 0 0 Nnn 0 0 
X up vu. Nrlrl 
x •• Yrlrl Nua 
x., ~up ~up 
x.u 0 0 Yu, Nur 
x •• -.00758 -.4247393 Yuu 0 0 fit. 
x666 v u. N.b 
~uuu 0 0 v.b N•l•l 
xuuuu y-! 1•1 Nvu 0 0 

xu••l•l v.u 0 0 ~1·1 
~ 1·1 N666 .015 .08703699 
y 666 .03 .17407398 ~6•• 0 0 
Y 6rv 0 0 ~ ... -.5 -8 .706498 
v 6 •• Nuur 
Y,'WY .15 26.119495 Nuuv 

Yuri<P I NUYI 
'{uu6 N~· I <P I 
YUU</> Nuvu 0 0 
'{uur NVYV .016 2.7860794 
'{uuv 

V.!!• I <~> I 
Y..,vv -.08 -13.93040 
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~ Table 8 .2 Hydrodynamic Coefficients for Sand Skua. 
~ 
c3 
-~ 
~ 
!;: 

-G' 
~ -s 
~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

SURGE • PRIME BIS 

x. 
x6 

X" 
xu 
x., 
X; 
x66 

5{nn 
x,p 
X, 
xu. 
Xuu 
xun 
X up 
x •• 
x., 
x .u 
x •• 
x 666 

Xuuu 
XUutJU 

Xu•• I• 1 

SWAY 

v. 
y6 

y</J 
y p 
y i> 
Y, 
Y; 
Yu 
y . u 
v. 
y . 

V 

Yu 
Ynn 
vu. 

Y, 1, 1 
~up 
Yu, 
Yuu 
Yuv 
v .b 

y_!!l•l 
v .u 

~I· I 
y660 

Y 6<v 
Y6vv 
Yrvv 

y.!!!14' 1 
Yuu6 
Y UU</! 

'{uur 
Yuuv 

V.!!_• I <I> I 
v ••• 

• PRIME BIS YAW • PRIME BIS 

N. 
N& 
N<~> 
NP 
Ni> 

.00458621 .20970397 N, · .0039804 ·.1820013 
·.0017390 · .0795179 N; · .0008688 -.0397258 

Nu 
N· u 

-.0298549 -.1.365115 N. -.0108356 -.4954575 
-.0183627 · .8396355 N; -.0016932 -.0774231 

fiJ60 
N,,n 

N,1, 1 
Nu• 
~.''P 
Nu, 
Nuv 
N.b 

i\i-!!.1 •1 
Nvu 

N•l • l 
N&u 
N6vv 
N,., 
f\juur 

f\juuv 

NU \I' ll 

N~·l<~> l 
Nu vu 
f\jvvv 



~ Table 8.3 Hydrodynamic Coefficients for Catfish . 
. § 
0 

§ 
<I> 

(l 
.g 
§ 
~ "tl 
0 
~ 
~ .... 
'll 

~ 
~ 

SURGE 

x. 
x. 
xn 
xu 
X· u 
X; 

x .. 
xnn 
~p 
X, 
xu. 
x uu 
xun 
X up 
x •• 
x., 
x.u 
x .. 
x666 

~wu 
x uuu 
xuuuu 

Xuvv !vI 

• PRIME BIS 

0 
0 
0 

·.000624 
0 

·.0051 73 
.2772 

0 
0 

-269.84 
0 

0 

-.00758 
0 

SWAY 

v. 
v. 
y~ 
yp 
yl> 
Y, 
Y; 
Yu 
y. u 
v. 
y. 

V 

'166 

Ynn 
vu. 

v,,,, 
Yup 
Yur 
Yuu 
Yuv 
v.b 

Y...!:J rl 
v.u 

~!vi 
y666 

y «• 
Y6vv 
Yrltv 
y21~ 1 
Yuu6 
~uu~ 
Yuur 
y uuv 

V.!!!' I~>! 
v ••• 

• PRIME BIS YAW • PRIME BIS 

N. 
.299621 N• -.014981 

N~ 
NP 
Ni> 

.004 N, -.0089 
-.000288 N· r -.001464 

0 Nu 0 
0 N;. 0 

-.0 18 N. -.01 
-.0111 N· V 

-.004054 
-.23234 1ii66 -.0116172 

0 N,, 0 
0 N",,,, 

Nu• 0 
~up 
Nur 
Nuv 
Nvb 

0 liJ. lr! 0 
fir vu 

"N. ,. , 
i\1666 

.1 818182 liJ6vv -.090909 
Kr, •• 0 

0 Nuur -.0833333 
.1 5 Nuuv 

Nuvo 
Kr~·l~l 

Nuvu 
N ••• 

.016 

-.08 



..':'1 
:::: 
~ ·u Table 8 .4 Hydrodynamic Coefficients for Esso Osaka. 
§ 
~ 

8 
.g 
§ 
s::: 
-6' 
c 
{i 

~ 
~ 
~ 
~ 

SURGE 

x . 
x6 
Xn 
xu 
X· u 
X· , 

x66 

x"" 
~'P 
xrr 
xu. 
xuu 
Xun 
~up 
x •• 
x., 
x.u 
x •• 
x666 
xuuu 
Xuuuu 

xu•• l•l 

• PRIME BIS 

.00000076 .000042 

-.0000103 -.000568 
-.00090 42 -.05 

.00090421 .05 

-.0005493 -.030373 

-.000226 1 -.0125 

-.0005204 -.0287788 

SWAY 

v. 
yd 
v. 
yp 
y . 

p 

Y, 
y . , 
Y;, 
Yu 
v. 
Y· . 
ydd 
Ynn 
vu. 

~1·1 
Yup 
v., 
Yuu 
v u. 
Y.b 

y•l •l 
v.u 

y•l•l 
y666 
Y drv 
yd•• 
Y,.,v 

y.l!• l•l 
Yuu6 

vuu. 
Yuur 

YUUY 
y.!!." l•l 
v ••• 

• PRIME BIS YAW • PRIM E BIS 

N. 
-.0000016 -.000089 Nd .00000085 .000047 

N• 
NP 
NI'> 

.00031002 .01 7 143 N, -.0002340 -.01294 
-.0015366 -.084968 N; -.0009003 -.049782 

Nu 
N-u 

-.0016693 -.092304 N. -.0006094 -.0337 
-.0167340 -.925333 N, -.0011199 -.061927 

1\idd 
.000003 Nnn -.0000015 

N,l•l 
Nu• 
liJUP 

N"' 
Nu• 
N.b 

l\1.! 1•1 
N•u 

~1·1 
N666 

Nd•• 
N,.,., -.04747 13 -2.625 
Nuu, 

.04219669 2 .3333333 i'Juuv 

Nu•o 
N..!!! I• I 

NUYU 
N ••• .13412520 7.4166667 

-.2109835 -11 .66667 



~ 
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'i:i 
§ 
~ c3 Table 8.5 Hydrodynamic Coefficients for Mariner . 

. g 
~ 
~ 

"ts 
S:l 
i3 
~ 
] 
~ 

SURGE 

x. 
x6 
Xn 
x u 
X · u 
X· r 

x66 
Xnn 
x,p 
X,, 
x u. 
x uu 
Xun 
x up 
x •• 
x., 
x .u 
x •• 
x666 
xuuu 
x uuuu 

x u••l • l 

• PRIME BIS 

0 0 
.00000032 .000036 

0 0 
-.0000584 -.001274 

-.00042 -.04718 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

.00018 .02022 
0 0 

-.0001395 -.01569 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

-.00899 -1.009645 
0 0 

-.0001577 -.091 105 
0 0 
0 0 

SWAY 

v . 
y6 
y~ 
yp 
y. p 
Y, 
y . r 
Yu 
y. u 
v. 
y . . 
y66 
Ynn 
v u. 

~l r l 
Yup 
Yur 
Yuu 
vu. 
Y.b 

y• lr l 
v.u 

y • l • l 
y666 
'i( 6rv 
y6•• 
Y,"'., 

Yur l 9' 1 
Yuu6 
YUU9' 
Yuur 
Yuuv 

y.ll.· l ~l 
v ••• 

• PRIME BIS YAW • PRIME BIS 

0 0 N. 0 0 
-.0000025 -.000279 N6 -.0000013 .000133 

0 0 N~ 0 0 
0 0 No 0 0 
0 0 Ni> 0 0 

.0022 .055 N, -.00166 · .042 
-.000086 -.009961 N· r -.000437 -.0491 

0 0 Nu 0 0 
0 0 N· u 0 0 

-.011 6 -.25323 N. -.002365 -.05 1629 
-.00748 -.84025 N· . -.000227 -.025499 

0 0 1\166 0 0 
.00000001 .0000014 Nnn 169291 .5 .0000007 

0 0 f\i,l•l 0 0 
0 0 Nuo 0 0 
0 0 ~up 0 0 
0 0 Nur 0 0 
0 0 filu• 0 0 
0 0 N.b 0 0 
0 0 N..! l•l 0 0 
0 0 N.u 0 0 
0 0 ~1·1 0 0 
0 0 N666 .00041 0 

-.00082 0 fil6•• -.00489 0 
0 0 N, •• -.05483 -.31 .69318 
0 0 Nuur 0 0 

.15356 29.587235 fijuuv 0 0 
0 0 N UllO 0 0 
0 0 Nu• I• I 0 0 
0 0 fJu•u 0 0 
0 0 NVY\' .016361 9.4570867 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 

-.080782 -46 .69412 0 0 



.!:2 
~ ·u Table 8.6 Hydrodynamic Coefficients for M/S Zenobia. 

!S, 
~ 
c3 SURGE +PRIME BIS 

.~ 

~ 
s::: 

-6-
0 

{3 

~ 

x. 0 0 
x6 0 0 
x n 0 0 
x u 0 0 
XV -.0004892 -.06 
X; 0 0 
x.66 0 0 
Xnn 0 0 
x,p 0 0 
X,, -.0004077 -.05 
xu. 0 0 
xuu -.0002931 -.03595 
x un 0 0 
X up 0 0 
x •• 0 0 
x., .00048924 .06 
x.u 0 0 
x .. 0 0 
x666 0 0 
xuuu 0 0 

ROLL PRIME + BIS 

K6 -.0000011 -.00014 
K., -.0000026 -.00032 
Kp 0 0 
K· p 0 0 
K, 0 0 
K· I .00003832 .0047 
K. -.0000016 -.000195 
K· V 0 0 

~I PI -.0000029 -.00035 

~lrl .00008969 .011 
Kuv .000023239 .0285 

SWAY 

v. 
y6 
v., 
yp 
yi> 
Y, 
y. I 
Yu 
y. u 
v. 
y. V 
y66 
Ynn 
vu. 

v,l•l 
~up 
YUI 
Yuu 
vu. 
v.b 

y• l•l 
v.u 

~1·1 
y 666 
Y dtv 
Y 6vv 
Yrvv 

Yuti<P l 
Yuu6 
Yuu<P 
'{uur 
\(uuv 

V.!!.• I <PI 
YVYY 

• PRIME BIS YAW • PRIME BIS 

0 0 N. 0 0 
0 0 N6 0 0 
0 0 N., 0 0 
0 0 NP 0 0 
0 0 Ni> 0 0 
0 0 N, 0 0 

-.0009785 -.12 N· I -.0003588 -.044 
0 0 Nu 0 0 
0 0 N., 0 0 
0 0 N. 0 0 

-.0064417 -.79 N• -.0003099 -.038 
0 0 l\166 0 0 
0 0 N,m 0 0 
0 0 N,l•l -.0008969 -. 11 

-.0020385 -.25 Nuo 0 0 
0 0 ~up 0 0 

.00172051 .211 NUl -.0008154 -. 1 
0 0 Nuv -.0007257 -.089 

-.0042809 -.525 N.b -.0038324 -.47 
0 0 N,l•l .00203852 .25 

-.0013862 -. 17 Nvu 0 0 
0 0 N•l•l -.0038732 -.475 

-.0191621 -2 .35 i\1666 0 0 
0 0 N6vv 0 0 
0 0 N rvv 0 0 
0 0 NUUI -.0006387 -.0783333 
0 0 Nuuv -.0014365 -.1761667 
0 0 NUVI 0 0 

.00038052 .04666667 N~· I <PI -.0007339 -.09 
0 0 Nuvu 0 0 

.00068494 .084 N ••• 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
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·~ Table B.7 Hydrodynamic Coefficients for a Container Ship (No Surge Coefficients) . 
§ 

'l.> 

c3 
-~ 
e 
~ "tl 
0 
{i 

~ 

SWAY 

v. 
y6 
y~ 

yp 
yp 
Y, 
y. , 
Yu 
Yr. 
Y. 
v . 
v66 
Y,IO 
v u. 

Y, l•l 
~up 
Yur 
Yuu 
vu. 
Y.b 

~1 · 1 
v .u 

~1 · 1 
~666 
Y 6rv 
y 6•• 
YP/Y 
y21 ~1 
Yuu6 
Yuu~ 
Yuur 
YUUY 
Yu•l ~ l 
YVYV 

• PRIME 

0 
.00153483 
-.0003120 

0 
0 

.00259022 
-.00020526 

0 
0 

-.0158862 
· .0072679 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

BIS YAW • PRIME 

0 N. 0 
0 N6 -.0133100 
0 N~ .00230884 
0 NP 0 
0 N;, 0 
0 N, ·.0017893 
0 N; -.0004256 
0 Nu 0 
0 N· u 0 
0 N. ·.0 0576 10 
0 N• ·.0001166 
0 N66 0 
0 Nnn 0 
0 V,l• l 0 
0 Nu• 0 
0 ~up 0 
0 Nu, 0 
0 Nu• 0 
0 N.b 0 
0 N• l• l 0 
0 fii.u 0 
0 fij• l•l 0 
0 fii666 0 
0 i\16•• 0 
0 Nrvv 0 
0 Nuu, 0 
0 f\Juuv 0 
0 Nu•• 0 
0 Nuv J~I 0 
0 f\Juvu 0 
0 f\Jv vv 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

BIS ROLL • PRIME BIS 

0 K6 -.0000098 0 
0 K~ 0 0 
0 KP -.0000764 0 
0 Ki> 0 0 
0 K, .0001894 5 0 
0 K , 0 0 
0 K. 0 0 
0 K~ 0 0 
0 RP IPI 0 0 
0 R,l •l 0 0 
0 Rup 0 0 
0 j(uv 0 0 
0 ~·1• 1 0 0 
0 K•l•l 0 0 
0 
0 

00 

CO 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 



Table 8 .8 Hydrodynamic Coefficients for a Container Ship (Model) (No Surge Coefficients). 

SWAY • PRIME BIS YAW • PRIME BIS ROLL • PRIME BIS 

v. 0 0 N. 0 0 K6 -.000098 0 
y6 .00154476 0 N6 -.0011129 0 K~ 0 0 
y~ -.0003146 0 N,. .00019328 0 KP -.0000766 0 
yp 0 0 Np 0 0 Ki> 0 0 
y . p 0 0 N · p 0 0 K, .00018997 0 
Y, ' .00264302 0 N, -.0017955 0 K· 0 0 t 

y . 
t -.0159335 0 N· t -.0004254 0 K. 0 0 

Yu -.0072684 0 Nu 0 0 K• 0 0 
Yu 0 0 Nu 0 0 RP IP I 0 0 
v. 0 0 N. -.0057816 0 R, 1r1 0 0 
v. 0 0 N• -.0001169 0 Rup 0 0 

'Y66 0 0 iii66 0 0 Ruv 0 0 
Ynn 0 0 Nnn 0 0 ~·I· I 0 0 
vu. 0 0 Y, 1r1 0 0 K• l• l 0 0 

~1· 1 0 0 Nu• 0 0 

~up 0 0 Nup 0 0 
Yur 0 0 Nur 0 0 
Yuu 0 0 N uv 0 0 
vu. 0 0 N.b 0 0 
v.b 0 0 N.,,, 0 0 

y~l·l 0 0 N.u 0 0 
_v.u 0 0 N•l•l 0 0 

~1·1 0 0 f\1666 0 0 
y666 0 0 N6vv 0 0 
Y 6rv 0 0 Nf YV 0 0 
Y6vv 0 0 NUUf 0 0 
v, •• 0 0 NUUY 0 0 

y-21•1 0 0 NUYO 0 0 
Y uu6 0 0 Nuvl~t l 0 0 
vw .. 0 0 f\juvu 0 0 
Yuur 0 0 NVVY 0 0 
vuu. 0 0 0 0 

Yuvl~tl 0 0 0 0 
'?._..,.., 0 0 0 0 
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x. 
x6 
Xn 
xu 
X · u 
X· I 
x66 
5(nn 
X lP 
XII 
x ... 
xuu 
xun 
xup 
x •• 
x.l 
x.u 
x .. 
x666 
xuuu 

_5{uuuu 

xu••l •l 

• PRIME BIS 

-.015 -1.80391 7 
0 0 
0 0 

76.1783 0 
-.000426 -.0512313 

0 0 
-.0022 1 -.265777 2 
73339.8 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

-14446 .16 0 
-39468 .78 0 

0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 

-.00617 -.7420114 
0 0 

-450.1888 0 
0 0 
0 0 

SWAY 

v. 
y6 

v, 
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y~ 

VI 
y. I 
Yu 
Y;, 

v . 
v. 

y66 
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~1 1 1 
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~1·1 
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y~1 1 .,1 

Yuu6 
YUU4' 
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'{uuv 

y.!!.•l., l 
v ......... 

• PRIME BIS YAW • PRIME BIS 

-.087 -10.46272 N. -.0026 -.3126790 
.00341 78 .41102859 N6 -.0016011 -.1925501 

0 0 N., 0 0 
0 0 No 0 0 
0 0 Ni> 0 0 

.0004926 .05924065 NI -.002143 -.2577197 
-.0001368 -.0164517 N· I -.0006952 -.0836056 

0 0 Nu 0 0 
0 0 N;, 0 0 

-.0098675 -1.186677 N. -.0043535 -. 5235570 
-.007583 -.9119404 N· . -.00023 -.0276601 

0 0 Nu 0 0 
0 0 Nnn 0 0 
0 0 N 1l1 l 0 0 0 
0 0 Nuo 0 0 ...... 
0 0 ~up 0 0 
0 0 N .. 0 0 
0 0 i\t. 0 0 
0 0 N.b 0 0 
0 0 N...!'l11 0 0 
0 0 N.u 0 0 
0 0 ~1·1 0 0 
0 0 N666 .0007421 .08924581 

-.0009569 -.1150779 fil6 •• 0 0 
0 0 N,. ... -.047235 -5.680536 
0 0 'N""" 0 0 

.022934 2.7580694 NUU¥ 0 0 
0 0 Nu•• -.00072 -.0865880 
0 0 N..!!.•l.,l 0 0 
0 0 Nu•u 0 0 
0 0 j\jvvv -.0326335 -3.924543 
0 0 0 0 

-.441178 -53 .05658 0 0 
0 0 
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AFTERBODY FORMS 

V-section 

U-section 

Hogner bulbous stem 
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Adaptable Model Vessel Dimensions 

APPENDIXD 

ADAPTABLE MODEL VESSEL DIMENSIONS AND 
PROGRAM INPUT DATA 

- ESSO OSAKA SANDSKUA PICKETBOAT9 

L 343 67.145 12.547 

I [,pp_ 325 62.789 11 .683 

B 53 12.192 3.542 

TF 21.76 4.4 0.99 

~ 21.76 4.4 0.99 

V 310400 2613 21.48 

CM 0.95 0.95 0.743 

C"'P 0.9 0.85 0.871 

CB 0.831 0.767 0.53 

AT 15 12 0.35 

sapp 400 6 0.3 

ABT 63 0 0 

hB 4.5 0 0 

cstern 0 0 0 

IApp 3 2 2 

Rudder area 119.82 5.476 0.1547 

Rudder mean chord 9 1.752 0.300 

Rudder u:'!Jpec;t ratio 1.539 1.78 1.338 

Prop dia 9.1 2.032 0.521 

Prop pitch 6.507 1.4224 0.432 

Prop no of blades 5 4 3 

Prop rotation RH RH -
PropDAR 0.682 0.685 0.5 

Table D. I. Adaptable model vessel dimensions and program input data. 
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Propeller Geometry 

APPENDIXE 

PROPELLER GEOMETRY 

E. l Details of Non B-Series Screw 

Diameter 0.3048 m 

Pitch Varying 

No. of blades 5 

Rotation Right hand screw 

Mean line NACA a=1.0 

Section Elliptic-parabolic thickened according to 

x l.2 at the leading edge. 

Table E. f . Principle particulars of non B-series screw. 

X PID CID t/D fie 

0.2 1.201 0.231 0.0382 0.0123 

0.3 1.302 0.275 0.0338 0.0213 

0.4 1.381 0.3 58 0.0294 0.0252 

0.5 1.422 0.462 0.0249 0.0236 

0.6 1.423 0.527 0.0205 0.0211 

0.7 1.369 0.517 0.0161 0.0200 

0.8 1.253 0.432 0.01 19 0.0203 

0.9 1.080 0.281 0.0082 0.0223 

Table £.2. Detailed particulars of 110 11 B-series screw. 
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Propeller Geometry 

Plate E. 1. Non B-Series Screw. 

E.2 Details of B-Series Screw 

Diameter 21" 

Pitch 19" 

No. ofblades 4 

Rotation Right hand screw 

Mean line NACAa=l.O 

Section Standard B-series 

Table E. 3. Principle particulars of B-series screw. 
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Propeller Geometry 

X PID CID tiD fie 

0.2 0.9048 0.291 0.0270 0.0163 

0.3 0.9048 0.326 0.0241 0.0173 

0.4 0.9048 0.354 0.0212 . 0.0214 

0.5 0.9048 0.371 0.0185 0.0254 

0.6 0.9048 0.375 0.0156 0.0208 

0.7 0.9048 0.367 0.0128 0.0239 

0.8 0.9048 0.339 0.0100 0.0202 

0.9 0.9048 0.271 0.0072 0.0179 

Table E. 4. Detailed particulars of B-series screw. 
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Tank Tests 

APPENDIXF 

TANK TESTS 

As the after-body of a ship may be varied in many ways, model testing is carried out in a 

homogenous field of flow, i.e. the open water condition. The tank at the Royal Naval 

Engineering College is 32m in length, 4m wide and 2m deep. It is generally used for 

resistance and lift experiments but has been easily adapted for open water propeller tests. 

The carriage has its own controVoperating terminal and can run at speeds up to and 

including three metres per second. 

For each advance coefficient, three runs were executed so to minimise random errors in the 

tests. The procedure is summarised below: 

1. load set-up file on SPECTRA data acquisition software; 

2. create data file; 

3. ensure the propeller speed is set to that required; 

4. check carriage has returned to its datum; 

5. set carriage speed; 

6. enable carriage and start propeller; 

7. start data-logging as carriage movement starts; 

8. stop logging when carriage stops, and return carriage; 

9. repeat from 1. when the water surface has calmed down to a reasonable state, i.e. as 

calm as possible. 

Twenty-one data-logged runs were accomplished in one day. 

Calibration coefficients were applied to the corresponding logged outputs, after the steady

state data had been chosen and averaged. 
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APPENDIXG 

STANDARD SHIP MANOEUVRES 

G.l Turning Circle 

I 
1.4 

Advance at 90c 
change of head me; 

Standard Ship Manoeuvres 
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Figure G. 1. Turning circle. 
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This manoeuvre shows the ship's response to a step input. It can also be used to determine 

the following parameters: 

1. Drift Angle This is the angle between the centre line of the ship and the 

tangent to the path of the point of reference on the ship, usually the centre 

of gravity. 
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Standard Ship Manoeuvres 

2. Advance This is the distance travelled by the point of reference in a 

direction parallel to the original course after the instant that the rudder is 

activated, It is usually quoted for a 90° change of heading. 

3. Transfer This is the distance travelled by the point of reference 

perpendicular to the original course and is usually given f~r 90° change of 

the heading. 

4 . Tactical Diameter This is the value of transfer when the ships heading has 

changed by 180°. 

5. Diameter of Steady Turning Circle Following the initial application of 

rudder there is a period of transient motion, but finally the speed, drift angle 

and turning diameter reach steady values. This usually occurs after about 90 
0 change of heading. 

6. Pivoting Point This is defined as the fixed perpendicular from the centre of 

turn onto the middle line of the ship; extended as necessary. This is not 

fixed by varies with rudder angle and speed. 

G.2 Zig Zag Manoeuvre 

I 
I ~ · st Overshoot 

~ I 
~I 

3cse o 
:curse 

/ 

Sh1D heoa 1 nq . , 

_._ _j_ 
L__ 2nd Overshoot 

Figure G.2. Zig zag manoeuvre. 
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Standard Ship Manoeuvres 

From a steady base course and speed the rudder is set to a specified angle. As the ship 

heading changes by the specified amount the rudder is reversed by the specified amount 

until once again the change of heading matches the rudder angle. The rudder is reversed 

again to the specified angle. The procedure is carried out a minimum of five times. 

G.3 Direct Soiral 

The rudder is put over to 1S0 to port and the ship allowed to turn until a steady rate of 

change of heading is achieved. This rate is recorded and the rudder angle is reduced by so 
until a new steady rate of change of heading is recorded. This is repeated for successive 

values ofrudder angle ofS0 P, 0°P, S0 S, 10°S, lS0 S, 10°S, S0 S, 0°, S0 P, l0°P, l 5°P. The 

steady state rate of change of heading is recorded for each rudder position and the results 

are displayed as a plot of rate change of heading vs. rudder angle. 

If a ship is directionally unstable a hysteresis loop is evident in the plot as the rate of turn 

for small rudder angles is dependent on whether the rudder angle is decreasing or 
. . 
mcreasmg. 
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Figure G.3. Expected Results From a Spiral Test For a Stable Ship and Unstable Ship. 
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Standard Ship Manoeuvres 

G.4 Pull Out Manoeuvre 

This is a simple test to give a quick indication of the ship's directional stability. A rudder 

angle is applied and a steady rate of turn established, at this point the rudder is returned to 

midships. For a stable ship the rate of turn will decay to zero for turns to both port and 

starboard. 
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Vessel Trials Data 

APPENDIXH 

VESSEL TRIALS DATA 

R.l Sand Skua 10° Port Turning Circle 

Time (secs) Speed (kts) Eastings Northings 

30 9.5 132219.5 454950.7 

60 9 132075.1 454959.1 

90 9 131954.3 454921.4 

120 8.5 131837.6 454838.9 

150 7.5 131798.3 454729.6 

180 7.5 131837.9 454615.7 

210 7 131899.1 454534.1 

240 7 13 1996.9 454517.3 

270 6.75 132085.5 454567.9 

300 6.25 132136.6 454654.3 

330 6.5 132124.5 454788.8 

360 6.25 132049.6 454860.1 

390 6.25 131953.7 454910.3 

420 6 131855.2 454915 .9 

450 5.75 131773.2 454864.9 

480 5.75 131747.1 454754.8 

510 5.75 131770.3 454586.1 

540 5.75 131849.7 454592.7 

570 5.75 131948.2 454587 

600 5.75 132023 454627.3 

630 5.75 132074.1 454713 .6 

660 5.75 132060.8 454826 

690 5.75 132000.3 4549 18.7 

720 5.75 131880.1 454970.3 
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Vessel Trials Data 

H.2 Sand Skua 10° Starboard Turning Circle 

Time (secs) Speed (kts)_ Eastings Northings 

60 9.5 129490.8 454472.7 

90 9.25 129328.6 454515.7 

120 9 129221.5 454600 

150 8.75 129196.4 454735.4 

180 8.25 129235.7 454844.7 

210 7.75 129338.1 454905.6 

240 7.5 129436.6 454899.9 

270 7.25 129546.2 454860.1 

300 7 129587 454768.4 

330 7 129547.7 454659.1 

360 7 129451.3 454586.6 

390 7 129331.8 454571 .3 

420 7 129236.5 454632.6 

450 7 129163 .6 454737.3 

480 7.25 129170 454848.5 

510 7.25 129234.3 454934 

540 7.25 129336 454983 .9 

570 7.25 129454.2 454977 

600 7.25 129529.8 454916.8 

630 7.25 129564 454825 .5 

660 7.25 129525 .3 454727.4 

690 7.25 129447.9 454642.6 
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Vessel Trials Data 

H.3 Sand Skua 20° Port Turning Circle 

Time (secs) Speed (kts) Eastings Northings 

30 9.5 130647.4 454762.6 

60 8.5 130481.9 454749.9 

90 7.5 130391.4 454665.9 

120 6.5 130371.8 454555 .5 

150 5.25 130433 454473 .8 

180 3.75 130526.2 454490.7 

210 3.25 130582 454543 .3 

240 3 130600.2 454631.5 

270 3.25 130545.7 454712.7 

300 3.25 130460.9 454728.8 

330 3.5 130373.7 454700.4 

360 3.5 130356 454623 .3 

390 3.5 130385.6 454565.8 

420 3.5 130450.6 454550.9 

450 3.5 130524.8 454580.1 

480 3.5 130555.6 454656.4 

510 3.5 130526.6 454725 

540 3.5 130451 454785.2 
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Vessel Trials Data 

H.4 Sand Skua 20° Starboard Turning Circle 

Time (secs) Speed (kts) Eastings Northi_ngs 

30 9.5 128417.1 454702.7 

60 9.5 128285.7 454710.4 

120 6 128167.4 454940.5 

150 5.5 128225.1 455026.4 

180 4.75 128319.7 455065.5 

210 4.5 128403.7 455038.3 

240 4.25 128418.9 454959.3 

270 4.25 128382.1 454894.5 

300 4.25 128307.3 454854.2 

330 4.5 128231.1 454903 .3 

360 4.5 128182.5 454973 .1 

390 4.5 128194.9 455072.8 

420 4.5 128244.1 455125.7 

450 4.5 128330.1 455131.8 

480 4.5 128392.5 455072.4 

510 4.5 128387.3 454983.4 

540 4.25 128344.7 454930.1 

570 4.25 128251.5 454913 .3 
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What Lies Ahead? ... Automatic Collision A voidance at Sea 

H. L. Atkinson, C. T. Stockel and J. Chudley 
Marine Dynamics Research Group 

University of Plymouth, Drake Circus, Plymouth, PL4 8AA. England 

ABSTRACT 

This paper commences with an insight into to the dilemmas and 
pressures experienced by the modem day watchkeeper whose 
job specification and working environment now appear to be 
dictated by economic forces rather than sound maritime 
practices. Reduced marming levels, flag of convenience ships 
and under trained crews together with other cost-cutting 
exercises within the shipping industry, are putting at risk both 
the lives of those who trade on the world's high seas and the 
environment in which we all live. If this downwards trend is to 
be reversed it is imperative that the frequency of human error in 
shipping accidents is identified as a matter of urgent attention. 

The incidence of and opportunity for human error in visual 
watchkeeping at sea is addressed in some detail in the earlier 
sections of the paper. The significance of factors such as 
isolation, boredom and fatigue in the operation of one-man 
bridge watches are also discussed. 

The middle ponion of the paper is concerned with nautical 
charting. Attention is drawn to the fact that charting is currently 
trailing well behind the technological advancements sweeping 
through other aspects of the shipping industry. Consideration is 
given to the necessary adaptation of traditional cartographic 
conventions for use in the twenty first century. It is suggested 
that a technological revolution in this area could have a 
profound effect on navigation safety. 

The latter part of the paper is explores marine collision 
avoidance and the possibilities for automation of this process. 
Three distinct marine arenas are identified and the principal 
risks to vessels operating in each are summarised. Research 
work in this area, currently being undertaken at the University 
of Plymouth, is cited in. the closing paragraphs of this paper. 

INTRODUCTION 

In recent years there have been simultaneous signifiC81lt 
reductions in the level of bridge manning and increases in the 
use of sophisticated electronic and satellite-based navigation 
aids on board ship. The two factors have culminated in the 24 
Hour One-man Bridge Operations concept; the Det norske 
Veritas (Dn V) classification society have now classified a 
number of vessels as safe for operation by a single person on the 

bridge by day or by night. Ships categorised in this way must 
satisfY rigorous instnunentation and surveillance criteria. 

Thoughtful bridge design and the inclusion of integrated 
navigation and guidance systems all having controls within 
arms' length can substantially increase the amount of time the 
mariner is able to spend on his other essential watchkeeping 
duties. Consequently the bridges of most ships now contain an 
escalating number of instnunents and associated display 
screens; during the hours of darkness the officer of the watch 
(OOW) on a typical bridge is presented with an illuminated 
assonment of coloured lamps, digital readouts and cathode ray 
tube screens. 

Now as always, the mariner must combine his navigational and 
seamanship skills together with his knowledge of the Collision 
Regulations (IMO, 1972) to ensure the safe passage of his ship 
from port to port. He is expected to absorb an enormous volume 
of data from a variety of sensors and then apply it judiciously in 
decision making processes. Decisions of this nature, are almost 
by defmition, limited by the ability and response speed of the 
OOW and the lack of inherent error checking mechanisms. 

In recent decades the rapid growth in traffic densities in waters 
such as the Dover Straits and the Straits of Singapore coupled 
with other factors such as the increasing size and speed of fast 
container ships and VLCCs (very large cargo caniers) and the 
resultant decrease in manoeuvrability have produced a greater 
than acceptable number of maritime incidents. For example, in 
August I 991 the Brixham based trawler OCEAN HOUND sank 
in the Dover Straits, with the loss of five lives, after being 
struck by a ship or ships that have never been identified (NWB, 
1992). 

Approximately ninety percent of all marine accidents occur in 
confmed waters such as charmels, fairways and inshore traffic 
zones; the vast majority taking the form of collisions or 
groundings (Cockcrofi, 1984). Although the implementation of 
Traffic Separation Schemes has significantly reduced the 
number of such incidents this is far from a complete solution to 
the problem. Human error, in the form of ignorance or 
negligence, is estimated to be responsible at least in part, for up 
to eighty five percent of these accidents (Panel on Human Error 
in Merchant Man·ne Safety, 1 976). 
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!i'igure 1: Main Causes of Major Shipping Accidents (1987-
(991) (Hamer, /993). 

ll!e above observations testifY to the need for further 
rnprovement of marine navigation and guidance. Fundamental 
o safe navigation and collision avoidance are the provision of 
m efficient lookout at all times, on awareness of the potential 
hreat posed by static hazards such as the seabed or navigation 
narks combined with knowledge of their proximity to the 
•essel's current position, and an accomplished understanding of 
he Collision Regulations including where, when and how to 
ake avoiding action for both static and dynamic hazards. 
-Ience, three areas in which to seek to advance navigational 
afety con be identified as: watchkeeping, nautical charting and 
tdherence to the Collision Regulations. 

VISUAL WATCHKEEPING 

:urrently there is considerable interest in the visual lookout 
spect of navigational watchkeeping. The law is unequivocal on 
he subject of bridge marming; there must be a qualified officer 
n watch at all times. The reality is very different, however 
S"eawavs, /988) . It is now, not uncommon for ships to operate 
t sea ~thout a lookout; some masters ore forced to administer 
:Us practice against their better judgement, their hands being 
1ed by economic forces such as increasing worldoads and 
!duced marming levels. 

'here has to be a balance between operational effectiveness and 
afety in any commercial undertaking. With respect to bridge 
tarming, the former can be equated in terms of the cost per 
rew member lookout. However, it is impossible to put a price 
n the safety benetit \\hich encompasses the crew's duty to 
'lfeguard the ship, crew and cargo, avoid potentially disastrous 
ituations with other ships and hazards and also to protect the 
1arine environment. 

'ertain classes of ship, principally coastal, gas and chemical 
mkers, make particularly heavy demands upon their crews, 
rhich in can in turn result in fatigue and give rise to impaired 
1dgement and responses. 

roblems can arise in assessing the effectiveness of one-man 
operations if for no other reason than the presence of 

on board interacts with the watch system and 
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negates the results of the study. In addition to this the 
researchers ore not experiencing the same pressures and 
responsibilities as those doing the watchkeeping. 

One of the most thorough studies into the cause of collisions and 
groundings was performed by the Norwegian Maritime 
Research Institute (/98/) . The study focused on 3600 casualties 
to Norwegian vessels occurring between 1970 and 1978. 
Although now dated, this investigation identified some 
important relationships. The fmdings of this stUdy presented the 
folfowing causal factors: 

External conditions 
Navigational error 
Inadequate coverage of the watch 
Other ship 
Inadequate navigational factors 
Special human factors 
Technical failure 

27.6% 
24.5% 
13.7% 
11.4% 
8.3% 
7.0% 
6.7% 

A study conducted by the British Deportment of Transport 
(Lusted, 1977) into the stranding of 38 vessels, at about the 
same time, concluded that: 

* 84% occurred in darkness; 

* 76% failed to lay off a safe route on the chart; 

* 55% failed to establish their position at regular intervals; 

* 42% failed to check their primary method of position 
fmding; 

* 40% failed to check by dead reckoning; 

* I% used a third method of position fixing. 

There are various reasons why during watchkeeping, which can 
be a prolonged and monotonous activity, human error is such an 
important factor to consider (Beetham, 1989). Although a range 
of human factors ore at work, all ultimately result in a lack of 
vigilance or in error. They can be summarised as: 

* Training: Too much is often expected of junior 
watchkeepers who may not have been taught how to keep 
on etTicient lookout. 

* Boredom: A general malaise may result from lack of 
sensory stimulation and social interaction on minimally 
marmed bridges. 

* Fatigue: This can have many dimensions, but is essentially 
the product of prolonged periods of overwork, sleep 
deprivation and disrupted body rhythms. 

* Motivation and self-esteem: These are signiticont factors 
in the well-being and morale of seafarers. Lack of authority 
and social contact can influence arutudes towards 
responsibility. 



* Community spirit: Multi-national crewing and the 
associated tensions and language barriers can have adverse 
effects on commitment and motivation. 

* Bridge ergonomics: This general heading encompasses 
aspects of the working environment such as the bridge 
layout, its instrumentation, working practices and noise 
levels. 

When operating a one-man bridge it is essential that the 
workload placed on the single OOW in maintaining safe and 
efficient navigation, surveillance and performing other vital 
bridge tasks does not exceed the normal capability of one 
person. In addition the vessel must not be placed in a situation 
where the incapacity of the watchkeeper could pose a threat to 
either that vessel or another. 

Radar and electronic navigation aids are now a standard 
requirement for most ships. Tite efficiency of this equipment 
will determine the actual effectiveness of any electronic lookout, 
provided of course, that the mariner is able to monitor this 
equipment intelligently. As far as the lone watchkeeper himself 
is concerned, the only possible defence against falling asleep at 
the wheel or sudden disability is a deadman's handle. This is an 
alarm sounded at regular intervals which requires a response 
from the OOW; if a response is not received the alarm is then 
sounded in the master's cabin. Alarms such as these cannot 
ensure the immediate arrival of a replacement officer on the 
bridge but they do offer a solution to the psychological problems 
of one-man bridge in open-ocean; responding to the alarm 
breaks the monotony of long periods of isolation and mental 
inactivity. 

THE ELECTRONIC CHART 

Traditionally, models of the marine environment have taken the 
form of paper charts and in spite of all of the technological 
advancements in marine navigation, the hydrographic office 
(HO) publications (charts, tide tables, lists of lights and radio 
signals, etc.) have retained their printed fonnat. One of the most 
tedious tasks faced by mariners is that of manual chart 
correction. 

Electronic chart is a term which has been applied to a variety of 
devices ranging from a digitally generated paper chart 
equivalent to a more complex expert system of interfaced 
components capable of world-wide navigation without the need 
for human intervention. It is anticipated that the electronic chart 
display and information system (ECDIS) will offer solutions to 
many of the problems faced by mariners and hydrographic 
offices alike by presenting the mariner with: 

'... nautical and hydrographic infomJation of standardised 
quality and fomwt compiled from existing charts and other 
authorised material, supplied with necessary features and 
properties for intelligent use on computer assisted navigation 

systems aboard crafts.' (Norwegian Hydrographic Service, 
1991) 

The principles and requirements of Jhe ECDIS concept are 
defined in Section 1.3 of the provisional specifications (IHB. 
1990). Essentially the two issues addressed in this document are 
those of paper chart equivalency and the provision, integration 
and updating of all information necessary to ensure safe 
navigation. It has been suggested that two issues are being 
addressed in the design of an ECDIS (Mom·s. 1 985); the frrst is 
the development of a geographical information system (GIS) or 
database and the second is the creation of a box of tricks which 
the mariner employs to aid the navigation of his crafl. 

The canographic content of the electronic chart database 
(ECDB) Y.ill consist of features and aun·butes. A light for 
example. is a feature; its position, structure, colour and 
characteristics are attributes. It is essential that there is a 
convention for the digitisation of features and attributes. A 
wreck can be digitised as a feature, its depth as an attribute or, 
on Ute other hand, a depth figure or sounding could be digitised 
as the feature and the wreck giving rise to it as the attribute. 

Colour is a vital constituent of any ECDIS. The current paper 
chart colour scheme is a good foundation on which to build a 
colour scheme for ECDIS, if only because mariners are already 
familiar Y.ith it. It will however, be necessary to modifY the 
existing scheme owing to the differing qualities of coloured 
paper and colour video display. For example white is too bright 
for video displays and in particular, the glare it produces can 
hamper night vision. In addition some colour combinations 
simply do not work on cathode ray tube displays. Unique 
colours Y.ill also have to be identified for transparent radar 
overlays and for features needed for navigation but not printed 
on paper charts, such as vessel tracks, routing waypoints and fix 
times. For any system of visual communication employing 
colour coding the number of colours actual displayed should be 
kept to a minimum (Lawson, 1983). A system designed for users 
with normal colour vision operating in their normal working 
environment should not use more than six colours, or for ease of 
discrimination, four colours plus black and white (for example, 
British Admiralty charts use cyan, magenta, yellow and green). 

The evolution of integrated navigation systems should herald 
improvements in standards of navigation safety, man-hour 
consumption and vessel operational efficiency. It has been stated 
(Hvide, 1991) that ECDIS is probably Ute best method of 
avoiding oil pollution by reducing the risk of grounding which 
has previously been the cause of many of the major 
environmental disasters such as that of the EX:XON VALDEZ 
in Prince William Sound, Alaska on 24th March 1989 and the 
AMOCO CADIZ on the northern shores of Brittany in March 
1977. It is therefore a potential source of large savings in both 
cargo and hull insurance, particularly for high premium 
hazardous cargoes. 

Once international agreement has been reached on the standards 
for ECDIS, electronic charts will undoubtedly be included in 
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ntegrated navigation systems. The existing systems integrating 
.avigation aids with ARPA (automatic radar plotting aid) are 
.ot capable of setting or adjusting courses. Although many ship 
wners believe that ARPA and ECDIS perform the same 
unction, 0yvind Stene of the Norwegian Hydrographic Service 
, reported (JVilding-White, 1989) to have made the distinction 
tat ARPA is a collision avoidance tool whilst ECDIS is an anti
rounding device. 

Jectronic charting is undergoing a period of rapid development 
lith ideas changing in the light of experience. Although 
:andards are being developed by legislative authorities 
1cluding the IMO (International Maritime Organisation) and 
-10 (International Hydrographic Office), it must be realised 
tat their present publications are only guidelines and not 
:andards. It is currently forecast that the fmal specifications for 
CDIS will be ratified in 1995. Difficulties can arise in the 
!Velopment of standards for a piece of equipment that has been 
>ed in a trial situation. If standards are set too fumJy, then 
lllOVative future developments may be inhibited. However 
.anufacturers do need to be given some early indications of the 
:neral direction that the legislative bodies are t.alcing. In the 
:velopment of standards for ECDIS, HOs are making a 
:parture from their traditional arena into fields such as 
ectronic engineering, computing and even perception 
;ychology. 

:OLLISION A VOIDANCE 

1e technology of this decade and the last, coupled with the 
·er increasing economic constraints, has lead the shipping 
dustry to attempt to reverse its decline through drastic and 
'rhaps dangerous, reductions in marming levels. Casualty 
1dies have consistently demonstrated the superior reliability of 
1chinery over man. However, missing from this surge towards 
tomation of ship operations and minimal marming are 
~ficant attempts to monitor consequences of this trend on the 
ychological and operational health of the ship's crew. If 
tomation is to be beneficial to the shipping industry and 
.prove navigation safety it must reduce rather than increase 
! nuntber of monotonous tasks to be performed by the lone 
1tchkeeper, such tasks where boredom and lack of mental 
mutation can be problematic are frequent sources of human 
"Or. For these reasons most of the world's maritime nations are 
w addressing the problem of collision avoidance and its 
tomation. 

uly work in this field employed mathematical techniques to 
velop simulation . models which were subsequently run on 
nputers (Curtis, 1 979) (Davis et al. 1 982). This approach was 
lited by the ability of traditional mathematics to mirror 
man thought processes. In recent years a number of projects 
ve investigated the use of artificial intelligence in the 
1elopment of expert collision avoidance systems (lmazu et al. 
'i'9) (Coenen et a/, 1989). 

Ships operate in all meteorological conditions by day and by 
night. Throughout its voyage a ship will always be operating in 
one of three modes: 

Open-ocean: on passage in deep water clear of 
obstructions risk of collision is solely dependent on vessel 
traffic and fishing activity in the area. 

Coastal: where risk of grounding exists together with 
higher densities of shipping traffic and fishing vessels and 

·increased small craft activity. 

Port approaches and estuarine waten: where a more 
immediate risk of grounding exists and close quarters 
situations dominate, many vessels being constrained by 
confmed channels. 

Research undertaken by the Marine Dynamics Research Group 
at the University of Plymouth, under its former title of Ship 
Control Group of Polytechnic South West (Plymouth), has 
examined the issues surrounding automatic collision avoidance 
in open-ocean (Rangachari, 1991) (Biackwe/1, 1992). This work 
resulted in the development of a prototype expert system 
capable of simulating multiple ship encounters in open-ocean 
conditions by use of optimal manoeuvring strategies. The system 
was designed to run on an Acorn Archimedes computer and is 
supported by the windows-icon-mouse-pointer (WIMP) 
environment. However, this is not a complete solution to the 
problem of automatic collision avoidance; it neglects coastal 
waters or port approaches where as previously stated the vast 
majority of incidents occur. 

From making a landfall, the navigator has to monitor the ship's 
track with increasing accuracy while be ready to take avoiding 
action for multiple hazards in confined waters. Research work 
now in progress at the University of Plymouth is investigating 
the application of a similar automatic collision avoidance system 
(ACAS) in coastal and contined waters and traffic separation 
zones. In waters such as these, so-called static hazard avoidance 
techniques, including anti-grounding procedures, must also be 
considered. In order to assess the potential treat posed by static 
features, including the depth of water under the keel, such a 
system must have at its heart a sophisticated electronic 
navigation chart capable of intelligent interrogation and 
interface links with radar and electronic position fixing (EPF) 
systems. The latter system is being developed on an IBM
compatible PC. 

Preliminary PC-&sed investigations into own ship 
representation and routines for coastline avoidance have been 
performed. The work commenced with the question of iconic 
portrayal of the own ship (refer to Figure 2). In the system 
devised, the co-ordinates of the centre of the circle correspond 
\vith the vessel position and the bearing of the vector is 
concurrent with the ship's heading. The vector length is directly 
proportional to the vessel's velocity. In future developments the 
vessel states, nan1ely position, heading and velocity, will be 
read directly into the computer's serial port from tlte ship's 
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navigation instnunents; however, in these early stages they have 
been simulated in response to user keystrokes. 

In order to consider .hazard avoidance it is necessary to defme a 
safety domain around the own ship and hence the icon. If an 
object, either static or dynamic infringes this zone it is deemed 
to be a potential hazard. When describing a safety domain it is 
essential that the extent of the domain is proportional to vessel 
speed in order to maintain a constant look-ahead time domain; a 
vessel closing a coastline at I 0 knots has less time in which to 
implement avoiding action than an identical vessel closing on 
the same coastline at 5 knots. For this reason a domain radius 
equal to twice the length of the icon velocity vector has been 
adopted for these preliminary studies. Although the icon is 
currently positioned at the centre of this domain, decisions 
regarding its offset to the rear port (left) quadrant in respect of 
the collision regulations will be made in the future . Domain 
infringement checks are made at each pixel along the domain 
radius at a bearing coincident with the vessel heading, and then 
along subsequent radii at 20o increments of this heading. This 
scanning procedure can be equated to the technique used by a 
radar anterma observing the area surrounding a ship. 

North 

Velocity Vertor 

Figure 2: Iconic RepreJentation of the Own Ship 

Using a data set of approximately one thousand digitised points 
along the coastline of Plymouth Sound (SW England), an 
extremely rudimentary chart of the area was produced. The 
chart is confmed to two dimensions only, that is, it does not 
convey any depth data or contour profiles. It has however, 
proved to be a perfectly adequate starting point for investigation 
into coastline avoidance algorithms. The approach currently 
being practised involves pixel colour determination. In this 
process a hazard is defmed as a pixel whose colour differs from 
those reserved for Jafe water or the icon itself. As the icon is 
manoeuvred around the chart the colour of each pixel within the 
icon's safety domam is determined using the domain 
infringement software; if a hazard colour is identified the 
diJtance-ajJ is evaluated. If this distance drops below a 
predetermined tolerance level a danger warning is displayed on 
the screen until suitable avoidance manoeuvre is completed. ' 

Work is currently focused on the adaptation of the earlier open
ocean algorithms in order that they may be run on an IBM
compatible PC. The varied and often parallel tasks of a 
watchkeeper who must juggle his skills as a lookout, navigator 
and tactician cannot be adequately mirrored by a single tasking 

computer system. Unlike the disk operating system (DOS) the 
Acorn reduced instruction set computer (RISC) operating system 
is capable of multi-tasking. For these reasons this adaptation 
work is being carried out in the Win_dowJTU operating system 
using the WindowJTU Graphical Development Environment. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The shipping industry and the level of technology available to it 
is changing. Automation of many of the traditional 
watchlceeping processes is now either complete or in the midst 
of this transformation. Although it is now generally accepted 
that nautical charting will eventually follow this route too, the 
operational benefits and numerous potential applications of 
electronic chart display and information systems are still to be 
realised. 

It is unlikely that economic concern will ever permit a reversal 
of the downward trend in manning levels. It is therefore 
essential that alternative methods of sustaining, or better still 
improving safety at sea are pursued. The extent to which 
automation and central control of vessels at sea is taken will 
determine the nature of the demands on the mariner. There are 
widely felt doubts within the industry about the wisdom of one
man bridge operation. However this practice need not be unsafe; 
with the aid of an automatic collision avoidance system, 
incorporating an ECDIS, and a dead.man's handle safety alarm 
much of the drudgery and risk can be alleviated. For example 
unlike the human lookout, a computer system monitoring radar 
and ECDIS data cannot be distracted from its specified task, nor 
is it susceptible to fatigue or boredom which may result in sleep 
in the case of the human operator. However, it must be realised 
that the computer may sustain hardware or software failure; tl1is 
problem may be averted by developing, running and monitoring 
software routines in triplicate and acting on the majority 
recommendation. If ACAS is to offer tangible solutions to the 
pressures currently faced by the watchlceepers it must preserve 
mariner's physical and mental health and self-respect. 

At present, the master of a ship is accountable, in the eyes of the 
law, for all the decisions made by members of his crew. lf 
automatic collision avoidance systems are to become accepted 
tools of the trade then the legal anomalies surrounding 
responsibility and liability for them must be resolved. If an 
ACAS equipped vessel is involved in an accident then where 
does the buck-passing stop, with the master, the software 
engineer, the hardware installation and maintenance engineer ... ? 
Until these legal questions have been answered it is essential 
that man remains part of the collision avoidance strategy 
forming process. 

Future work at the University of Plyrnoutl1 will build on the 
existing algorithms with aim of devising a computer-based 
system incorporating a rule base which is able to suggest anti
grounding and collision avoidance manoeuvres for both single 
and multiple ship encounters in all surroundings. 
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~though cWTent legislation restricts the function of automatic 
ollision avoidance systems to an advisory role only, 
echnological capabilities do not. In the long tenn there is no 
:chnical reason why ACAS should not be able to accept full 
ommand and responsibility for collision avoidance tactics. 
Jnder such circwnstances the mariner would be alTered a 
'referred course of action which he may choose to execute or 
,verride. However, if a predetennined time period elapses and 
~e mariner has failed to respond in either way, the system 
vould automaticallY administer the recommended manoeuvre 
ia a computer link-to the vessel's steering gear. Nonetheless, at 
~e end of the day a question mark still hangs over the 
.otoriously conservative maritime industry's willingness to 
oncede this change in responsibility. 
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ABSTRACT 

Research has been undertaken by the Marine Dynamics 
Research Group. (MDRG). into mathematical modelling 
of marine vehicles for several years. 1:1 addition to the 
development of mathematical models for use in marine 
simulators, members of the MDRG have produced a 
prototype integrated navigation system, (INS). Included in 
the INS is an automatic collision avoidance system. 
(ACAS). the evolution of which has been presented at a 
previous SCS conference. A mathematical model has now 
been included in the software, that allows the whole 
system to be adapted to suit various vessel types without 
requiring expensive trials. 

This paper will present details of the model, including a 
novel approach to modelling the propeller forces and 
moments that allow the model to be adaptable when 
compared to using traditional 8-series four-quadrant 
propeller design charts. The inclusion of the model into 
the ACAS will then be shown for both 'own' and 'hazard' 
vessels. Until recently the track of 'own' vessel has been 
simulated by a simple arc, with no speed reduction in the 
turning manoeuvre. The simulations undertaken did not 
show any significant difference in general avoidance 
manoeuvres between using a simple arc and the 
mathematical model. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent accidents at sea, together with a series of oil crises 
that have increased the price of fuel oil , have made ship 
owners and oper!)tors more safety and economy conscious; 
this in turn has made the requirements on ship steering 
more demanding, particularly in confined waters where 
ex1ensive manoeuvring is needed. It is therefore important 
to be able to predict the path of the ship precisely. lt·has 
been suggested that 85% of all marine collisions and 
grounding are due to human error and of these 90% occur 
in coastal waters, (Cockcroft 1984). On this evidence 
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alone there is a case for research and development into 
automating the control and guidance systems which are 
installed on ships. 

During the past ten years members of the MDRG have 
developed a comprehensi\'e range of mathematical models 
for Yarious vessel types. including high speed planing 
craft. The main drawback with these models is that they 
are time consuming to formulate and e:-.-pensive to 
produce. requiring tank tests or full scale trials to obtain 
the necessary hydrodynamic coefficients. In addition to 
the de\'elopment of mathematical models for use in PC 
based simulators, MDRG have produced a prototype INS. 
The INS is now installed in a research yessel and 
undergoing trials. Included in the INS is the ACAS, the 
evolution of which has been presented at a pre\ious SCS 
conference. (Biackwell et al 1991 ). Until recently, 
research has been concentrated on producing the rule base 
and ensuring the ACAS obeys the rules of tl1e road. even 
in multi-ship encounters. A mathematical model has now 
been included into the software that allows the whole 
system to be adapted to suit various vessel types without 
requiring ex-pensive trials. 

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING 

Between different research establishments there is little 
commonality of ship manoeuvring mathematical models 
and hydrodynamists have over the years developed models 
of various forms and fidelity. The many different types of 
mathematical model can generally be placed under one of 
four headings, namely: 

i) input-output relationship model; 
ii) holistic model; 
iii) force mathematical model; 
iv) modular manoeuvring model. 

A study has been undertaken as to the type and complexity 
of the required model for the proposed INS, (Chudley et al 



1991). The model found to be most suitable being of the 
modular form. A modular manoeuvring model is one in 
•vhlch the individual elements, such as the hull, propeller, 
rudder, engines and external influences, of a manoeuvring 
;hlp are each represented as separate interactive modules. 
Each module, whether it relates to hydrodynamic or 
;ontrol forces or external effects, is self contained. The 
modules are constructed by reference to the detailed 
ohysical analysis of the process being modelled. The 
;ystem as a whole is then modelled by combining the 
individual elements and describing their interaction by 
Jther physical expressions. 

rhe equations of motion for a modular manoeuvring 
model are expressed generally by: 

mu- mrv = X H + X p +X R + X E 

mv-mm= YH +Yp +YR +YE 

lz'=NH+Np+NR+ N E 

..... (1) 

,vhere the suffixes H, P, R and E denote components of 
lUll, propeller, rudder and external forces. 

:or the majority of ship types the three degree model is 
1dequate. however. vessels are now being seen with 
~reater freeboards than ever before. some of these ships 
;uch as container ships and RO-RO ferries can generate 
:onsiderable roll in a manoeuvre. The manoeuvring 
notion of sh.ips that can generate large roll angles should 
>e calculated taking the coupling effect due to roll into 
:onsideration. The equation for roll can be expressed by: 

-full Forces and Moments 

rhe hull forces and moments module contains all the 
1ydrodynarnic data which is specific to the hull alone. 
rhey can be ex-pressed as showm in equation set (3), (Tapp 
'989). The equations are a further development of 
lrevious research work on the holistic type model. with 
he important non-linear terms being similar to enable 
:omparisons of the models to be made. The multiplier 
lflul included in some of the terms is to correct the sign of 
he derivative during astern motion of the shlp. 

rhe ternl RH in the surge equation represents the 
esistance of the ship on a straight course. the derivatives 
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with.in th.is term are calculated using a program adapted 
from the work by Holtrop (1984). 

• 2 u 2 
XH = X,p+Xvrvr+Xwv +RX,...r +RH 

y~ = Yv V+ frr + YIIV V+ 1~1 Yu,r + y wv v
3 

j- y rvvrv2 

N H = N/+ N;,v+ Nu,r+ 1 ~1 Nuvv+ N vvv v
3 
+ N rvvrv: 

.. .. . (3) 

Propeller Forces and Moments 

In order to model the motion of the sh.ip for both ahead 
and astern motion it is important to determine correctly 
the propeller forces and moments. Tapp (1989), to cover 
all manoeuvring regimes, adopted the method of 
modelling the propeller forces and moments published by 
Oltmann and Sharma (1984). Th.is method is based on the 
use of published open-water test results with standard B
series propeller forms in the four quadrants of operation. 
(Van Lammeren et al 1969). The types of propeller that 
can be modelled by using these design charts are restricted 
as published data on the complete B-series range is 
limited. 

A novel approach. in terms of manoeuvring mathematical 
models, is to adopt tlte use of circulation theory techniques 
to predict the propeller thrust. By adopting thls method 
the use of propeller design charts, or data based on open 
water model tests, is not required. Hence, propeller 
modelling is not limited only to propellers of the B-series 
form. 

The mathematical model becomes more adaptable. 

Basic Circulation Theory 

The modem theoretical methods of circulation theory used 
to design propeUers are based upon the concept that the 
lift developed by the propeller blade is caused by a 
circulation flow that takes place around the blade. 

There are two practical ways in wh.ich the circulation 
theory can be applied in propeller calculations: 



i) it can be used in selecting the geometrical 
characteristics of a propeller corresponding to the 
specified design condition, i.e. in designing screws; 

ii) it can be adapted to calculate the performance of a 
screw with given geometrical constraints over a range of 
operating conditions, i.e. to make detailed screw 
performance calculations. 

From the above, it is point ii) that is of interest for use in 
propeller modelling. 

Wake Distribution 

Standard propeller model tests are undertaken in the open 
water condition and not in the 'behind hull' condition. 
When a propeller is placed behind the hull of a vessel 
conditions alter; the water in which the propeller is 
working has been disturbed by the hull and generally the 
water in the area of the stem has some forward motion. 
This fonvard moving water is called the wake and results 
in the propeller advancing at speed v. when the ship is 
advancing at a speed v,. The relationships between thrust, 
torque and revolutions in open water \\ill now alter 
causing a change in the propeller efficiency as the inflow 
velocity is not now uniform. From this it can be seen that 
as a propeller rotates, a section at any given radius passes 
through regions with varying wake contributions. Wake 
diagrams can be obtained for various ship types and after 
body forms, the general form of which can be seen in 
figure 1. Using these the average circumferential wake 
can be calculated for any particular radius. 

0 

c·!.L -l·- ·o o .60 "-'' 

L) 1 ·o.3o 

Figure 1. Wake distribution. 
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For a mathematical model using the circulation theory the 
wake fraction is required to be calculated at varying radii . 
An equation involving the speed of the vessel, radius of 
the propeller and longitudinal velocity is required. One 
such equation is that developed by HadJer et al ( 1964) as 
shown: 

(1- m.,)R = - 2-f v .. (x) dx ..... (4) 
1- xh ... vs 

To calculate the wake fraction at any radius, equation (4) 
is integrated and the limits applied. The wake fractions 
calculated are introduced to the propeller module prior to 
calculating the thrust coefficient, and are integrated over 
the whole propeller blade for any change in ship speed. 
Table I shows the calculated values of wake fraction for 
the propeller fitted on the Esso Osaka, a 278000 d\\1 
tanker, at a speed of 3.96 ms·1• The values calculated 
compare favourably with the 'average' wake calculated 
using the prediction method of Holtrop ( 1984 ). 

Non dimensional radius Wake fraction 
X (J) 

0.4 0.727 
0.5 0.689 

0.6 0.590 

0.7 0.522 
0.8 0.455 
0.9 0.390 
1.0 0.320 

Table I. Esso Osaka wake fractions. 

Calculation of Propeller Forces 

Once the wake fractions for varying radii have been 
obtained, circulation theory can be developed to calculate 

the thrust coefficient C r, and hence the propeller thrust 

for the whole range of the advance angles for the 
propeller. 

..... (5) 

It is not the intention of this paper to present the complete 
details of the circulation theory and calculation of the 
terms therein, however this information is published in 
Davison (1993). Validation of the method was undertaken 



'Y carrying out tank tests. The results of these tests gave 
:nough confidence for the theoretical method to be 
1dopted, thus the reliance on propeller charts is no longer 
1 problem. 

rhe propeller terms can then be calculated using: 

Xp=(l-t)T 

YP = Y,,n 2 
..•.• (6) 

Np = N,.,.n~ 

f the screw is located at a distance U2 from the LCG, 
hen: 

L , 
N P = Y,,. 2n· ..... (7) 

'he term Y,, is a function of the propeller pitch and its 

ubsequent "paddle wheel" effect i.e. a propeller turning 
lockwise will cause the vessel to turn to the left when 
here is 0° rudder. In simulation it is possible to adjust this 
alue to model the vessel correctly. However, the model 
or the ACAS system has to be adaptable to model any 
esse! without trials being necessary. Research is at 
,resent being undertaken to produce a regression fonnulae 
ased on a number of already successfully simulated 

essels. This will allow Y to be calculated for anv vessel "" . 
rithin reasonable limits. 

.udder Forces and Moments 

~ common with the propeller modelling it is important to 
aJculate accurately the rudder control forces and 
1oments in order to model correctly the turning and 
oursekeeping performance of the ship. From Hirano et al 
1987). using Tapp's adopted sign convention, the forces 
nd moments induced on the ship due to rudder action are 
iven by: 

XR = (1 - tR )F.v sin(b) 

YR = - (1 +aH )FN cos( b) ..... (8) 

NR = (1 +aH )f;v XR cos( b) 
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FN is the normal force produced by the rudder. 

a H and I R are the correction factors to adapt the 
open-water characteristics of the rudder to the 
behind hull condition. 

AUTOMATIC COLLISION AVOIDANCE SYSTEM 
(ACAS) 

The nature and complexity of ship models incorporated in 
collision avoidance systems depends primarily on whether 
one is concerned with shore based Vessel Traffic Control, 
(VTC), or bridge based advisory systems. Research has 
been advancing on both fronts. 

A shore based advisory/control system requires a working 
knowledge of the performance charact~ristics of all vessels 
under surveillance at any time, since the ability to give 
helpful directives presupposes a capability to accurately 
predict the likely outcome of one or more vessels. In 
general. those vessels will each fall into one of three 
categories: 

i) known vessel. for which hydrodynamic coefficients 
are either documented or can be calculated using the 
method shown previously in this paper; 

ii) known or unknown vessel, for which hydrodynamic 
coefficients cannot be calculated, but which may be fitted 
into one of a number of 'classes' of ship, and thus matched 
approximately to a less tightly defined model ; 

iii) unknown vessel for which no perfonnance data can 
be obtained {apart from immediate observation), and 
which therefore must be judged on a very broad basis. 

Shore based VTC, with its requirement for detailed 
modelling of a number of ships simultaneously, demands 
substantial computing power to operate effectively in real
time; hence parallel processing will be required. In most 
other respects the problems of shore based collision 
avoidance. and the function of ship models therein. mirror 
those of bridge based systems. 

The requi rement for ship models in the shipboard ACAS 
is twofold. Firstly, the expert system logic must be able to 
model ship behaviour in order to predict likely outcomes 
of manoeuvres. Secondly, the development environment 
for such a system for much of the time will consist of a 
simulated environment in which own-ship and various 



hazard vessels are represented by appropriate computer 
models. 

Modelling of Own-ship in the ACAS 

The mathematical model outlined has been incorporated 
into various elements of the proposed INS and has proved 
to be very successful. Shown in figure 2 is a simulation of 
a turning circle using the developed adaptable 
mathematical model. 

.-----------------------------~1300 

/ 

- - SIMULATION 

- ESSOOSAKA 

ADVANCE 
IN METRES 

L-----------------------------~ -300 
-1300 300 

TRANSFER IN METRES 

Figure 2. Simulation of a 35° Port Turning Circle. 
Approach Speed 7.7 knots. 

The results of a simulation involving the Esso Osaka have 
been shown. A number of vessels have been simulated 
including a 33' Royal Navy training boat, (Chudley 1993), 
with a great deaJ of success, and thus showing the range 
of vessels that the model can simulate. 

The model has now been included in the ACAS and 
validation is at present being undertaken. It is not 
intended to describe the ACAS, only to present the 
findings of the i~clusion of the model to date. Prior to 
using the described mathematical model the turning 
manoeuvre was modelled by a simple arc, this may seem 
crude but worked exceptionally well. Since installing the 
model the only real visible difference is the reduction in 
speed that takes place, this in turn causes the selected 
manoeuvre to be 'safer' as the closest distance between 
own and hazard vessel will increase. Speed reduction ·in a 
turning manoeuvre for the Esso Osaka can be seen in 
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figure 3. Work is at present ongoing and further findings, 
including sea trials, will be published at a later date. 

8.0 

SPEED 

(knolS) 

I 

SIMULATIO!\ 

ESSO OSAKA 

0.0 - -------------------------------

0.0 20.0 
TIME (minutes) 

Figure 3. Reduction in Speed During a 35° Port Turn. 
Approach Speed 7.7 knots. 

Modelling of the Hazard Vessel in the ACAS 

For the ACAS to work it may be reasonably assumed that 
tile hazard vessel will conform ,,;tll tile 'rules of tile road'. 
Any attempt to model the hazard vessel's likely avoidance 
manoeuvres would be purely speculative, and should not 
form the basis for the action on the part of the own-ship. 
However, it is necessary to attempt to predict the hazard 
vessels manoeuvring characteristics. When. and indeed if, 
it becomes possible to recognise a vessel by using an 
Automatic Radar Plotting Aid (ARPA) then, and only 
then, will it become possible to model the hazard vessel 
accurately. 

One solution is to have a range of simple linear ship 
models and for the mariner to select. from experience, the 
vessel type. This method has not been adopted as a long 
computation time will be involved in multi-hazard 
simulations, as the system works on a look-ahead basis 
simulating a number of manoeuvres until the least cost 
manoeuvre is found. The method adopted is to use a 
recognised regression type formulae, as published by the 
US. Coastguard, (Barr et al 1981 ). to predict the hazard 
vessels manoeuvring performance. The only fonnulae 
used is to predict the tactical diameter, being; 

Dr = D' x35 x L 

8 
..... (9) 



rhis method produces results that are accurate enough to 
>e included in the look-ahead module of the ACAS. The 
'allowing example shows the tactical diameter calcuJated 
'or the Esso Osaka for a 35° turn; 

Esso Osaka L 325m 
Ll 278000 dwt 
Ll@ trials 319400 dwt 

Results Dr calcuJated 894 m 
Modular model 900.2 m 
Actual 915 m 

: ONCLUSIONS 

Sltip models have been developed and validated. and 
mcorporated into a collision avoidance system. An 
1daptable mathematical model has been presented that 
.vill allow the system to be 'portable' between vessels, 
.vithout requiring expensive trials. The requirements of 
he specification is to be able to input the princip~l 
jimensions of the vessel and calculate the hydrod~namtc 
:oefficients for the model \vithout sea trials. hence 
keeping initial cost down. The model presented allows for 
this in a \vide range of vessel size. The adaptable model 
:an be highlighted by the fact that it has been used in 
:>ther pans of the INS, and has also been used fo r the 
purpose of training a neural network ship control system. 
Wilt (1993). 

Propeller disc area 
Tangential propeller velocity 
Non-dimensional tactical diameter 
Tactical dian1eter 
Moment of inertia about x axis 
Moment of inertia about y a"Xis 
Hvdrodvnarnic roll moment 
Shlp le~gth between perpendicuJars 
Mass of sltip 
Propeller revolution rate 
Hvdrodvnarnic vaw moment . . -
Yaw hydrodynamic dcrivattves 
Roll rate 
Propeller radius 
Yaw rate 
Propeller thrust 
Thrust deduction fraction 
Forward velocity 
Axial propeller velocity 
Lateral velocity 
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A Review of Mathematical Models used in 
Ship Manoeuvres 
J. Chudley, 1\ti.J. Dove and N .J. Tapp 
Department of Marine Science and Technology, 
Polytechnic South West, 
Plymouth, United Kingdom 

ABSTRACT 

The Ship Control Group at Polytechnic South West is developing, in 

conJunction with a UK marine electronics company and consultants, an 

Integrated Navigation System that will automatically steer the vessel along 

a predetermined track, avoiding any obstructions and taking the necessary 

precautions to avoid collision with another vessel. Central to the research 

programme is the development of simple, yet accurate. mathematical 

models of own ship and target ships. The paper describes the research 

into different types of model and concludes that a non-linear modular type 

couid be used for ·own ship" and a simpie linear model for the "target 

ship. 

iNTRODUCTION 

Recent c.ccidents at sea. together with a series of oil crises that have 

increasea the price of fuel oil, have maae ship owners and operators 

more saietv and economy conscious; this in turn has made the 

requirements on ship steering more demanding, particularly in confined 

waters, \'<here extensive manoeuvring is needed. it is therefore important 

to oe able to predict the path of the ship precisely. it has been 

suggestea [1] that 85% of all marine collisions and groundings are due to 

human error and of these 90% occur in coastal waters [2]. On this 

evidence alone there is a case for research and development into 

automating the control and guidance systems which are installed in ships. 

Mariners on a sea passage are likely to experience periods of relatively 

uneventful sailing, interspersed with periods requiring careful attention and 

substantial decision-making - such as traversing a busy seaway or 
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entering port. The potential hazards of such a regime are twofold: on tile 

quiet stretches, a false sense of security can lead to impending danger 

being overlooked until it is too late; conversely, information input at busy 

times may overload the decision-making process (i.e. the Of.ficer of tile 

Watch), leading to ill-judged actions or aangerous delays in mano~uvring. 

Both of these problems could be obviated by an electronic monitoring 

system, which would analyse sensory inputs such as ARPA and 

navigational information, and give reasoned and pertinent advice to the 

mariner on the bridge. If such a system was available to advise tile 

Officer of the Watch, perhaps disasters such as those involving tile 

Exxon Valdiz and the Marchior.~ess col:lld be avoided. 

Development of a prodl:lction system fc, fully automated ship control 

probably lies well into the future. The tecnnology exists, but there are 

other considerations governing the instrumentation installed on a vessel, 

such as cost and legislation which may pose constraints in the immediate 

future but may subsequently be relaxed. in connection with development 
l 

towards automatic navigation, "1-:esearch at Polytechnic South West 

(formerly Plymouth Polytechnic) is underway, to maintain the vessel not 

only on course but also on track. To undertake this, more than just 

positional information is required by the autopilot. l'hat is, in particuiar, 

velocity feedback in the two dimensions of surge and sway and rate of 

turn are necessary in order to stabilize the system. While such 

measurement devices are available they are rarely found in commercial 

shipping due to financial constraints. To overcome the problem of providing 

the appropriate measurements, the use of Kalman filtering techniques may 

be adopted. Research in this area has been underway for a number of 

years and Dove [3} has shown the concept of Kalman filtering as applied 

to marine navigation; combining state estimates from measurements with 

those from a mathematical model. This has further been investigated by 

Miller [4]. 

The overall aim of the work is to investigate, design and develop an 

integrated navigation and collision avoidance system ·to provide advice to 

the master of the vessel. This is a wide spectrum to cover and involves 

two full time research staff. A schematic diagram of the system is 

shown in figure 1. 

The system will; 

i) interface to the ship's navigational aids, 

ii) perform the mathematical model computations, 

iii) perform the filter computations, 

iv) display an electronic chart showing ship status, desired track 
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and information on target vessels, 

v) interface to the radar, 

vi) run heuristics for collision avoidance (ACAS) [5], 

vii) make modifications to the mathematical model if necessary, 

viii) present track information. 

RADAR HATHEHATICAL 
HODEL 

I 
.J 

Software 
Serial Expert S~slens 

for ACAS and 
sh1p operation lJessel Slates 

Track Oi sp la':J •:0 
0:0 Target data T 
lJ.J & node! changes lJ.J 

Ke:Jboard lJ.J 
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ARCH I t1EOES 
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AACHIMEOES 

Figure f. Prototype System Schematic showing that 

the central element is the mathematical model. 

The project comprises of a team approach through the formation of the 

'Shio Control Group' involving a w ide range of disciplines including control 

ana guidance, navigation, naval architecture, computing, artificial 

inte;ligence, mathematical modelling and signal process1ng. The prototype 

system will be f itted on board cne of the Polytechnic 's research vessels 

with the aim of having it operational within a period of :.wo years . 

MATi-1EMATICAL MODELLING AT ?OL YTECHNIC SOUTH WEST 

Central to the overall system being developed is the mathematical model. 

Matr.ematical modelling has been undertaken by the Shio Control Group for 

a number of years, cu lminating in the modular -nanouevring model 

deve1oped for use in a marine simulator by N.J. Tapp [5] . 

Bet.veen different research establishments there is Lttle commonality of 

ship manouevring mathematical models and hydrodynamicists have over the 

years developed models of various forms and fidelity. The major reason 

for :his is the complexity of the flow phenomena around the hull, propeller 

ana rudder particularly on the subject of generation ana losses of vorticity 

anci surface waves [7] . The mathematical model designed for the system 
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must be capable of representing a wide range of ship types and 

configurations, machinery and propulsion/steering devices. The many 

different types of mathematical model can generally be olaced under one 

of four headings. namely; 

i) Input-Output relationship model, 

ii) An holistic model, 

iii) A force mathematical model, 

iv) A modular manouevring model. 

Recently a study has been undertaken as to the type and complexity of 

the required model for the proposed integrated navigation system. The two 

types looked at in detail are the holistic model and modular manouevring 

model. 

The holistic model 

This type of model is 

hull-water interface as a 

entity. lt is based on 

highly formal and systematic. 

black box and models the system 

the premise that a manoeuvre 

lt treats the 

as a complete 

is a small 

perturbation from an equilibrium state of steady forward motion at a 

nominal service soeed. lt has been used successfully for the simulation of 

ship manoeuvres by the application of rudder control by Strom-Tejsen [8] 

and in a modified form has beef71 applied to engine manoeuvres by Crane 

[9] and Eda [ 10], despite the fact that such manoeuvres can hardly be 

described as small perturbations. Dand [11J describes this type of model 

as; 

" A model which performs satisfactorily when taken as a whole, but does 

not allow individual elements to be changed readily as the design is 

changed." 

The modular manoeuvring model 

Current research on ship manoeuvring modelling tends to favour this type 

of model. The Mathematical Model Group (MMG) of the Society of Naval 

Architects of Japan, first published a paper describing a model of this 

type in 1978 [12J. This was subsequently followed by various papers on 

the subject [13-14], and a further refined model in 1984 to simulate 

various ship manoeuvring motions in harbour [15J. Research in Germany, 

by Oltrnann and Sharma [16], is based on the modular concept, as is the 

modular manoeuvring model developed at British Marine Technology Ltd 

(BMT) between 1983 and 1984. 

A modular manoeuvring model is one in which the individual elements, such 

as the hull, propeller, rudder, engines, and external influences, of a 
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manoeuvring ship are each represented as separate interactive modules. 

Each module, whether it relates to hydrodynamic or control forces or 

external effects is self-contained. The modules are constructed by 

reference to the detailed physical analysis of the process being modelled. 

The system as a whole is then modelled by combining the_ individual 

elements and expressing their interaction by other physical expressions. 

The equations of motion for a modular manoeuvring model are generally 

expressed by; 

mv - mru = Y+Y+Y+Y 
H P R £ 

( 1) 

lr=N +N +N +N 
Z H P R f 

·.vhere the suffixes H, P, R and E denote components of hull, propeller, 

rudder and external forces. 

The rrodel arranged in this way lends itself to a number of applications. 

For example it allows research on one particular module and the effect 

that mc:dule has on the system model as a whole. This is invaluable when 

trying to determine the effect of various rudder areas on the manoeuvring 

performance of a vessel. Previousiy, a series of captive model tests had 

to be undertaken to select ootimal rudder area. Advances in any 

particular field of related research can be incorporated into a module and 

into tr.e system as a whole without having to alter other system modules. 

Other advantages of this approacn are the expansion facilities it allows. In 

addition to the modules shown in equation set ( 1) extra modules can be 

emoloyed, to simulate bow thrusters and stern thrusters for example. 

Hence :~e model can be tailored to suit a number of applications and 

such effects as ship to shore and ship to ship interaction can be 

investigated. Gradually a very sopnisticated model incorporating all of the 

more soecialised attributes can be developed. 

MODEL FORMULATION AND SIMULATION 

The study involved the simulation of a number of different vessels, 

however, to show the adaptability of the models the paper will show the 

simulation results for two completely different vessels; 

i) 278000 dwt tonnage tanker, 

ii) 2000 tonne converted dredger engaged in the European coastal 

trade. 
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1he different models used in the study were; 

i) Linear holistic 3 de::::rees of freedom, 

4 decrees of freedom, 

iil Non-linear holistic 3 decrees of freedom, 

i i i) Modular 3 decrees of freedom. 

A description of each model follows along with example plots. A 

comprehensive ranae of results can be found in ref [17J. 

Linear holistic :. l degrees of freedom 

A floating bociy can move in all six aeorees of freedom of motion -

translation along three orthogonal axes and rotation about each of tne 

three axes - surge, sway, heave, roll, o::::h and yaw. Although work has 

been carried out on six degree of freecom models [18], it is no;. usual 

for a vesse! to be represented by a'' six equations. The equations 

describing ship motions in the horizonta' olane, which typically covers the 

most practical needs of ship simulators, are a particular case of the 

general equations of the six degrees of freedom, and are therefore 

reduced to surge, sway and yaw. The eouations are further simplified if 

the origin of the ship co-ordinate system is selected to coincide with the 

mass centre of the vessel. The 3 degree of freedom linear holistic model 

is of the simplest possible form derived from Abkowitz [19]. This type of 

model performed reasonably well when rudder movements were relatively 

small but when oerforming a complete turning circle the results were 

inaccurate. For exampla, the linear model generally has tuming circle of 

approximately half that of the ship being modelled. 

Linear holistic :. 4 degrees of freedom 

lt was decided to expand the equations to include a fourth degree of 

freedom, namely roll [20J. Results are shown for the 2000 tonne 

converted dredger in figs . 2-3. 

The results obtained were not an improvement over the 3 degree of 

freedom model and it was decided at this stage not to use the 4 degrees 

in the modular model. The roll equation would be required if the naviaation 

system was ever to be installed in a long thin warship or perhaps, on 

smaller craft where roll influences a turning manoeuvre. 

Non-Linear Holistic Model 

The Ship Control Group at Polytechnic South West has used this model in 

past research. The selection of the important non-linear terms were made 

by reviewing the work of Strom-Tejsen, Lewison [21l, Gill [22-23] and 

Eda and Crane [24]. The non-linear functions of the control parameters 
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(rudder and propeller) were also required in the final non-linear equations 

of motion . 

The complete set of the holistic model non-linear equations of motion as 

used by the Ship Control Group has been described in various papers 

[25-26] and has been shown to give accurate representation of the three 

degrees of ship motion in all manoeuvring situations . A comparative 

evaluation of the mathematical model was made with full scale 

measurements taken by Morse and Price for the USS Compass Island 

[27J. The USS Compass Island was constructed with a Mariner type hull 

form, and a complete set of hydrodynamic coefficients for this class of 

vessel, have been measured by Chis let and Strom-Tejsen [28] usin9 the 

Planar Motion Mechanism Test . 

Although this model gives accurate simulations of ship manoeuvring it does 

not allow rudder, propeller or hul l geometry to be changed with ease ; a 

major requirement of the system model is that it should be adaptable . 

Modular Model 

This model has the general form of equation set (1). TaK.ing this eauation 

set each of the modules can be looked at in turn . 

Hull Forces and Moments The hull forces and moments module contains 

all the hydrodynamic data which is specific to the hull alone. They can be 

expressed by the following equations; 

X X. u X X -? 
u r2 R = + vr + + - X + 

H YY lu I " H 

y Y. Y. r- y V 
u y VJ + y rv ~ (2) = V + + + -Y r + 

H • ' V 

lul "' rvv 

N N.r N.v N 
u 

N VJ + N rv 2 = + + r +-N V + 
H lul rvv 

The equations are a further development of previous research work on 

the holistic type model with the important non-linear terms being simi lar 

to enable comparisons of the models to be made . The multiplier ~ 
lul 

included in some of the terms is to correct the sign of the derivative 

during astern motion of the ship. 

The term RH in the surge equation of equation set (2) represents the 

ships resistance on a straight course and is modelled by the following 

expression; 
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u 
R = X u + - X u2 + X u3 

H lul uu uu" 
(3) 

Prooeller Forces and Moments In order to model the motion of a ship for 

both ahead and astern motion it is important to determine co~rectly the 

propeller forces and moments. To cover all manoeuvr ing regimes , T app 

adopted the method of modelling the propeller forces and moments 

published by Oltmann and Mikelis [29]. This method is based on the 

knowledge of the thr:ust coefficient; 

(4) 

for he whole range of the advance angles E for the propeller. 

Prcce 11er Forces and Moments for a Sinole Screw Ship 

X = (1 - tp) T 
p p 

y = y :: ( 5) n p 

N = N 2 
where N = y L; 2 n p 

"" 

assum:r .o that the screw is located at a distance L / 2 from the LCG. 

P~cce ll er Forces and Moments for ~ Twin Scr ew Shio Obviously the 

moaeilino of a twin screw shio is a more complex problem than a single 

screw . i t is not the intention of this paper to present these equations as 

j,e ~esu l ts ~hat will be shown are based on single screw vessels. 

6as ica!ty , the surge term is a summation of the effect of both propellers 

as is :~e yaw term. The sw ay term is dependent on a number of factors 

inctua:r.o r otation of pr opeller s and their operating condition i .e. port 

cr ooe11er ahead and starboard pr opeller astern . 

Rudder Forces and Moments In common with the propeller modelling it is 

imoonant to calculate accuratelv the rudder control forces and moments 

in crc er- to m odel correctly · he turning and course keeping performance 

o - :r.e snip. Fr om Hirano et al [30]. using Tapp's adopted sign convention, 

:he 7crces and moments inauced on the ship due to rudder action are 

given :Jy ; 

X = ( 1 - t ) F sin(8) 
R R H 

Y = - ( 1 + a ) F cos (8) 
R H H 

(6) 
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where; 

F H is the normal force proauced by the rudder . aH and \ are 

correction factors to adap~ the open-water characteristics of 

the rudder to behind-hul l conditions. a can be determined 
H 

from knowledge of the form factor of the hull, C
8

• Th·e value 

of t can be estimated from the reduction in forward speed 
~ 

of the ship when turning . 

External Disturbance Forces and Moments A number of modules can be 

used to describe various external effects which, in keeping with the 

modular structure , are treated simply as additional forces and moments 

imposed on the basic hull hydrodynamics. The required complexity and 

operating conditions of the model determines the external force modules 

needed. These can include, for examoie, such effects as wind, tide, 

thrusters, bank effects, tugs, anchorage , ship to ship interaction, and 

squat. Tapp"s model, for use in a marine simulator, had external forces 

and moments modules for wind and tide, the wind module being based on 

research by lsherwood [31J . 

Results of the Modular Model ---
Exxon International published a report in 1979 detailing the performance of 

a modern supertanker [32], describing full-scale trials of the 278000 dwt 

Esso Osaka. The modular model outlined was verified by using it t o 

simulate the ful l sca le results given in the report . 
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Fig 4. 35 degree turning circles and 0 degree course setting 
in deep water 
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The simulated results obtained were comparable with the full scale trials 

results. Simulations were carried out at varying depths and with wind and 

tide influences. lt was noted that on some simulated turning circles and 

Kempf manoeuvres, the model tended to respond slowly to rudder 

alterations. particularly to rudder angle alterations. This aspect of the 

model performance is being investigated in the next phase of the research 

programme. 

CONCLUSION 

The ultimate aim of the research into modelling at Polytechnic South West 

is to develop an adaptable model that can be implemented into the 

navigation system onboard any vessel. The requirements of the 

specification is to be able to input the principal dimensions of the vessel 

and calculate the hydrodynamic coefficients for the model without sea 

trials. hence keeping initial cost down. Without doubt the model that is 

most practical and accurate is the modular type model. Its adaptability is 

shown by the allowance of a new propeller being fitted with a new pitch; 

by inputing the new dimensions manually through a keyboard, the propeller 

module would be re-calculated. altering the model without sea trials. 

The majority of the hydrodynamic coefficients can be cerived adequately by 

various analytical means. The surge terms can be found using a program 

adapted from the work by Holtroo et al [33J. The linear acceleration and 

velocity components for sway and yaw can be calculated using such 

formulae as that developed by Clarke [34]. The propeller and rudder 

modules car:1 be found as outlined earlier. The problem coefficients are the 

~>,ird crder huil terms, and investigations are in progress. to discover the 

relationship between their value and the principal dimensions of the vessel. 

Tnese terms are at present evaiuated from physical model tests or sea 

:.rials. 

The investigation into the different levels of complexity of the model 

showed inaccuracies in the simple linear model. The navigation system will, 

however, require two levels of model for two distinctly separate tasks: 

i) "f;he more complex non-linear modular form is required to model 

the vessel in the navigation system. 

ii) A simple iinear form represents the target vessel in the ACAS 

element of the system. lt is intended to include a number of 

models representing cifferent vessel categories; on detecting a 

target vessel on the ARPA, the system will plan its own 

manoeuvre taking due account of the estimated manoeuvring 

capabilities of the target vessel. 
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A simplified protoype system is fitted onboard the Polytechnics· research 

vessel and encouragir71g results are being obtained'. The model in use at 

present will need to be expanded to simulate; 

i) slow speed operations of a vessel in the pilotage phasE; of a 

voyage, 

ii) stopping in narrow channels, 

iii) ship handling procedures in an emergency, 

iv) anchoring procedures, 

v) manoeuvring in shallow water, 

vi) berthing, 

vii) use of bow and stern thrusters. 

This section of work is central to the overall research at the Polvtechnic. 

it is intended to improve the model in use on the research vessel. so 

that the software can be tested under operationa I conditions. The 

complete integrated navigation system will ultimately be fitted in the 

vessel, displaying the required data on VDU's, thus creating a central 

navigation console. 
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The use of a mathematical model in a 
collision avoidance system 

3 K Blackwell, BTech, PGCE, J Chudley, BSc and M J Dove, MSc, PhD, CEng, MRINA, FAIN 
;hip Control Group, Polytechnic South West 

SYNOPSIS 
The work of the Ship Control Group at Polytechnic South West encompasses a nwnber of research areas. The overall 

>bjective is an integrated navigation system, which will automatically steer a vessel along a predetermined track, 
leafing with hazards competently and in accordance with the regulations.' This has, to date, included substantial 
·esearch on both ship models and automatic control and guidance systems. 

The authors are concerned with the development of an on board intelligent knowledge-based system (IKBS) for 
narine collision avoidance, as part of an overall voyage management system. A purpose-built expert system shell and 
·ule structure has been implemented in the context of a windows-icons-mouse-pointer system (WIMPS) environment 
m a multitasking microcomputer suitable for installation on board ship. 

Sensory inputs from radar and associated instrumentation may be supplemented by data via the keyboard. Output 
s in the form of advisory messages and alanns where appropriate. An auto-control option facilitates computer 
·ontrolled manoeuvring through encounter situations. Simulation runs in conjunction with a computerised track
:eeping system, already in operation aboard the polytechnic research vessel, confirming the ability of the combined 
ystem to divert around potential hazards and then return the vessel onto track. Field trials are anticipated early in 
he new year ,following the installation of the necessary instrumentation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Recent accidents at sea. together with a series of crises that 
,ave increased the price of fuel oil, have made shipowners and 
'perators more safety and economy conscious; this in turn has 
ilade the requirements on ship control more demanding, par
icularly in confined waters, where extensive manoeuvring is 
eeded. The ability to predict the path of the ship with a high 
,egree of precision is clearly of major importance. 

It has been suggested that 85% of all marine collisions and 
lroundings are due to human error, and of these 90% occur in 
bastai waters.2 On this evidence alone there is a case for 
search into, and development of, automated control and 
uidance systems. Mariners on a sea passage are likely to 
perience periods of relatively uneventful sailing, inter
ersed with periods requiring careful attention and substantial 

ecision-making, such as traversing a busy seaway or entering 
ort. The potential hazards of such a regime are twofold: on the 
uiet stretches a false sense of security can lead to impending 
anger being overlooked until it is too late; conversely, infor
ation input at busy times may overload the decision-making 
rocess (ie the officer of the watch), leading to ill-judged 
Lions or dangerous delays in manoeuvring. Both of these 
oblems could be obviated by an electronic monitoring sys-
m, which would analyse sensory inputs such as radar and 
vigational information, giving reasoned and pertinent ad

ice to the mariner on the bridge. If such a system were 
ailable lO advise the officer of the watch, perhaps disasters 
eh as those involving theExxon Va/dez and the Marchioness 
uld be avoided. 
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'an expert systems approach to collision avoidance'. 
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Much has been written about the fully automated unmanned 
ship, which may only feasibly be put into operation in the 
distant future. However, the Ship Control Group at Polytechnic 
South West have developed, and are improving, a system to 
assist the mariner. Dove,3investigated the use of Kalman fllters 
for improvements to position fl.xing in the approaches to a port 
In joint research with Dove, Burns,• has studied the guidance 
problem; the results from these twin projects form an optimal 
filter together with an optimal controller, thus breaking the 
optimal guidance problem down into two distinct phases. The 
system is now installed and operational aboard the Polytechnic 
survey vessel.5 An expert system for collision avoidance, 
currently under development will be interfaced to the system at 
a later date.6 

DEFINITION AND GENERAL FORM OF 
THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Mathematical models of ship dynamics may be broadly split 
into three categories, covering applications in: 

1. ship manoeuvrability analysis: 
a. ship design; 
b. waterway improvement and port facilities; 
c. safety regulations and casualty studies. 

2. training and research simulators; 
3. shipboard manoeuvring predictors. 
The research group in Plymouth is developing a shipboard 

manoeuvring predictor to provide assistance to the navigator in 
track control and path-keeping, and otherwise planning the 
trajectory of the vessel so as to minimise the likelihood of 
mishap. 

Development of the model starts with a set of generalised 
equations to express the dynamics of a rigid body in a fluid 
medium , derived from Newton 's second law of motion. These 
equations are then extended to model the complex hydrody
namic forces and moments experienced by a hull manoeuvring 
in response to the control inputs of rudder and propeller. By 
integrating through small time steps, the motions of the vessel 
can be solved. Further forces and moments are then introduced 
in response to the disturbance inputs of wind and tide. 

A ship at sea has six degrees of freedom of motion: transla
tion along three orthogonal axes and rotation about each of 
those axes. Three of these - heave, roll and pitch - may be 
ignored, since they make no contribution to motion in the 
horizontal plane (the area of concern for all practical purposes 
in ship manoeuvring predictors). By taking the ship's centre of 
mass as the origin for the co-ordinate system, the remaining 
three forms of motion may be represented by: 

Surge: m( iJ- vr) = X 
Sway: m(v - ur) = Y 
Yaw: Ir=N • 

(forces generating surge) 
(forces generating sway) 
(moments generating yaw) (1) 

The forces and moments on the left side of these equations 
represent the hydrodynamic and aerodynamic reactions on the" 
hull of the ship in response to the applied control forces, in 
addition to any other disturbance inputs. The mathematical 
model for ship manoeuvring should cater for the following 
characteristics of ship dynamics: 

1. realistic turning for all rudder angles including helm delay 
and loss of speed in the turn; the response to rudder action 
should be asymmetric for a single screw ship; 

2. realistic acceleration and deceleration including inertial 
effects and engine delays; 
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3. ahead and astern motion; 
4. reduction in ahead motion, effective helm and squat 

effect in shallow water; 
5. drift caused by a variable tidal stream; 
6. drift and yaw caused by a wind, variable in both magni

tude and direction, acting on the hull and superstructure 
of the ship; 

7. single or twin screw operation, including independent 
control of each screw in both _directions, and turning 
rate; 

8. variable pitch operation of the screw; 
9. ship motion due to waves. 
The ship model should also be amenable to alteration in 

order to simulate a wide range of hull forms and vessel sizes, 
ranging from a fishing boat to a supertanker. 

Current research on ship manoeuvring modelling tends to 
favour the modular model, in which the individual elements 
such as the hull, propeller, rudder, engines and external influ
ences on a manoeuvring ship, are each represented as separate 
interactive modules. Each self-contained module (relating to 
hydrodynamic or control forces, or to external effects) is 
constructed by reference to a detailed physical analysis of the 
process being modelled. The system as a whole is then mod
elled by combining the individual elements. 

The equations of motion for a modular manoeuvring model 
are generally expressed in the form: 

mu - mrv = XH + xp + XR + XE 
mv + mru= YH+ Yp+ YR +YE 
I.r = NH + Np + NR +NE (2) 

where suffl.xes H, P, R and E denote components of hull , 
propeller, rudder and external forces res~tively. 

One advantage of this approach is its potential for expan
sion. Extra modules may be added to those above to simulate 
bow and stem thrusters, for example, represented in the equa
tions by additional terms of the form X8, X5 , Y 8 , Y5, N8 , N5 • 

Hence effects such as those referred to above may be inves
tigated by 'customising' the model. 

MATHEMATICAL MODELLING AT 
POLYTECHNIC SOUTH WEST 

The hydrodynamic forces of a rigid body, with forward 
speed in free surface waves, present a difficult problem; 
accuracy of prediction of the motion depending significantly 
on the ability to determine these forces. The hydrodynamic 
coefficients required in the equations of motion of a body 
moving through a fluid, are usually classified into three general 
categories: 

1. Static. Due to the components of linear velocities of the 
body relative to the fluid; 

2. Rotary. Due to components of angular velocity; 
3. Acceleration. Due to either linear or angular acceleration 

components (also termed 'added mass'). 
The number and type of hydrodynamic coefficients required 

will vary according to the complexity of the problem being 
investigated; the type of mathematical model; and the extent to 
which various effects are included in the representation. Re
search over a number of years at Polytechnic South West has 
culminated in a modular manoeuvring model developed by 
Tapp for use in a marine simulator;7 the text includes an 
overview of the various methods for deriving the required 
coefficients for such a model, taking the form of equation (2). 
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SHIP MODELLING IN COLLISION 
AVOIDANCE 

The nature and complexity of ship models incorporated in 
Jllision avoidance systems depends primarily on whether one 
:concerned with shore-based Vessel Traffic Control (VTC) or 
ridge-based advisory systems. Research by the authors is 
jvancing on both fronts: the prototype ship-based II<BS 
!scribed two years ago, has progressed substantially in vari
us respects and is the subject of most of the latter part of this 
1per'; and collaborative work with the University of Rome 11 
yielding interesting developments in the field of parallel 

~ocessing and shore-based marine traffic control.9 

A shore-based advisory/control system requires a working 
1owledge of the perfom1ance characteristics of all vessels 
1der surveillance at any time, since the ability to give helpful 
rectives presupposes a capability to accurately predict the 
cely outcome of manoeuvres by one or more vessels. In 
~neral, those vessels will each fall into one of three categories: 
I. known vessel, for which hydrodynamic coefficients are 

documented in detail , and for which an accurate model 
may be defined; 

' known or unknown vessel, for which hydrodynamic 
coefficients are not available, but which may be fitted into 
one of a number of 'classes' of ship, and thus matched 
approximately to a less tightly defined model; 

I. unknown vessel for which little or no perfom1ance data is 
available (apart from immediate observation), and which 
must therefore be judged on a very broad basis, with a 
wide margin for error allowed around any assumptions 
which have to be made. 

Such considerations lead naturaJly to the need for: 
a file of 'modelling ' data for all vessels for which such 
data is available, and which frequent the waters under 
surveillance; 

.. a library of 'standard' vessel types, to which the majority 
of ships may be fitted with r~sonable accuracy; 
a rule base which, in so far as is possible, avoids the need 
for suppositions about any ship not susceptible to han
dling by (1) or (2) - this may well mean preferential 
treatment for such vessels, on the basis of 'when in doubt, 
keep clear' . 

Shore-based VTC, with its requirement for detailed modcl
lg of a number of ships simultaneously, demands substantial 
mputing power to operate effectively in real-time; hence the 
'erence to parallel processing. In most other respects the 
Jblems of shore-based collision avoidance, and the function 
ship models therein, mirror those of bridge-based systems as 
nsidcred further in the paper. Further references to this topic 
~ to be found in Colajanni,9 Dcgre,10 and Bootsma and 
·ldem1ann. 11 

The requirement for ship models in the shipboard Collision 
10idance System (CAS) is twofold: frrstly, the expert system 
~ic must be able to model ship behaviour in order to predict 
ely outcomes of manoeuvres; secondly, the development 
vironment for such a system for much of the time will consist 
a simulated environment in which own-ship and the various 
zard vessels are represented by appropriate computer mod-

In the latter case, all of the vessels may be represented as 
;urately as current modelling techniques pem1it. There is no 
>blem of' unknown identity', since vessels for the simulation 
~rcise may be chosen from those for which full sets of 
:irodynamiccoefficicnts are available. The only hindrance is 
collection of a suitably representative cross-section of 
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sample ship data. The gathering of hydrodynamic coefficients 
for a single ship is not a trivial task,12 and few such sets are as 
yet readily available.13 However, in the absence of specific 
data, parameters for a 'typical' ship of a specific type are 
adequate for such a task- as proposed above for 'standard 
vessel types'. The question of adequate computing power for 
such a task need not present a problem, since separate vessels 
may if necessary be simulated on separate processors- such a 
technique has been shown to have various benefits at certain 
stages of developmenL14 Alternatively, a multitasking envi
ronment with substantial processing power (using one or more 
processors) yields comparable benefits; such a setup is de
scribed later in this paper. A less satisfactory solution is to run 
the simulation slower than real-time to circumvent processor 
limitations; such a technique could aid in early development, 
but may mask operational limitations of the system if relied 
upon too heavily. 

Modelling of vessel behaviour, as ari integral element of the 
expert system decision logic, falls into two very distinct cate
gories: modelling of own-ship's response to applied controls 
and prevailing environment; and prediction of expected behav
iour of a hazard vessel. There is no problem with the former, 
since installation of shipboard CAS presupposes prior evalu
ation of the hydrodynamic coefficients for the vessel in ques
tion. The latter, however, poses a very real pragmatic question: 
given that one cannot read (still less guide) the thoughts of the 
master of another vessel, what benefit may be derived from 
assessing the consequences if a specific control were applied at 
a specific time on that vessel? The situation is very different 
from shore-based VTC, where advice (or directives) may be 
communicated to any vessel, in the manner of air traffic 
control. At best., one may take into account the perceived ma
noeuvrability of the other vessel, and thus its ability to resolve 
a tricky situation; at worst, one has to admit the possibility of 
an adverse manoeuvre on his part. Until proven oilierwise (by 
unreasonable procrastination or other 'rogue' action), it may be 
r~sonably assumed that the oilier vessel will conform with the 
'rules of the road' ; but any attempt to model the other vessel 's 
likely avoidance manoeuvres would be purely speculative, and 
should not form the basis for action on the part of own-ship. 

Given the above caveats, ilie modelling of a hazard vessel 
has little part to play in the expert system logic, oilier than con
sideration of continuation on current course and speed. Turn
ing action may be observed, and intent to avoid possibly 
inferred, but the extent of the manoeuvre may not be prejudged 
in detail. lvlanoeuvrability of the other vessel may be a factor 
for consideration in the decision logic for emergency situations 
- this has yet to be considered. Otherwise, any attempt to model 
the behaviour o'another vessel, beyond constant velocity pro
jection, is based on untested assumptions and therefore of 
dubious value. This is, of course, a separate issue from that of 
vessel manoeuvring restrictions and priorities as laid down in 
the anti-collision regulations, which should fom1 an integral 
part of the decision structure. 

THE COLLISION A VOIDANCE SYSTEM 

An ex pen system comprises four major elements: 
I. The user interface. Through which the user requests or 

provides infom1ation, and the expert system communi
cates its findings; 

2. The knowledge base. Comprising all infom1ation to be 
considered in making decisions and fom1ulating slrate
gies; 
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3. The rule structure. That set of logical connectives by 
which the facts are assessed, and those decisions and 
strategies inferred; 

4. The inference engine. The underlying abstract principles 
by which the rules are applied to the knowledge base, 
irrespective of the specific application (in this case, ma
rine collision avoidance). 

The functional demands of a marine CAS differ from those 
of more conventional expert systems in all of these respects. 
Considerations of the operating environment; the sensory na
ture of much of the input data; real-time processing of rules 
comparing vector relationships; a need to rationalise current 
decisions in terms of earlier events and anticipated future 
consequences, all call for specialist techniques not feasible in 
off-the-shelf packages. Basic requirements in these four areas, 
and continuing development in the Plymouth system, are out
lined below. 

The user interface 
In computing circles much is made of the 'man-machine 

interface', and nowhere is it more important than in such a 
situation, where clear and rapid communication of meaningful 
information may avert potential disaster. Simple selection of 
available options should be matched by non-( computer-) tech
nical presentation, without any need for the user to learn new 
skills. Input of relevant data may be facilitated by menu selec
tion and 'dialogue boxes' . 

A graphical representation of the current scenario is clearly 
a prerequisite; a weU-planned display, invoking good use of 
colour and scale, allows the immediate situation to be taken in 
by a cursory glance, without excessive detail. Additional data 
considered relevant for optional selection comes in the form 
of: 

I . a status report; giving present speed and bearing, details 
of any current manoeuvre, plus any pertinent data on 
nearby ships or other hazards (notably, projected Lime to 
collision or near-miss, if applicable); 

2. an appraisal of the current situation, indicating advised 
course of action, with supporting rationale for such ad
vice available on demand; in a real-time expert system, 
that rationale necessarily includes reference to prior and 
likely future events - a dimension absent from most 
II<BS. 

These options are provided at the press of a button in a menu
drive WIMPS environment, with no requirement for keyboard 
dexterity or other new skills. Information is to hand exactly as 
and when needed, without confusion or complication - an 
important consideration for a facility likely to be most needed 
at times of greatest stress. 

The screen display is in the form of three windows, as shown 
in Fig 1. The contents of these windows are in a broad sense as 
previously defined, and as described more fully in the I988 
paper. 8 Whilst there has been no reason to change the nature of 
the information displayed, substantial advances have been 
made in presentation and user control of that display: colour is 
used to good effect, notably to identify the tracks of different 
ships; scrolling and sizing of windows gives greater control 
over ·the information displayed; mouse-activated menus and 
dialogue boxes give instant access to a variety of features- an 
example of such a 'pop-up' menu is shown. 

Figure 1 also shows a 'hazard control' window superim
posed upon the expert system display. The development envi
ronment includes simulated hazard vessel(s) with optional 
manual control. 
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Fig 1: Example screen display, showing text and 
graphics windows, a pop-up option menu, and a 

dialogue box used to control a simulated hazard vessel 

The knowledge base 
Information relevant to the system comprises a corn bination 

of: static information, which relates to the vessel and any other 
relevant factors invariant over a voyage; and dynamic informa
tion which changes with Lime, such as heading, position, speed 
and data on potential hazards. 

The former may be fued parameters for the vessel (eg 
beam), or data for a particular voyage (eg gross tonnage); it 
could include relevant electronic chart data. The latter must be 
sampled at regular intervals, by sensors attached to engines, 
rudder etc. and interfaces to instrumentation such as Automatic 
Radar Plotting Aid (ARPA) and Decca. Secondary data on 
vector relationships must be calculated for reference by the rule 
base. 

The expert system has been designed in a modular form to 
facilitate input from a variety of sources, as follows: 

I . pop-up dialogue boxes are provided for keyboard input; 
2. data from instrumentation is input via a parallel interface 

to a dedicated communications processor, linked to all 
sensor/control functions. Decca and ARPA are also ac
cessed via this unit; 

3. communication modules enable input from: 
a. other processors handling associated tasks, such as 

automatic track-keeping; 
b. other tasks running under the multitasking operating 

system on the same processor (notably for simulated 
test environment, described later in this paper); 

c. associated tasks running in multitasking mode on a 
shared-memory multiprocessor unit (a planned ob
jective); data acquisition from electronic charts could 
also be handled by this technique, or by the front-end 
processor referred to in (b). 

Parameters for the ship model constitute static data, whilst 
behaviour of the model at any time is determined with refer
ence to current and predicted values of dynamic data. In 
particular circumstances such as shallow-water manoeuvring, 
alternative ship parameters will apply; a model which adapts 
dynamically to such conditions is a future aim. 
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g 3: Schematic of rule structure, showing Immediate 
(solid) and deferred (dotted) links between rules 

ne knowledge base might also include information on olher 
J types and behaviours, not so much for ship modelling as 
recognition purposes in implementing lhe regulations, eg 
ing vessels, vessels constrained by draught, etc. This is 
ly to need supplementing by manual input, as fully auto
ic vessel recognition is unlikely to be feasible in lhe near 
Ie. Manual identification, by selection from an option 
m, is envisaged initially for lhe present system once lhe rule 
~is extended to include such 'special cases'. 

rule structure 
e ultimate objective of any collision avoidance procedure 
avoid collisions; a secondary objective is to infonn olher 
ners,through positiveaction,lhat !.he possibility of such an 
ent has been recognised and is being dealt wilh. Bolh lhese 
are served by manoeuvres which seek to maintain a zone 
ear water (generally termed lhe domain) around one's 
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vessel. This observed practice of experienced maiiners,u has 
been taken as lhe prime objective of the expert system. A 
broader area of concern, the arena, corresponds to the zone of 
proximity wilhin which another vessel or object should be 
evaluated as a potential hazard. and appropriate avoidance 
action initiated if necessary .16Colley, 17 refined such considera
tions to a time-based criterion, the Range-to-Domain/Range
Rate (RDRR): this represents the expected time to domain in
fringement, calculated from current velocities. A ship's master 
applying a 12 min RDRR, for example (Dased on his experi
eAce of his vessel) would evaluate a potential encounter 12 m in 
before domain infringement, and implement appropriate ac
tion at that time. 

Results from an early version of the system, using the RDRR 
concept, indicate that such a flxed 'decision scheduler' is not 
appropriate to every encounter situation. A flexible time factor, 
matching decision time to interval needed for a safe ma
noeuvre, ensures adequate, but not excessive, manoeuvring 
time. This Predetermined Safe Manoeuvring Time (PSMT) is 
found by simulating any projected encounter well in advance 
for increasing RDRR values (starting from some fixed mini
mum, eg 10 min), until safe clearance is achieved. The simu
lation exercise is an integral element of the decision logic, 
corresponding to a human appraisal of whether or not a 
situation needs particularly early remedial action. Figure 2 
shows the principle of the look-ahead simulation used within 
lhe expert system to select an appropriate RDRR, ie the PSMT, 
for any encounter. A fixed minimum RDRR is used rather than 
a free-floating Just In Time (Jll) strategy, since action must be 
taken in good time so as not to panic masters of other ships into 
emergency action. This look-ahead technique is currently 
being extended to evaluate various options in terms of an 
overall cost function of speed loss, time delay, fuel usage -
subject to an overriding safety constraint 

The rule structure is designed to: 
1. Note the presence of a potential hazard, assess the threat 

in terms of expected time to domain violation (if appli
cable) and derive lhe PSMT for avoidance action; 

2. At PSMT: identify the type of encounter; fix the stabls of 
own-ship and perceived status of hazard ship (give-way 
or stand-on) at this time in the encounter; once decided, 
status is maintained throughout the encounter, unless 
circumstances change - the regulations rule out changes 
in status due solely to changes in relative positions 
through avoidance manoeuvres; 

3. Negotiate the stages of the encounter, with appropriate 
safety margins; reactions to adverse action by hazard 
ship, including emergency manoeuvring, are currently 
being added to the rule base- hence the 'hazard control' 
test facility shown in Fig 1. 

The structure is based on a binary tree, but with considera
bly more flexibility in nodal links to left and right sub-trees. 
Extension of the rule base is achieved by creating the relevant 
new nodes and resetting the necessary links to insert them at 
appropriate points in the structure. It is envisaged that a utility 
program will ultimately be provided to simplify this task. 

Figure 3 shows a schematic of this structure, illustrating part 
of lhe initial rule base; dotted lines indicate deferred steps. 

The inference engine 
The inference engine operates on a discrete time-interval of 

20s. At each step the inference engine will: 
1. take dynamic information via communication channels 

from radar and own-ship sensors (or sunulators). From 
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these parameters (speed, course, position) it will gener
ate secondary data: relative bearing, relative velocity 
components, etc, for use in rule evaluation; 

2. apply the appropriate rule to these data, to ascertain the 
new situation. Each rule involves a test on these system 
variables, and may entail evaluation of further functions 
of these variables; such functions form part of that rule. 

3. trigger display and controVsimulator outputs in response 
to any change in status; invoke any new rules indicated by 
such a change, until a 'defer' flag is reached, inhibiting 
any further action on the rule base until the next time
step. 

A customised expert system shell, developed initially on an 
Atari ST microcomputer, has recently been transferred to an 
Acorn Archimedes Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC) 
system. Software development has been completely in the 
language C, for a number of reasons: 

1. constraints of real-time processing di~tate the need for 
optimum efficiency, in terms of speed, compatible with 
the complexities of program structure required for such a 
rule-based system; 

2. many of the rules are expressed in terms of trigonometri
cal considerations, giving a substantial bias towards 
mathematical calculation, thus favouring a language 
which deals efficiently with such needs; 

3. C is the native language of most WUviPS environments, 
providing access to faci lities at all levels; 

4. entities of various types; rules, ships, encounters (not to 
mention windows, icons etc within the WIMP system), 
may all be handled very effectively as 'structures ' in C. 
Earlier intentions of using an object-oriented front-end 10 
this system have been set aside, since this versatile C data 
type meets all perceived needs (particularly under the 
new ANSI standard) without the overheads of other, 
object-oriented or declarative languages. 

Both computers were chosen on the basis of processing 
power at relatively low cost, good WIMPS and graphics 
facilities, and capability for a variety of input/output options, 
both digital and analog. A decision to transfer to the Acorn 
RISC machine was based on the need for compatibility with 
other ship management functions currently underdevelopment 
by the Ship Control Group at Plymouth, as well as its superi
ority on a number of fronts. The RISC_OS multitasking envi
ronment, coupled 10 versatile Input/Output handling, is well 
suited to a planned integrated system. 

DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

The system is designed to operate in any of three modes, two 
being simulator trials, the third real data: 

1. a semi-intelligent hazard vessel (guided by a simplified 
expert system, with manual option) and a dumb own-ship 
controlled by the current system, are both simulated as 
additional tasks under the multitasking RISC_OS, Oil the 
same computer as the expert system. Software communi
cation channels between the tasks simulate radar data 10 
and from hazard vessel, and sensor/control information 
between own-ship and expert system; 

2. hazard and own-ship are simulated as above, but in 
separate computers from the expert system. Communica
tions are via serial and parallel links respectively; 

3. inputs via serial and parallel ports, as in (2), are from 
genuine ARPA and sensors aboard own-ship, ie a re-
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search vessel with the computer system on board. Control 
outputs are available for use with the automatic guidance 
system already in operation. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Thorough investigation and development of ship models has 
been incorporated into current development of a collision 
avoidance system. The ergonomics of the system have also 
benefitted from application of the latest Man-Machine Inter
face (MMJ) techniques. The introduction into the decision 
logic of a look-ahead simulation module has resolved the 
question of a safe manoeuvring time, and paved the way for 
identification of optimal manoeuvres. Not least, the evolution 
of a totally modular structure provides for simple modification 
or extension of any aspect of the system: ship model(s); rules; 
communications and control; and user options. 
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Jiscussion on papers 6 and 7 

: E Chapman (Marine Information Ltd) As the move 10· 
tards the single-man bridge is now inevitable (and is already 
eing practised in a growing number of vessels), would Capt 
Iunt explain what criteria needs to be set to ensure safe 
,peration worldwide, with a single watcbkeeper 24h per day. 

It must be noted that shipboard overall safe manning levels 
re already set by criteria such as vessel size, trading area. level 
,f automation, engine size/type, vessel design. layout etc. 

:apt NW Hunt (The Nautical Institute) It is impossible to 
lefme criteria that will cover all situations 24h per day 
vorldwide. 

However, after considering the following items carefully, 
!le master of a suitable ship may decide that the circumstances 
re safe for one man bridge operation: 
1. traffic situation in the area ahead; 
2. navigation situation ahead; 
3. the weather forecast. in particular the visibility; 
4. the status of the bridge equipment; 
5. the status of the main engines and auxiliaries; 
6. the status of the internal communications; 
7. the availability of a lookout if required; 
8. any other relevant fact or information. 

The master must completely re-assess the situation at 
ntervals, not exceeding, say, eight hours, recording his find
ngs in the deck log book on each occasion. 

:; Lang (The Nautical Institute) Does Mr Blackwell envis
tge the auto-collision system acting and controlling one's own 
hip automatically? 

K Black well (Polytechnic South West) Technically, this is 
tally feasible. Our research vessel has been fitted with au
matic controls and successfully piloted along a fixed course 
y a computer controlled autopilot It would not be difficult to 
terface the collision avoidance system with this autopilot 
deed. this is planned for sea trials in the future. 

However, two factors should be borne in mind regarding 
e commercial exploitation of such a facility. One is the 

ossible consumer resistance of mariners to banding over 
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control to such a system. The other is the need for exhaustive 
field testing of such a system in an advisory capacity before it 
is itself given control capability- and then only with fail safe 
manual override facilities. 

I am not keen to make extravagant claims for this system. 
and there is much yet to be done even on the advisory version; 
but increased automation is inevitable, arid this system could 
well have a part to play in that. 

Capt J L Fear (INMARSAT) With fully manned ships there 
are opportunities to train inexperienced seamen, engineers and 
officers. With one man on the bridge and onminimallymanned 
ships there are no opportunities for training; all watchkeepers 
must be experienced. How does Cap~ Hunt envisage experi
ence being obtained if most ships are minimally manned? 

Capt NW Hunt (The Nautical Institute) Deck and engineer 
officers can gain valuable experience from simulators. Some 
large oil companies are sending their deck officers and masters 
on ship simulator courses at intervals of about five years. 
Masters and chief officers can also gain valuable experience 
from manned model ship handling courses. 

Most ratings are now 'general purpose'. They require 
adequate shore based training in their traditional skills as well 
as more specialised mechanical skills. I agree that there is much 
less opportunity to train at sea. but the skills required have also 
changed. 

G S Penrose [MOD (PE)] Capt Hunt has presented an inter
esting paper, providing a succinct and balanced view of the 
main considerations on bridge manning. 

I note, however, that the fmal paragraph of the paper states 
· ... the Royal Navy has been using single man bridges for some 
time .. .' . This statement is incorrect In RN ships there are 
always at least two men on the bridge at any time; this includes 
submarines when surfaced and underway. Minehunter/ 
sweepers and small vessels will have an officer of the watch as 
well as a quartermaster and/or bosun's mate. Frigates will 
probably have an officer of the watch, second officer of the 
watch, signalman, quartermaster and bosun's mate. 
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THE USE OF A MATHEMATICAL MODEL IN A TRACK GUIDANCE SYSTEM. 

by Kei th M Miller. M ichael J Dove 

•mu John Ch11dley . 

~llifJ C.o11trol Gr-oup, l'ulytc:clonic South W t:st. Plymouth, United Kingdom 

I. 1\13~ 11<1\C I 

I hi!. P-'IJ'",. do.:scr ib<.:s par t of an ongoing research program in automatic navigation 

anJ lr <.~ck guidance. In particular it looks at efforts to improve the accuracy of the 

mathematicdl model used in an integrated stystem which is to be used for navigation, 

gLudance and collision avoodance. The paper commences with a brief description of the 

mathematical model and the state space equations developed from it. There then follows a 

d0s cription of the Kalman -Bucy filter being developed fo.r use in a marine navigation system, 

together with the problems of accurately modelling a vessel in changing circumstances, when 

th~se circumstances affect the hydrodynamic coefficients upon which the model is based. it 

is then suggested that the accuracy of the model and indeed the inputs to it, which must 

bo.: the same as the inputs to the actual system, are paramount to the use of filtering 

li·lllllif JIII}'..o ill 111.11 itlf.:O ll.tVi0~1l111n f0 C)Vl:14 rQn)tJ ltu..' rrCJlJ)~(lt::i (J ( Updating tht! fnOdCI under 

opo.:ro.~tional cond<tions sysH:rn identification techniques are introduced. This is achieved by 

augmenting the state vector by including sway and yaw coefficients derived from the 

hydrodynamic coefficients. Thrs, in turn, involves extending the matix which represents the 

sl·up . but simplifiC·llion methods are then introduced to reduce the computation times in the 

micro-processor based system used in the trials vessel. The paper goes on to explain the 

complete navigation and track guidance system, and concludes by discussing some of the 

results obtained, particularly where the technique has resulted in improvement s in 

navigational accuracy. 

2 . lh/TRODUCTION 

Chudley et al [ 1] formulate a mathmatical model and outline an application in marine 

simulation. Similiar models can be used to improve navigation of a vessel at sea, or perhaps 

1 . 1h7 



11101~· ~rnport<lntly, wh1le OfJC'tdliiY,j in conf inE·d w ater:>; if this lo.:<1<b l e. lll•;tOVL<l ;'ICcur..ocy of 

navig"tlon it increases the safety margins of shipping using narrow channels and port 

approaches . Research at Polytechnic South West has been concerned w1th integration of 

navigation data with mathematical models using Kalman f iltering techniques. a techni•4ut? 

which IS alread/ established in the aerosp<~ce industnes. <11YJ 1n !.fof'I'IC' Sl••:<: iillt:.cd n1.u 1tin"' 

oll'lplicJtiOIIS ~IICh a:; dyrt.-lfllk l ~ 1:>it1Conin~J '•Y', Io •lrt', wlto •rr• " ·"l't·llll oll.t l ·•' o 1u '"V r ' "I'"'' '"'""\:. 
dict.llf.' UtC! m:L1'J fc-t ,.,, l.'f.i•. t: lrK:.t!'.IJrC:nl0.1tl!'. ~c.r the .oV<.:I "!:~"' lil(.'l Llt.ollt ve::..r.t:l ltuwc•vo::r, 

co~rrying typically less accurate systems giving a position fiY with a r andom ;:,rror of bc:tween 

100 metres and 1 J.-llornetre. forward speed thrrn;ah thc; w~ter with >'1 ,..,,,ofr..o1ro , .,.,,.,.,. •>f 0 .1 

hoots, and a hC:Ildr~ to lhc; nr:arc;s t d•::gr t:t:: , irnr,roll£!1n•:nt:;. tr, " ·' '"!.Jo'l li•• • oo<:r,r.v. y tlu '"'0h 
inlt'C)r<~ tion aru not !:.'' r C1.1rlily ilvilii.JIJI<.:, and rll.oy " '' ' I,;: no·fr:•. • .• uy Wr,,~ loy Y.tl,. ,,,, 11nd 

f!.ru;y l 2J t .lr()o: I•.~J :.t lito• '""' l')~p:1cr: lr ul11:.1t y, :.h••W• •J iu>w ind"l •'·lld~llt t •'>tun, Jt,.~ ,,f the 

~l.tlt:: r.J(" :.ystt::m c .. n bt.: cvrnbinCid to give the rno:. t proJIJ,ololc, c-r rninwn11m v,.,,,,,,ce, 

.: , tim.Jte. This termtnolgy irnplies a s tatistic:1l lnkrc:nr c, irod•••¥1 tht · IJ'"'"(" ·'> .tS'.IIrnr··. thdt 

r .,,tJ<II'n (:rr or!l. witloirt thr· llor ·.1~11rt·rotr•rol •.y:. to•rro•, " ' r. G.oll' ,',t.oro ·""I 11" ·.t .orod or·d d• ·v1 oluoro". 

~~""''"· [lrovr'! l 'jj oJ,.,,,n•.tr .tit·•. tlooo ·' l 'l•li• .oti••• •of I ·'" " " ' ltll•·•u••J I•· rot.ori"'' ""'".J"IIfJI1, 
o.Ool fll oirolt") :..liJ IOJ t:~lirro.olt:s (r (J(n rne.osurt::n1•:ro t!. w1 th tltr,!.t: frr .. n c1 rnatl u, ,o.Jlu; ol rtoodo=l. l rt .)ls 

conducted in simulation show pt omislng results. In this work, however the model us~d to 

r e,present the vessel Is also used within the filter . Any devi.;tion b•· two_.,_.n the two, or 

ino::luslon of an exte,rnal forcing function, rrtJy loJvl th.: optim.,l o=s tim •l (· t>J s tr .1y fr l•111 the 

lrlle Vit ltte . fhi::. susr,icio'ot WiiS cr.nfir·mcd by tt:::. ts CundiiCtt.:.J u~oiro!) ol.ol.t U•ll•.·• to•ol Oft IAo.ord a 

w:ssd in the Solt•nt (IJV) ( .t ] I .:.t£-r s ludic-::; dir' r:c te:d towo1rds ov ·r COrt oit10 thc-s t: di ff tC'uities 

hilve Included afloat trials in the, Polytechnic's C<J tamar ,on ;,r1t l current wor~ i1wolves the use 

of a 2000 tonne vessel engaged in the El.ropean co .. st., l tr oJdo: . Thl"! ·.hir• rnr.:J,.f whi~ h fc.rms 

an Integral part of the f'a lm~n filler, and ilf.'nce ,, r'~r t of rho r.-• ·r~ll ,,.,,,, ~ 'J" id •m•: , ys tcm, 

is forrnulaled in ll rr~~ dr"'l' ,.,.,. n f fro:oro('jo.,-.. <:o·rotr.ol 1 .. lit<• 'I"'" '" ' ' '• . ,,( 111 .. ,.,, ,of, ,.J r·, the.. 
rlt ·rlv.Jtiron rA ,, ::0<•1 oof tt.r·ffo•i•:nt·. wlorolt d• " ,•rrloo · tl ooo ro•oliooto . ,1 lio• · "'"·'·d ur•Jt:r 
COIISidC:rdl tun, 

3. THE MATHEMATICAL MOu[L 

The model used in this investigation os b.:ssed o•pon d Ec1lo::rr.u1 :. .... t of eqt~al •ons of 

motion. The forces and moments are derivE:d in the u<:.udl way. as ort!)in,11ly given by 

Abkowitz CS]. with a modular approach as presented by T..;pp [6) for use in marine 

simulation. Forces and moments are decomposed into contrtbutk ons .~ ssoc oa ted with the 

system elements, for e.(,Jmple hull, propcller, r11drl .. r ;uot.l dt•, tou J,,,,,. '"'"•!:i. X ,11 1d Y are 

th~· f t•·r.e•, rA ~ourrJC: . u td ~w.,y .orul ~~ i·. thr_. y .. w rnrorru·nl, / , y ,,,,.J ojl ,,, ,, lit,. Clot'rL'Sj.JOndlng 

tJo:ll •ibtt:rncrtt!O CJ f ti o(! V.:~SCII ,onrJ u, V and r ,,r.., lht.·ll do,nvattv .... . ' iltt! ruoldo.:r angle is 

denoted by S, the propeller r evolutions by n and the ve5sc,l movt·s 011 d ~Jrid ( ~. ,y
0

) defined 

on the earth's surfac:c, w l u:r e • , is lit(• dtrcclto•n , f to"'' IJo,, l i t, r 1t·.i"~ l ' , , .f .. U·IIr.c from 
wl,;. h tooJad•nu (ojll ,., ,,. .,, .. .. , •·ol . 
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I it was first necessary to evaluate the In order to model the behavior of the hu I 

. I f motion These hull constants are termed hydrodynamic 
derivatives used 1n the equal ons 

0 
• • tr lied tests on a scale model in a 

coefficients and are usual~y obtained by c:~:ng b:~n sa~isfactory control of the trials is 

towing tank. Full-scale trrals can be per . d ~ide and current act ing on the vessel and 

difficult dtt.:· to unl-(li')Wn forces such a~ won . ,. l •tn tlou cnCiflicir!rtls olltaincd frono model 
t fr '<jll\'11\ly u :..t.'u \0 Vd I( • ~ 

llo•; :.•· 1 •·•.1111 :. ·•
1

" "'"' · .1 ble for coefficient evaluation. 
I• ~o nt· Uleoretic,~ I mcthoo.Js avao a 

to=st s . Ther., .. re ""
0 

' - . ~ b th essel's length is divided into strips; 
Korvin-~~roukovsl-y (7] dovelopucl a method w oere yf e . vi a form which has been well 

I ~ buoyM1l cylinder o equa area. 
ea cl' s trip i:. tho::n lr o1,1tlX a~ " . I lh' len,..,lh of lite vcsscl then gives 

· fl •·nt• t:' t .,IJii:>h• .. <L lnt•:ograt•on a ong c ., 
re" v"r•lot<l ;.rorl c ...... lt:t . ~ ~ . h il l .. . rtll Tho.: tcchniqtiC has been 

ff . t• , 'r 111 1lly thrf,C tn <.:oov(J, t:J C 1 ~'"-' ' · 
c Clfo1• • oof lit•' I ' •' 10 ''"

11 
'• J l I j ' , hod • 'dely USt od by those ~ ) • 1 1 • way ond y<Jw Thts rotC:l IS Wo exl~·ruJ .. <J l.y Cl.u f.oe: LU to •ne " ' " • . . h ' h. tors are not concerned with cycle 

• 1 c · h dl'n<: an o11pphc:11t1on rn w re: opera 
c:onct:rrv:d w1t 1 srup "n 

1 ~· f f 'lt . ..n is that the model must run 
I ,,11., nf lioo:o constr<unls o 1 er 11 ·" ... ,rr.r• , ,f lh~: f '' r"~~·~srll, VI )t •r-o .• ~ f I . th ~ry used 

' " ~ ·- 1rln .. ul..u ly cri ttcill ,,:; tile i tcrong c~ 
ill rl · •I , ,, .. . Wttlt .• , .orlol "l•l·•t·· r dlt.: l lu~ ·- P· r 'nt(l v · ls CliJr ~·e [8) has 

J ... t .. rn j .. lirh •Jr l~~twe:cn ~.;trrtpana I • ~ • 
tr, d . .t• · .o· • • u"""• li l.ot 

1 
'" ~Y~ • " • f I s 'ng towing tank and rotating 

d w codficu::nts for a number o vesse s u I 

evalu.,to:.J SNay an ya . . r oduced formulae for evalu.ation of the 
arm l t!St dlta and th;;:n, by regress ton . analy~ts, p f I th beam displacement and b lock 
linear cCJE:fftc:tents dorC:ctly from vessel dimensions o eng . . 

coelfio:.i,..nt 

4. THE STArE EQLIATIOtJS 

Addi tion of fir st ord(·r diffc-r enli;•l equations to re:pres~nt 

propulsion, l ollowr:rJ by re.vran~r~ment of equations a; ~toon 

expre:,:.f.• l In lho·tr C•ttl<•nir·.ll f<JI'n>, yio_.IJ~ '-"lUil lton t.Cil ll. I . 

are cJ,_.,.-,v.::ol lr '"" lito: v~.: :.· .o.:l ·, ilyolr odyn,INIIC twlfkit·nt:.. 

s. -1 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 'f. :;. 'f. 

the steering gear and main 

such that u , v and r are 

X ,,. ( 1 .... YA' .ond N, .... . Ne 

0 

0 -I 0 0 0 r.. T,. 0 0 0 n. 0 -1. 
T" 
[:j 

x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 

u X, X, 0 x. 0 x. 0 X, u 0 0 
(I) + 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 y 0 0 y 
.. Y, 0 0 Y. 0 Y, 0 Y, V 0 0 

ojl 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 q, 0 0 

r IJ, () 0 tJ, 0 tl, 0 t·l , r 0 0 



,.. 

1hc eight fir:.t order diffE:H:ntii31 equations are U51.:d to define tho.: ship and can be 
can b"' written in matrx form as 

xCtl = FCtlxCll + Gltlultl 12 J 

"'' '' '' V F i·. till .' f llfllll\111111' . ,IHit• • ·.y· .. t.·ltl fll+llll / , ,.,,, •...•. tdtri•J tlu · ·.Jul; Wj, .. ,, 1111• •, W lltfl oll\11 

Cltrr ._.nt loavo.: tc.o b<: <.un:.td<.·rc-d it i:; conv~:nit·nl to partolion li te furcing rnatr i< G onto th" 
control and disturbance forcing functions G

0 
and G

0
, giving 

~(l) = F(l)x(t) + G, ( l)u(l) + G,,(t )w(t) (J) 

'IJho.:rt: x(t) is llo" 5t.,te v.::ctur , u(t) i,_ lhu cor,trt~l vo.:c l•Jr, dlld w(t) i:.. lloc V•JClor t~f 
dislurl..~nces lntegr .. lirJn o f equation (3l yields thE: corr c.-:;pondong discrfJte •,elution 

x(~ •ll = Al l- .~ •llx(l-'l + 81~ .~ •l l u(~ l + CC~.~ •l lw (~) (4) 

A (I J >I) : e F CtiT 

8 0· .k•r > = c eFctn - r l Fru ' G, ltl ( t tl 

C (l-,k41) : ( eFit l l- I )F(t l ' G
0

(1) 

5 . 1\ FILTER FOR lvtAIW I[ IIAVIGATIOI•I .AI ID Gl JJ1 l /11 u: r 

I 

While the vessel's position is of primary importance for marine navigation, the s tate 

of the vessel is likely to be passed to a control al9orithm for track ~ eeping . Further 

requirements thus comprise accurate heading to maintarn course, and vt:locity tnformation 

for feedback, or damping, of the control loop. The system process for the vessel descrobed 

in &rJuation (1) is tailored to suit these additional r .. -quirerrl€nts. The syl:> tem is not dnv~en by 
white noise but by a deterministic control vector and noisy disturbances . Contr ol is assumed 
to be stable and disturbances are taken as Gaussi,on prt~ccssc:. wrth a nr,n zero m ._..1n 

llo<,: thc-ory c.of lhc ~ ,Jirna .. - l.!ucy filter Is w" ll e!Oto.~l..lo :.lo·~cJ "' KJ "'"' '"'''"' 11011!. u:.e:rl in tht: 
re:st:~rch described in this paper are given by Moller [ 10] . l hi.! filter lJSed in the marine 

navigation problem is dn extended Kalman filter . That Is the non-linear sys le:m process Is 

linearizcd about the most r ece:nt or;.timal estirnale, whrle the rroeolsuremcnt prt~cess is lrn"ar 

and the errors are Gaus:;ian. As a !:hip constitutes a non- lir,c.lr sy~tem, Nhcn pJr amuters 
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such as large alterations of course and/or speed, shallow water effects, and trim are 

considered there must be some limitation to the technique. The linearization process 

assumes constant course and speed during each sample period. This is reasonable provided 

s;~mplc tunes are small wht:n compared with such factors as ship time cons tants and time 

hr·lw•·t-ll wayr•Ju1t!'.. A l>lot k di;)gram of the filtr:r is shown in figure 1. The filter quations 

,,. .... ,,. , re:<.ur :..lv!:ly t o ot, t,oin tlot: :..late e!.tirn<JlC "t a futuru :>arnpling . 

x(k/k) z (k+l) 

u (~) 

Figure I. Block Diagram of the Optimal Filter. 

Improvements can be made to the speed of the filter algorithm by considering the 
manner in which the equations are used . Figure 2 shows an iterative loop which corrrnences 

each cycle by taking a measurement, initiates the covariance to the identity. then computes 

the Kalman gain and its error covariance. The iterations are used to obtain convergence of 

the filt~:r . An improvement on this technique can be made by changing the order of these 

opt-r dtions. In practice the system error cov~riance and Kalman gain can be computed prior 

to performing the me.Jsurement process . During this time the computer may well be idling, 

while awaiting the signal t o initiate the measurement cycle, so a saving may be made In 

computer time. Furthermore, by computing the Initial error covariance less Iterations may be 

r Ec'fJIIired. 
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r.,...._. lr .. n :;. rlrOt'l 
n,.H, ICr.'!. A , a 
'-'rKiJ C b .. t ~t..·d t"Jn 
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!O'(k/ k) 

S fSTEM IDHITIFICATION 

-
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(.f_ tVo U l oll ll_ o • P (~ .. \/ 1• ), 
tlu.· r' .dn ..... . '•·" n I< IL. I I ) 
.)f"ld tr'IC' ( H) "\j I 'IIC.t 

cov .-.ri.:.nr. c P (l--•1/ \. .. 1) 
lt lt•r .JI,t • , u ' CH H1• I ti lt_',, , 

. .. ,, , , ,, tr.:H't";. tt •• •l•l til l 

r ·~ tV•~'I t't·' •t n ' t • o ol 'I till 
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Much has l..>eton wrltt£-n of the c.lifflrulties of oht.tnl iniJ d fl ,,r ,- .,, .d c• '"Jtl .. ,,,., , i, .tl ., ,,.J, ,I 
c•l a ::.hiJ.i E xp(:r ience h.t>; sh"w" howt:vt:t 

muriltme optimal track guidance sys tem, 

lfllYoved if it acqwres both control and 

tf10:1l '-' Qt)r)l' j (fl,\tflf•ftlot\lt .d IJII tt ),.j 1 '.~ ft 't llllf t." J Ill d 

and the Ac curacy o f th~· ftlt cr ,,. sttll htt tl.o.:r 

d is turbance inpt~ls, even though th~ dtstw b • .mc t> 
inputs may only be eslimate o f the true values . There is the ,,d-Jili•.;nal problo•m rA ch.ttl•j tng 

hydrodynamic coefficients as circumstances changc.. For e>am!Jie , .!!. th<: unck ·r w ,t<:t ~"' 1 ,. e 
o f t.he hull is fouled wiU1 growth , whe:n the vesc·l ent.,r::. ~hallow walo.'r ;:,ftm a11 r.r . · uotr 

pa·.sarJc•, eo when the ve:lc.c.ity is ch.1n~•.-d Thi:; rnr ·.•n~ tl .... t tl"' X, Y, ,u,oJ 11 v. tltt•· ~ '" lltL· 

!.y~tenl matriX Wtll rt•qulre urJ(J.,liny . fht~ mo.~y be dtffH. IIIl Lliiiiii•J I fJttllll" r~rotlUIH • t.d 

OfJt •r atiun!. it certainly woui•J do litll(! to <:nlt,tnrL· u, .. :. .11•~ r.f " lilt• ·• t . ,.,, d tt•l• · 
1
t .•l ·• l 

ndV'tfJ,dif;(1 S.y.-~ l• ·rn i( th• • pt,lt•fl11·1f fl't/111• '1 Wl•t•· lrlfftl fl l•ot J fl ttl tit• · 'I • , ' ••I .'/ tHdi J l 1 1 ~ · · I•• j,. . 

Jlt 'IIOdi•.tlty L t ~ f..:tl (JII I , ,( '..t l lf "/it •.: ,, , .,, , , , ,, ,. tl tt,: ''''"h·l I . lo~l tll . l t • •• l lt •t l llthf11• ··, j, ,, Jt tl lllt• •lt •l 

j(Jt:r•lification, base-d uport variGtu~ CJfJtirniz d tHJfl fl ltr·n.-.. WI IIII•.J ,, .... ,,.., (.: flo •w olhJt lrit i Utt":. l l• ' ' ' ·' 

included into the Ka lrnan filt.::r r (?cursive loop. rht:~e rrl•! lilo- J:. Mv 11~111 lly tun .... 

consuming and con:;<.V]IIC•ntly .trr." ttt1:0tJit.1hle f<" rt>.d t" "" •'i ·t•ltr .tttc .n•, ll .. w. ,.v .. r twll • (I l l 
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.,, t.pos .... s a method whh..h can be eastly implemented int o the e<isltng Kalman filt er loop. This 

m•1 lhod ltas be•"n applied to the track guidance system under developntent, optimtzing 

1,,, ,11 11<:t.•rs un the mtnimtJrn vdriance esltmdtion algorithms alreildy in use. 

Let tile unl<nown parameters be denoted by a vector a , having dynamics defined by 

the dlff..-rentia l equation: 

~ 0 (6) 

v11 t1 1 non-ltnedr c-qua t iCJns of mot ton, t11e system process can now be written: 

x = tCx.al • Gu 

' ·"' 1 ,. j .. ,tlt a ... ,.J X .. 11 t.: lfJ l•u t..·~ tnta.1t._·d fr lJrll tltc nv•~y nt\.!fl~ l lr t•r••t..·nl dt~l..J . Con1Un1ing x 

,,,.J a uno d comp.,s,te st,•te vector denoted x' such thdl : 

(8) 

;,11d itpplytng this sys tem process to the extended Kalman f ilter roul tne yields estimates for 

bo th s tJtes ond unknown p<~rameters . 

Selec ting the vector a to contain hydrodynamic coefficients for the vessel gives a 

I,H!Je dtmension augmented s l ate vector and a large transition matrix . This f ormulation would 

th•cn !(?ad to cumbers ome computations, defeat ing one of the prime objectives of this 

r ._..!...,.,rch Fur tl\t·rmon : , d11e to cro:;s coupling, some coe fficil::nts cannot be isolated and are 

t it~·• '-"""' "' unid..,ntilt.:,~l;le . t,n .,lkrn<Jtiv..- method wa:> ~uggested by Rc.bbins C 12J who applle.od 

u 11~ method of parantt:t....r identifica tion to air crdfl, but used stmpltfled math .... matical models. 

r.-, r•··r f, rt,, tltt< id•:nttfic.;tion process the system prorcs!> w<ls reduced to smaller 

,, ,,,,114 ,11, 1 11J , ,r 1, J ,,,,II,,,IJ,.,J ll htrtof..•tiVf '-'~ · w•·r\.' !J':rfC'Jnnt.:cl . 1 1u·rt, cl~:..l..nnhlf) ccrl cain 

~· r .· . •,- collplu 1~ tt:t "'~ to be '"·'(Jiigil,le under lh<: cc.ntrol itpplicd, for example when applying 

rLtltle:t to u,c <1ircraft !.11rgc and sway terms only are consid.::n:.cJ and the induced roll is 

··~"} l ~>ck-d, a stnall ru;mt;er of par ameters can be identifiE-d from each manoeuvre. 
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11 1'_.. llt, l 1•1 flfttlflllf .tlly Vto~l tfo • t•J .tl l • ·fllf•l l11 I•J••Itll f/ •J it o</o'l ~ Vtl yu .. J J ~o ll.tflh · l• • r •, lhful•• lift 

u voy'-'9€.: a:.. the vc~s(.:l rr•rly U<: tJ,:fdycd dl yr c~:~ l e..:r•c:rt~£: dtwu·~ id· ·ntlftco~ltCJn n 'd' tC•L·ItVt \.!~ 

FtJI"th<,r,..,..,re, tn Clld(:r to ~eLfl the dimr-n!.ic.ns c. f tlo<: ;.ugm•"rotc:d s lat<: v<:Uot to rntnor .. .,n. 

r11a•otatn tdenllfi.,bohty <Jf f>,lrctmUc·r~ <onJ to ft<l<ttn !>pMSC: pt:lpttlattvn vf l~te tran:.1lton rll.Jlr o• 

tt is ncCC:iS·lry to td•:ntofy tl •e componC'ttlS of llot: 1.1tl•·r dir..,rtly . lrllli.tll ; Ottly "'way Jr,.J y.tw 

141 Oil_.. ...trl• CU"'!..Idr ... r t.·d, ..tS• tl a• .. ·.t.· tl' ... () thr.: l, .. a~t .tcr ur .tt '.' rn•·Htn•·nt ·., (tr~ J W··r · · '.., •' •. ·11 t•J r1,.,. . 

p<JOre:r results than U1v sttrgc t•~rm. The aU9m..,nt•'<J s tJte vc•ctor c. tll t,.., wr 1ttr·n a~ 

x'= ( Z. n, ~ . u, y. v, ljl , r, Y,, Y, . Y,, Y,, tit, I•J,, 11, , 11, )t (9 J 

where the augmented paramctoers are shown 1n (:q~ta tiOI1 ( ll . Tho:se con:.tants .;1 e d o.cp..,,.,J.,nt 

nn the vc~sel !;l\ltc:s , and hl"nce. a~!tumtng a slnw lr <u t~• tion timr .. nf the vc·-:.~c·l 11 1 

U~t)fJolri:..vn lCI cycle ttmr.o of lht~ l'a lrn.Jn r<:<.urSI'I!: irJ(',p, tit(• r ••< 'lrtiC:lt"r ~ to b<: itJQnllft,"d r11.1y 

t ... \-J~ t:n (.'lS h.aving dyn. tnlic~ «jiYt."f'l by (.•qt~Jltvn (6) Th•· ::.t.1 l•J' tran~1lion l nd trl.l' F • IS rt (,l'l c,t 

rln1111"1~ irlf1 16 1 16, ~-.-; ~ht.Nift in r-rJ•Mlt•"W1 (I()) 

F' = 

!T. 0 IJ 11 r, (1 0 0 rJ 11 f 1 I) r, ~·, r, ,., 

11 
I 
' I IJ 

(I I ) () 

X, ,.(, 0 

0 0 0 
~ 

Y, 0 0 

0 0 0 
~ 

Nt 0 0 
----

" " 11 11 lt ,, ft ft 11 ,, ,, 11 

I) () () (j (I (J (I I) () 11 11 I 1 

x. 0 x. 0 0 0 0 u 0 0 0 0 () 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ r Y, 0 Y, 0 Y, 5 u V 0 0 0 ( ) 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 0 0 () 0 
~ 

~ ~ N, 0 N, 0 N, 0 0 0 0 5 u V r: 
------------

o, o, 

(10) 

lite ''' llJIIIo.tl U !. l.llt ·>. uf lite "Y!>t~:m proc<:o:.:; ar<: s till d<:l.Crtll«:t by equation (I) . The 

<.l1:.c..r~:te troJn::.ilion mutrix is then given in partitioned form by: 

A' = [-•-:_o] 
_o : tJ 

wlto:r.: 11 is the ident1 ty matrix of order 8, and A. is the discrete solution to F . 

§..] The Measurement Process 

(12) 

The original etght states of the measurement vector can be obtained as before but 

tit<: ilLigment(:d states are not measured. Y,. Y, . Y,, Y,, N,. N, , N, and N, can be obtained 

fr om the previous optimal estimates . The rE!vious set of values for the sway and yaw 

c• ... Aflllcnl~ are IISi..-d 1n an 1terat1ve manner to obta1n new values as g1ven in equation set 

( r-J. o) Suluttvn:.. fl, tl ''-' o.:qu.J llons should be oteratc.-d to obta1n c onvo..-rgence 

(. \J - Y,v Y, r 
'( , = 5 

Y, = 
(, ~ Y.v Y,r 

u 

-Y,8 - Y,u- Y,r 
Y, 

11 

-Y, 8 - Y, u - Y,v 
Y, 

r 

(13al 
- N, 11 - ~J,v - N, r 

N, = 
8 

- N,S - N,v - N, r 
N, = u 

N, -
- IJ,8 N.u - N,r 

V 

-N,8 - N, u - N,v 
N, 

r 
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~ . 0 0 0 0 

- ~ ( 
Ut 0 - ~ (, & (, () () () () 

h = _!,( _,!,!,y 0 - ~(. 0 () 0 () ( l'jt .) V' V • 

~ -7'(. -tr, () () (I - ;: (, () I) 

0 
(j (I (j ,, (j '.' 11 
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wl .~r\: X i~ c.n CS .-: 8 diJ~f.-~n . .:tl rr•alrl .< Wllh cJi. t0t~ft<il l:h.:r•••4·r• t :; l."4' ' ' tl l t1 tit•: CCJt 1 ,.~ , . ttJII,~ 
elements of the st ate vt!c tor. Th~n for the computation of the f ,.tm.~n ftl tc•l !)~"' 

The filter must be rnodif io:..od to account for thr· .td· htu,lo.ol ,, ., .,,., lrtrh 1d .. l 11 1 u, •• 

J:I"'CX:.e~a~s ~l.)(,)V(:. In ord·.:r \ CJ c~tnna\1.: the pr(:rlir"trq(l '"' I IJI ftl/ 11 t.utt I • , lf j• f ho•ft· I' 11 ··· ~ thrtul 

gain, A' !oilould incorpe;rate the entire matrix F' 

A' = [A_:_~l 
ro: t ~ l (1.11 

lht:: n1c~lrl..c 0 cc1n thc:n lJ.: (li.Jt"rnr:d on J :orrn1l.tr w.Jy to 111•: di•.• , , , ..., '·'-'"'' ' t .11 ,rJ .j1._ 1111 1,.11 ,t ,. 

matrices and is then grven by : 

0 ( eFI~lT - I )F(t)'' iE (l'j) 

1 .1 7(, 

111~· f ,d"'·"l !J"in n11111 ... , wlrrd1 nuw h~s dim<.:n~iun:. If:>" 16, i!. curnputc'<.l -~~ !.hown by Gulb 

L 11). 

LOt J 1 ROL At ID GUIDANCE 

I he th<!ory of .w c.ptrrne~l rnultr-variable control system has been developed to control 

srrllul t ... neously position cmd velocity of the vessel, and tested In simulation by Burns [13) . 

D·:·,ia tion from the desrr·cd vaiLr~s were corrected by operation of the rudders and main 

~·· "J"I'''" · 1 ho cost funrtion (J) is based upon the summation of the weighted errors over 

· .... n"· tunc· i11tr:rv~l . I•UirrtpS ov~·~ one stage of the voyage. In addition to m inimise the errors 

i11 rl!,, r.LilJ " '' p<.11 .1111•·t• ·r :... tll.., ()r,tim .11 controll<ir must also allc:mpt to minimise the control 

, fl,.l\, '""' r· .. t " '"''""1i:.u r11dd·"r .<nd main cngir1e ,Jctivity. The cos t fu11c tion is norm.11iy 

.1 11· "' 1 tn ll 1•• f• fii•.:JU•rl 'l""~'h o~tir tr•rrn-:..: 

·'' J = J ,~,(t-r) Q(t-r) + u Ru ) dt (16) 

:.J,, 1 ,. r r . rlo·· ,J .. ·. rr '"' · ' ·"" "'" ' "' ,,,cJ Q .1rfJ R .:~re: u:..11ally dt.ogonal rnatrices, with the 
. '"''''-' uf th.:: 1ndivrdCt.JI ...,J...,rnent!. reflecting the import ance of the parameters being 

( r r,trr.oii·'"J 
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An inili..1l r.:.q11ir ~·rn<Jnl of the· contrrJilcr Is the do~irL-rJ s t.:ttG1 r ~t o:ach S<lnllilc lim.:: . 

"This i::. obtalnoo tJy entering a series of waypoinls into the comput"'r . In practice waypornt 

position is entered through the keyboard using either a cursor on the chart display driven by 

the arrow keys , or by typing in co-ordinates using the alpha-numeric key,s . The program 

assumes that each pair of waypolnts alternately define a straight line followed by a cur ve. 
'l'lr(JS laking the first w-1ypoint a:; the :> tarllng point, the st·corrd ;, the ··wheel over '" }JO~iliCln 
al lhu start of the "' c requin.:d to r each waypoint tMree . On r eaching this point, tht.- vessel 

is ·r equired to be on a steady course to waypoint four which is the next '"wheel over'" 

ptl';flion and so on. With car:h waypoinl ellh£-r a r..pc·t.-d fc.r U11rt l''' J r,f lh<: p ,•·•o;•")'J t) r .rrr 
r:~.tlntJtlf<ti lint(: r1f ,~1 t hr.d 1':. r:nl•·rt!d, jr-J thn rft:·.irt ·d ~t.tl •: r~ r thr· v .. ·.··•-·1 'o..111 I••: , 'tffljJtll•·d .tt 

a~•d'l ~arr''J"I~ tirnr:: f,Jf"i'Jt" to ~t.~tr11ng I he voy..tfJf.: . Th•.: t.wr"!r ··•11 it llf·•Jr"oh:cJ rt.JVI~~, lir1n '-Y' ... lL'"' i~ 
shown as a block dlagr<~m in fi91Jre (3 ) 

U. HeSt JL I"!) AI /IJ UJII• IIJ~IUI 15 

Uu l or !;l!: t'.. u-.r:rl in L-.;rlir,r wr;rk WL•re rr·rtrrr IJ',IIl' J llo•· l oll•:r .II•.J•;r ot lrrrr wi ll r ~y'- t< •rrt 
id·:nUflcc. tion. The overall track plot for c. passag£- in to Plymouth showed a signi.ficant 

improvement, Part ·of a typical plot is shown in Fig~re (4) , from which il can be seen that 

th;:, filtered track follows closely the true position of lhe 'leSl:el. Plgures. 5 and 6 show lhe 

Identified system ooeffici.,nts. The rudder terms Y, and N, are seen to be noisy . These 

terms would be expected to reduce to zero when travelling in a strai9ht line and rncre.ase 

during the use of r udders in a turn, which Is seen to occwr . Further noise is probably due 

'to noisy rudder m e·asuremen.ts . Y. and N •. the surge term s are close to z,ero. These terms 
influence the turning characteristics w ith speed and over the 6 to 7 ~not speed range used 
dwin') lht.- trial have little lnfluerrr e . 

Me~s~red Position 

.Filtered Positlon 

.2 

Figure 4 . Comp<~r ison of Mr~as11red, Filt t!r<.~J Jrrrl fr·oo.,· l'n•,·o t ion~ 
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A technique to overcome coefficient inaccuracies and variations by incorporating them 

in to the state vector has been introduced. Trials were undertaken for sway and yaw terms 

only as these were considered to be the most inaccurate and widely varying, but the method 

c,1n al:.o be applied to thtil surge terms. Trials to this end are n ow being undertal<en. 

1/ .. • . .,l!ill<J tr ~• ~ plots nf frlter•:"'l po~•tion ~howcd the vessel to r em .1in within 20 metres of 

tl oo: dutn .. mJcoJ tr ~cJ [1,,, f rlt ~:• in<J algrwithnr in u$e is intended to cope wrtlt r andom et rors 

only, and fixf.od err ors rnust be evaluated and ei ther removed prior to filtering, or an 

,,llnN.once rnu~t be milrlo.: for· them In this way the noise reduction achie:ved is a better 

. ,.,, .. , .. ,, ... ,~~ ,,r ft<'' I·~ , ,.,,u •· . Ill•.: .,tJility of thf .... sy",;, lt:rn to n-a.tint.3in .. , fJO!,ilinn cuntral la the 
rv..~• · ... (.: ,,( lh'-' f.JU!:t1 111""' ' fj, ir'ltJ · .. y~ll:rn, 1n tlai!t co.~se a 0\.'\.Cd ~J. tVI!)ill0r wa!i u~ed becau~c h 

•1,,.,_. tilu hr:~ l ctm:·r "\J'-' c.f th<! a1,proaches to Plymou th at the time the trials were 

ur,fe:r t a ~ e:n , do.:monstrato.:c.l th<1t the filter w.1s pr oducing accurate outputs of displacement in 

tl .. : tllr"'" d<Jgrees o f f, eedom considered. lt was shown previously [ 14] that inaccuracy In 

'"''' '· or «11. of tho::>t: outp11t s led to drift from true tra ck. As values for velocity are fed 
l .. d i11to tl •e rnodr~ll•ng prvce:;s, any tnaccuracy in th<:ir estimates leads to cumulative errors 

"' u,,_. dt:.jrltc~:rno1nt •Attpttt:. Tltc turn r-ate d(I(;S however remdil'l notsy and an improvement 

'·'" 'I,J 1 .. : .. cltivv ... od IJy tho.: u:;e: of a 9yro inf.)ut, which was not available in the test vessel. 

Frr~;.lly the f ilte:red Olttput was fed to a control algorithm. Optimal control theory was used 

l ·o o ·; t ohli•,h lh· · C"l1trol ~.,r,n, .. t,~r!i t(J m•intdin the vessel 0 11 lr ~ck, in both along-track and 

11 • .,... lt .H. I d•rc,· tiot~•, 
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ABSTRACT 

A SUR.VEY .OF AUTOMATIC NA V/GAT/ON 

Michael J Dove MSc PhD CEng FRIN MRINA 

John Chudley BSc 

Ship· Control Group 

Polytechnic South West 

Plymouth. United Kingdom 

The paper commences with a very brief review of electronic navigation aids, and shows 

how the advent of larger less manoeuvrable VLCCs and faster container ships led to a 

requirement for more accurate position fixing and course keeping. lt continues by tracing 

the development of integrated position fixing systems as being essential components of an 

automatic feedback system to guide the vessel safely from port to port. 

The paper goes on to .discuss the use of small powerful microcomputers in the 

integrated navigation and position fixing systems which started to appear in the early 

eighties. lt will show the developments which have led to the use of real time computer 

programmes, with the digital computer at the heart of a sophsticated guidance system 

which controls the actions of propellers, thrusters and rudders to keep the vessel 

automatically on track, or on stati<;>n at a fixed location. 

The paper will conclude by giving examples of the use of automatic control and guidance 

systems in ~:Jecialist ships such as Dvnamic Positioning vessels used in ·the offshore 

industries. 
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Introduction. 

The safe passage of a ship from port to port is the responsibility of the Master. who 

must use his skills and experience to ensure safe navigation. That none of these skills 

have been lost is shown in numerous feats of navigation which are frequently l'eported by 

the media. So why does the mariner need electronic navigation aids, integr~ted navigation 

systems, adaptive autipilots and other systems dependent upon the power of the 

microprocessor? Is there an argument for increased automation on the bridge? There are 

several factors which suggest that there is a requirement for moves in this direction, 

without completely eliminating the mariner from the command loop. This is the case in 

avionics. where the pilot retains ultimate control of his aircraft, even though automatic 

navigation and landing systems are being installed in· the latest generation of airliners. it 

would be reasonable to suppose that the travelling public would wish this to continue, and 

the very existence of automatic systems on the flight deck allow the aircrew to 

undertake their tasks more efficiently. 

Although modern land based marine electron·lc navigation systems are capable of fixing a 

vessels position to 50 metres at their best. coverage by many of these systems is 

restricted to small coastal areas outside of which accuracy is steadily reduced. Modern 

satellite navigation (Transit) can give a fix anywhere in the world to an accuracy of 100 

metres, but satellite passes are infrequent, with up to four hours between fixes. The 

second generation satellite system (GPS) is gradually becoming available and will give 

complete coverage with high precision, but will this level of accuracy be made available to 

the commercial operator? The autopilots currently in use on ships simply maintain a 

vessel on course in the open sea. Whilst the technology is available to navigate an 

unmanned ship between ports, avoiding other vessels, with weather routeing and piloting, 

will the legislation be available to allow such developments, and is this what the operator 

and the public require? 

Brief Survey of Marine Electronic Naviaation Systems. 

There is a Chinese legend that the Emporer Hoang Ti_, who reigned about 4300 years 

ago, succeeded in persuing his enemy through a thick fog with the aid of a directional 

device. But Dr Joseph Nedham [1] suggests the earliest development of a compass in 

China, or anywhere else in the world, is no earlier than 1088 AD. The sextant and 

chl'onometer followed at much later dates, and these three were virtually the only 

instruments available to the mariner up to the turn of the century. After the development 

of wireless teleghraohy by Marcon·l and others it was soon realised that the early aerials 

used had cirectional ;Jroperties and that this phenomenon could be used to obtain a 

bearing. There followed a period of much ingenious work- by such pioneers as Marconi, 

Bellini and To si, and Round , to name but a few. The development of flight gave an 
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entirely new emphasis to the importance of navigation, and by 1914 radio direction finding 

systems, [2] , and the radio compass [3] were available. Air navigation between the two 

world wars was largely concentrated on developing radio beacons as the counterparts of 

marine buoys and lighthouses. This period and. the rapid developments of radio navigation 

during World War 2 have been well documented by R V Jones [4] and many others. 

The development of modern electronic navigation systems dates from the period 

1939-1945. lt was to meet the exacting demands of World War 11, writes Fennessy [5]. 
that a dramatic phase of development took place. This development was to form the 

basis of many of the systems in use today. The direct measurement of range using 

electromagnetic waves depends upon accurate measurement of the time· taken taken for 

the radio signal to travel from transmitter to receiver. Prior to the development of 

frequency standards and atomic oscillators such measurement for a ship to shore system 

was impractical and hence the early systems tended to measure the difference in time of 

arrival of two radio signals, so that position fixes were related to hyperbolic position 

lines. The Loran system was an early example of such a system. Loran A was developed 

in the U.S.A. and was in use in World War 11. In the United Kingdom naval scientists 

developed what was to become known as the Decca Navigator. Both Loran A and the 

Decca Navigator were in commercial use soon after the end of World War 11. Since 1945 
the use of electronic navigation aids has steadily increased; whilst in the period since 

1970, with the appearance of minicomputers and microprocessors and the decreasing 

costs of electronic equipments, the growth has been more spectacular. In particular 

there has been a vast increase in the use of electronic navigation aids by small craft 

navigators 

There are two distinctly different satellite navigation systems available to the mariner. 

The first, known as Transit or NNSS (Navy Navigation Satellite System) was developed to 

the requirements of the US Navy and has been commercially available since 1967. Each 

satellite transmits at 150 and 400 MHz and the shipboard receiver measures Doppler 

shift to determine the relative velocity between satellite and receiver. Use is made of 

hyberbolic navigation and transferred position line principles to determine the ship's 

position so that only a single satellite is required for a fix. A single frequency receiver is 

adequate for most marine navigational purposes, but for highly accurate position fixing a 

dual frequency receiver is required. Such uses include. hydrographic survey, land survey 

and the accurate positioning of off -shore platforms. 

By 197 5 a number of individual systems were thus available to the commercial operator. 

Each had its inherent advantages and disadvantages, so that no single system was 

completely satisfactory for navigation in all phases of a voyage. The Omega system, for 

example, provides world wide coverage, but is insufficiently accurate for inshore 

navioation. The Decca Navigator, or Decca Navigation System (DNSJ as it is now being 

called. will provide accurate position data near t~e centre of a chain: but its accuracy 
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falls off with increasing range, due mainly to skywave interference. The Transit Satellite 

System is sufficiently accurate for survey worck, provided a two frequency receiver is 

used, but the time between satellite passes makes it unsuitable for coastal navigation in 

most cases. 

The 1980's have seen the development of the second satellite system, kno~n as 'Navstar 

or Global· Positioning System CGPS). The original specification was for the needs of the 

US Airforce ·because Transit is of little use for aircraft navigation. The advent of GPS 

may make all other position fixing systems rcedundant as it will give continuous 24 hour 

world wide cover with a high degree of accuracy. The advent of high accuracy crystal 

oscillators has enabled the system designers to produce a receiver which will give a 

direct measurement of range. Not all the satellites are yet in orbit and the development 

of the system was severely retarded by the American shuttle disaster. lt might therefore 

be well into the 1990's before GPS is fully operational for commercial use. Public access 

will be provided by the Standard Precision Service (SPS) at a reduced accuracy of 100 

metres .for 95 per cent of fixes. The exclusively military system and the deliberately 

introduced degradation of accuracy will thus have some drawbacks. it is worth 

mentioning at this stage that the USSR Glonass satellite system will have approximately 

the same level of accuracy as GPS. Despite the global coverage and accuracy of GPS 

and Glonass, a number of European organisations see the need for alternative civilian 

satellite based navigation aids [6). 

A typical fit in a merchant ship would now comprise a gyro compass with autopilot and 

repeater compasses, electromagnetic, pressure and/or Doppler log, Decca Navigation 

System or Loran C, together with Omega and/or Transit Satellite Navigation System. 

Increasingly there will be a demand for GPS, backed up by a standby system such as 

Loran C. This would give the navigator reasonable world wide coverage and sufficient 

accuracy for most of his needs. Radar, automatic radar plotting aid (ARPA) and direction 

finder would also be fitted. DNS and Loran yield comparable accuracies in the primary 

coverage areas. However, for coverage of a given area fewer Loran than- Decca stations 

are required, giving lower operating costs for the latter. Unfortunately the basic 

accuracies of DNS, Loran and GPS are in many cases inadequate. A further point which 

needs emphasis, is that high risk transports require a degree of integrity which cannot 

be provided by any of these systems separately. Thus, even when GPS is fully 

operational, the:-e will still be a need for alternatives. 

'The advent of GPS has led to a great ·deal of debate in Europe, and at least one 

conference, sponsored by the International Association of Lighthouse Authorities (IALA) in 

1987, to discuss the need for a European back up system for GPS. One viewpoint being 

put forward is to extend the Loran coverage to those parts of European and 

Mediterranean waters not already covered, and to phase out the Decca chains. However 

there are a large number of small craft Decca users, including increasing numbers in the 

marine leisure industry. According to industry estimates, Dahl [7J, some 100,000 DNS 
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receivers will be installed in leisure craft by 1990; with a further 30,000 Transit or 

Loran receivers, largely in the. Mediterranean. lt may thus be difficult to easily phase out 

any of these systems. Political, nationalistic and financial considerations will undoubtedly 

govern the final choice of an adequate back up system, rather than sound technological 

judgements . 

Factors In the Development of Automatic Navigation. 

The period 194:5 to· 1960 saw little change except that radars, electronic position fixing 

systems, and autopilots became more widely fitted in merchant vessels. There was also 

a move away from the towed log to electromagnetic and pressure logs. The 1960's saw 

the advent of twin radars, twin gyros, and dual channel steering systems, for obvious 

safety reasons , but there were no new concepts between 1945 and 1970. 

By 1970 however it had become apparent that the advent of large VLCC's and fast 

container ships operating in increased traffic density, would require modern navigation 

systems. These demands, coupled with the dramatic achievements in the world of 

electronics, paved the way for the systems available today, but before dealing with them 

it is necessary to consider the requirements of the shipowner and the problems 

associated with the developments. 

Ship owners and operators have, by the ver:y nature of their business, been conservative. 

Tradition dies hard and there were none of the incentives which faced the aircraft 

industries in 194'5. Ship design was stable,· diesel engines were being widely fitted, 

equipment was largely satisfactory and efficient, and there were no spectacular disasters 

such as those which dogged the development of the world's first commercial jet airliner, 

the De Haviland Comet. Things remained that way for twenty years or more; per:haps this 

was a factor in the decline of European shipbuilding and ship operation, although it was 

by no means the major or only factor in this decline. 

But by 1970 problems had started to arise. There was a widely held view that 

international shipping was not operated as safely as it might be , with the result that 

more accidents occurred than were acceptable. To the extent that even well found ships 

were not being equipped with the aids available to them, it could be argued they were 

being developed in advance of their demand, Furthermore advanced navigation aids were 

expensive, compared with the more traditional systems available, and there were no 

definable standards against which to measure improvements in safety. There were a 

variety of position fixing systems available, but none was completely acceptable,. Some of 

the reasons for this have already been mentioned in this paper. There were; and still 

are, difficulties in retaining high calibre trained staff at sea. There was, and still is, a 

decrease in job satisfaction. Furthermore the huge oil price increases in the early 

seventies were a major factor in increased operating costs, leading to a need for c::nimal 

:::peration of ships. Increasing traffic density, particularly in waters such as the Straits of 
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Singapore, increasing ship size and speed, leading to less manoeuvrability, were other 

contributory factors . Finally environmental factors started to emerge as early the as 

1960's. For example the cost of clearing up the environment after the Torrey Canon [8] 

ran aground was in excess of the value of ship and cargo combined, and this accident 

saw a huge public outcry at the damage caused to wildlife and the UK coastline 

Integrated Navigation SysteM----------

Plus ARPA & Other Conputer SysteMs-----------'1~ 

llornal Fit 

Increasing Safety/Efficiency 

Figure 1. Costs of Navaids against benefits 
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Among other problems to be considered were the costs of development of a system, 

which must be set against the fact that the probability of a vessel completing a voyage 

is almost one [9] . Figure 1 is an early 197o·s attempt t o assess the costs of navigation 

aids against the improving benefits they might bring. Costs have dropped dramatically 

since then , but , for example, an early Transit satellite system would have cost in the 

order of 85,000 Singapore dollars for a dual frequency on board receiver. Any equipment 

developed has to be reliable, particularly in the hostile environmental condit ions often 

encountered at sea, with shore maintenance and back-up facilit ies maybe over a thousand 

miles away. If the Automatic Radar Plotting Aid (ARPA ) is unserviceable at a time when 

it is most needed, ie in the coastal phase of a passage, then there may be insufficient 

qualified personnel to provide good plotting at a crucial period in the passage, giving 

r ise to the possibility of danger to ship and crew. Finally the automation process itself 

leads to further decreased job satisafaction for the highly trained personel who may wish 

to remain at sea. 

w-:wever accidents do occur at sea. To quote just one st at istic, Cockcroft [10) foas 
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established that in the ten years between 1973 and 1982 0.084 per cent of trading ships 

were lost due to collisions. Marine accidents usually take the form of collisions or 

groundings and 90 per cent ot them occur in coastal waters. Such occurances have been 

reduced with the establishment of traffic separation zones, but it is not possible to 

establish these in all areas. Human error is almost Invariably a factor, usually in the 

form of negligence, ignorance of the International Regulations for the .Prevention of 

Collisions at Sea or improper use of equipment. lt has been suggested [11] that 85 

per: cent of marine groundings and collisions are due to human error, perhaps giving 

substance to the case for improvement of navigation and guidance systems for marine 

vehicles. 

The problems which began to emerge in the 1970's may be divided into two distinct 

areas, namely the docking and anchoring of large displacement vessels, and the handling 

of large and fast vessels through restricted waters. An additional probem is associated 

with the emergence of oil and gas platforms and their siting in waters frequently used by 

trading vessels. 

The docking problem was largely one of considering the ship's momentum. Limiting the 

momentum for a 250,000 tonne ship means the approach speed can only be ten percent 

of that for a 25,000 tonne ship. Put another way jetty damage was increasing with 

vessel size, and many port authorities were forced to employ permanent repair gangs for 

repair of jetties. The demand for decreased approach speed gave. extra problems to 

Masters and Pilots. For example a normal person cannot sense a yaw rate of less than 

0.005 degrees/second (3 degrees/minute). A major factor in· solving this problem has 

been the development of Doppler Sonar and Radar devices, which are normally sited 

ashore. They measure the vessel's speed as she approaches the berth, after which the 

information is transmitted to the master and pilot. When the vessel is being manouevred 

into her berth the bow and stern speeds are measured, from which the operator can 

obtain the overall approach speed and yaw rate of the vessel. 

One of the factors associated with the full speed problem was the emergence of too 

much data on the bridge, so that one man was increasingly unable to handle the 

increased information flow, whilst undertaking all the other duties required of the Officer 

of the Watch (OOWl. For example he might have several sensors on the bridge, g·1ving 

him heading (gyro compass), water speed (pressure log), ground speed !Doppler log), 

collision _avoidance information (ARPA), navigational data (X band and S band radars), and 

positional information !Decca and Loran). The second factor also concerns the vessel's 

momentum. Large vessels at speed have large momentum and hence require long stopping 

distances and large diameter turning circles. This all requires more sea room at a time 

when the vessel's increased draft means the ship may have less space in which to ' 

manouevre. 
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The Use of Microprocessors .Q!l the. Bridge. 

Target plotting and tracking was very primitive in the 19so:s and 1960's, and consisted 

mainly of the use of chinagraph pencils to mark a special reflection plotter, which is a 

detachable optical system, mounted on the front of the screen, and on which the position 

of other ships is plotted. With larger and faster ships came the demand that the OOW 

started plotting each target earlier; he was· also required to plot more targets; a task 

which became increasingly difficult. All of this led to the development of Collision 

Avoidance Systems, (CAS), which were the first navigation aids to use micro computers 

and which led to the f1rst integrated navigation systems in use at sea. These were later 

to be called Automatic Radar Plotting Aids. Essentially ARPA means interfacing the radar, 

or· radars to a digital computer, which has software programs to solve the collision 

problem for a number of targets, and to present these solutions to the operator in a 

form, or forms, which can be easily and quickly interpreted. In order to calculate the 

true course and speed of each target then ··own ship"" speed and heading must also be 

inputs to the computer program. For collision avoidance speed through the water is 

requ"1red, because the international collision regulations require the give way' vessel TO 

ACT ON THE HEADING OF THE TARGET, AND NOT HER TRACK OVER THE GROUND. 

This entails the use of a pressure or electromagnetic log. However, ·if the software is to 

be used for navigation. then speed over the ground is required; this may be obtained 

from a 2 axis doppler log input to the computer. There are of course other methods 

available to find the ship's speed over the ground. 

Once the computer was accepted as part of the bridge equipment, designers wished to 

use it for other navigational tasks. In the early 1970's the idea of interfacing navigation 

aids such as Decca and Loran were explored. With the advent of Transit further 

suggestions were made, and· at least one developer produced an integrated system which 

not only integrated the navigational aids , but produced an output to control the steering 

through the autopilot, but the idea did not fully catch on with ship owners. Perhaps this 

was due to the .conservatism referred to earlier. These concepts are illustrated in Figure 

2. 

While the completely integrated bridge system has not found favour in commercial trading 

vessels, single system deficiencies have led to the development of sytems in which the 

manufacturer has attempted to combine two or more receivers in to one equipment. For 

example Racal Marine Electronics have produced the MNS2000, which combines the 

Decca Navigator, Loran-C. Transit and Omega, while Sage and Luce [12] describe the 

use of a Kalman filter to combine Omega and Transit, or Omega. and Loran. Many of 

these more sophisticated integrated navigation systems use techniques which have spun 

off from space navigation. 
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Integration of Navigational Data. 

Returning now to the idea of integrated systems of which there are essentially two types, 

information systems and control systems [13]. A typical example of an integrated control 

system is that of a ship manoeuvring system for docking procedures. The integration of 

navigational data can be placed unaer the heading of an information system, the purpose 

of which is to provide accurate, current information by combining and processing data 

from a number of sources. This can be seen in Figure 3 [ 13]. 

To understand this consider the posi tion of the OOW who wishes to fi x the position of 

his vessel. He may plot a number of fixes obtained from different sources . For example , 

fr om log and compass , and a knowledge of the set .1nd rate of the current , he can 

derive an estimated posit ion from a previous fix, from radar information he may obtain a 

fix , and another fix from an electronic navigation aid such as GPS . Using his knowledge 

of the likely random errors in all three pos itions, he may take a weighted mean to 

establish the most probable position of the vessel. One of the requirements of an 

integrated navigation system then is to minimise in some way the random errors 

associated with the oos1tion fi x i119 systems. The Decca Navigator Company [14] suggest 

that the a Gaussian distribution ; ives the best fit f or the spread of random errors in 

ra:Jio navigation aids, so that the c~oblem of minimising those errors can be treated as 
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one of m inimising the variances . This concept has led to the development of Kalman-Bucy 

filters, which have been used extensively for aerospace, and latterly marine navigation . 

1 2 J 4 
DATA 

AUTOMATIC 
PROCESSIHG 

DECISIOH 

HAHUAL 
SELECT IOH 

Fi9ure 3 . lnte9rated Information System 

The ship is a lso acted upon by disturbances such as wind, tide and current. These 

distur bances may be random, as in a gust of wind for example. As the vessel moves 

sensors measure the position and velocity. but these measurements may be noisy, that is 

they contain random errors . Use of a Kalman filter will minimise such noise . The filter is 

a recursive algorithm which estimates the values of the variables of a stochastic system 

from measurements which contain randomly f luctuating noise. Optimal filtering. using a 

Kalman- Bucy filter. is a stochastic technique which combines noise corrupted 

measurements of a dynamic system w ith other known information about the system, in 

order to obtain best estimates of the variables, or states, which govern the system. 

Marine Uses of Kalman Filters 

The Kalman filter techniques have found a variety of us·es at sea. Daniel [15] points out 

their uses in the off shore oil industry where dynamic positioning of survey and supply 

ships is an important illustration of the use of optimal techniques to maintain a stationary 

position . Dove and Miller [16] sur vey the uses of Kalman f ilters, whilst Liang et al [17] 

describe the operational features and configuration of a low cost marine integrated 

navigation system designed to enhance navigational accuracy, operational reliability and 

position re;Jorting efficiency. Kalman filter techniques are being used extensively in a 

development cf the GPS satellite :~avi9ation system. They are also being used in adaptive 

autopiiots. Some of those uses wiil now be described. 
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Kalman Filter for A GPS Receiver. 

The Global Positioning System offers a wide spectrum of positioning capabilities from 

navigation to precise surveying. A GPS receiver most commonly has a Kalman filter to 

process the raw pseudorange and range rate (or deltarangel measurement data obtained 

from the code tracker (Figure 4). An eight state filter is implemented to estimate 

position ( 3 components), velocity (3 components). and clock errors (clock bias and clock 

rate). Essentially the filter is being used to reduce the random noise to be found in the 

radio signals from the satellites. Filtered position and velocity values will be output at 

between 1 and 10 second intervals, while the estimated velocity is fed back to aid the 

code tracking logic. 

" / raw 
pseudo 

position Code ranges KalMan 
Tracking velocity 

Logic 
range Fil"ter 
ra't:e 

t 

Figure 4 . GPS Navigation Receiver 

All Kalman filters require system models, and the one used here is based upon the 

vehicle kinematics. A constant velocity model d isturbed by a constant acceleration 

between updates is used. The constant acceleration is modelled as an unbiased, normally 

distributed random forcing function. A full description is. given by Napier [18], who also 

describes the integration of GPS w ith an inertial navigation system (INS) paticularly for 

aviation uses , where INS is commonly used. The use of Kalman filters in such a system 

is shown in Figure 5. 
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it has been increasingly realized that the seabed and the rock formations beneath it 

contain mineral sources that cannot be ignored. Oi l and gas platforms are now fa,miliar 

sights in coastal areas in many parts of the world , but the ocean floor is also a source 

of many substances, from gravel to manganese. As exploration depths have increased so 

there has been an increasing demand for accurate position fixing and posit ion keeping 

systems. These requirements have led to the development of dynamic positioning systems. 

This is a technique to maintain the position of a vessel relative to a reference point 

without the use of anchors. The offshore industries required mobile vehicles to possess 

the mobility beyond the limitations of a moored vessel, but with the stability of the 

moored system [19]. There was also a need for rapid data processing, so the manual 

operator was to be replaced by an automatic control system. Dynamic Positioning (DP) 

thus maintains the position and heading of the ship automatically, using thrusters, 

together with the ship's rudders and propellers. DP must therefore use a digi.tal 

computer to process the incoming information of position and heading plus information on 

wind, waves and curent. compare this information with the demanded values, and output 

control signals to thrusters in order to maintain the vessel within a watch circle, or 

enable her to follow a predetermi:1ed track, or to maintain station on another vessel such 

as a submersible. Only surge, s·.vay and yaw of the vessel are controlled by the DP 

system. Roll, pitch and heave Cc:1 however be damped by stabilisers fitted to the ship. 

The normal d isturbances are · .. 1n:::. current and waves, but vessels engaged in pipelaying, 

drilling and similar activities have :=.dditional forces induced by these activities. 
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The variety of applications in which DP is being used' include drilling and coring, pipelaying 

and pipe covering, diving support, remotely operated vessel (ROVJ support, mining and 
trenching, semisubmersibles - including floatels, multi purpose vessels, supply, standby, 

rapid intervention, fil"efighting, survey and research vessels, and offshore loading tankers. 

The major elements of a DP system are thus the sensors. which give position and 

heading, an optimal control and filtering system, and the thrusters, propellers and rudders 

to maintain the demanded position and heading. A simple description of a typical system 

follows, as it illustrates all the salient points of a completely automatic navigation and 

guidance system. 

A Dynamic Positioning System. 

·To ensure a high degree of accuracy, position and heading data are filtered to minimise 

random errors and the best estimates are then fed to the controller, where they are 

compared with. the demanded values. Signals are then sent to thrusters.. rudders and 

main engines to ensure that the vessel is retained in the corect position at the col"rect 

heading. it is priority in DP systems to correct heading ·before allocating thrust to 

cor:rect positional offset. This is particularly true for keeping head to wind in bad 

weather conditions. To further increase the system performance . the wind force and 

direction is measured and fed forward as an input to the system. 

Kalman filters require a mathematical model of the vessel. The known inputs which drive 

the system are also fed to this mathematical model. These are usually based upon 

Newton's laws of motion, and for DP ships, the model is often split into two parts, 

namely high and low frequency models. The low frequency model is able to estimate wind, 

current and wave forces, the vessel dynamics, the thruster forces and moments, and the 

intertaction effects between thrusters, hull and current flow. The high frequency model is 

used in obtaining estimates of the wave motion. The two parts of the model are then 

combined to give the total vessel motion in three degrees of freedom. The model outputs 

are then compared with the measured noisy values of posit ion and velocity. The resulting 

differences are multiplied by the filter gains and fed back to appropriate parts of the 

model. The outputs from this optimisation process are the best estimates of position and 

velocity available. These values are the inputs to the controller. They are compared with 

the demanded values in order to establish the position and velocity errors. A block 

diagram of the filter is shown in Figure 6. 

If the Kalman filter is allowed time to acquire sufficient history of both variances and 

weightings then the best estimate of the position and velocity becomes sufficiently 

accurate to allow direct useage in the computation of thrust commands. In other words 

no actual sensor input is neccessary for a limited period. This is a very important 

advantage of Kalman filtering techniques in the advent of sensor failure. it is standard 

practice for DP operators to activate the system thirty minutes prior to commencement 

of operations to allow the filter to stabilise. 
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Referring to Figure 6 the ship is guided by the use of the control vector (namely the 

action of rudder, thrusters and engines) to counter the disturbances such as wind and 

tide. As the vessel moves noisy measurements of position and velocity are obtained. The 

noisy measurements are filtered using an optimal filter to produce the best estimates of 

position and velocity. These estimates are used as inputs to the optimal controller, which 

produces new values for the control vector, thus completing the feedback loop. 

Conclusions 

The operators of today's ocean going and specialist vessels have numerous electronic aids 

available. The traditional role of each navigation aid has been one of a stand alone· unit 

with the mariner, by his experience and training. coordinating the data from all the 

sources available to him in order to optimise vessel performance. As casualty statistics 

indicate however, when under stress or at times of peak work load, he may be a poor 

coordinator of information available. particularly when that information is from a number 

of different sources. The development of automatic navigation will therefore continue with 

evolution rather than revolution being the key. In West Germany, Japan, the Netherlands, 

the United Kingdom and France, projects have been undertaken on the 

"ship-of-the-future". These projects were largely attempts to optimize design, operations, 

maintenance, investments and energy consumption against the criteria of costs efficiency 

and safety. Not all of these studies have been successful, and not all of the conclusions 

have been in favour of increased automation of the navigation process. Automation today 

is not a question of whether a process can be automated, but whether it should be, 

taking into consideration various human factors. lt is perhaps highly questionable whether 

total systems safety is always enhanced by allocating functions to automatic devices·_ 

rather than to human operators [ 20]. 

Despite these findings there has been much progress. The Scandinavians require 

exceptionally high standards for automation in their luxury cruise ferries operating 

between Stockholm, Turku and Helsinki. These waters consist of a maze of islets which 

are ice-infested throughout the Baltic winter. During the course of a normal passage, 

ships may be required to make as many as 120 course alterations without significantly 

reducing speed [21]. As a direct result of this Krupp· Atlas developed the NACOS 25 

navigation and command system, one such system is fitted on the bridge of Viking Line's 

Athena [22]. This is a development of the NACOS20 package developed by Krupp Atlas 

as part of its involvement in the West German Schiff der Zukunf (ship of the future) 

project and is a most sophisticated system. There are two radars with slave displays, a 

map storage system for the intended routes, an integrated echosounder, an adaptive 

t;ack pilot. a nautical information display and doppler log. 

Perhaps one of the most advan;:e::i integrated systems offered on the market place at 
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present is from Sperry Marine. Although at present intemational regulations only permit 

one man operation of vessels during daylight hours, and then only under certain 

conditions, the system has been approved by Det Norske Veritas for operation by only 

one person on the bridge day and night. Nine months ago the system was fitted on an 

84000 dwt product carrier Petrobulk Mars, since then two sister ships, Petrobulk Jupiter 

and Petrobulk Zaria, have also been delivered with the system fitted [23]. Central to the 

integrated system is the 'touchscreen' controlled Rasterscan Collision Avoidance Radar 

(RASCAR)/ ARPA. This is interconnected to the ADG autopilot, and a Voyage Management 

Station, all integrated by Sperry Marine's own Seanet Token Ring Data Network, which, in 

the event of a malfunction of one processor, does not make the whole system 

inoperative. 

The majority of integrated systems are manufactured by a sole company and use all their 

own equipment; one drawback with this is that an operator might feel that the complete 

package does not offer all he may require. This is the feeling of the West German firm 

Anschutz whoes philosophy is to integrate equipment from other manufacturers for which 

the shipowner may have a preferance; this is useful for companies who may not offer a 

complete integrated system. One such company is Kelvin Hughes who do not at present 

offer an integrated navigation system based on their latest rasterscan ARPA, the Concept 

range. They de- however realise this potential as the Concept series are equiped with 

standard interfaces capable of displaying navigation data and machinery data and could be 

part of a highly advanced bridge. Concept radars/ ARPA are of the new generation type 

capable of carrying on screen map diagrams; once entered maps are maintained correctly 

in true motion by speed log input and by successive position fixes fed in from Transit, 

GPS, Decca. Loran-C or Glonass receivers via an R5423 interface to NMEA 0183 

standard protocol. 

In conclusion then it would seem that the specialist operators such as those engaged in 

offshore and survey operations are prepared to go for a completely automated navigation 

and guidance system, whilst the ferry, cruise liner and cargo operators are concentrating 

on developing ergonomic bridge designs with only a degree of automation in such 

functions as the autopilot, coupled with integration of two or more navigation aids. 

However manoeuvring vessels in confined waters is a very feasible application of DP. For 

example a vessel fitted with a cheap but reliable DP system would be able to forego the 

use of tugs. DP has established itself firmly in the offshore industries and will take an 

ever increasing role in this sometimes harsh environment. There is then a great deal of 

room for expansion in dynamically related operations which include enhancement of 

existing operations. together with applications of DP techniques to vessels in restricted 

waters and in the deep oceans where the next generation of offshore exploration will 

take place. 
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This paper discusses marine autopilo'ts from the conventional 

'proportional-integral-derivative' (PID) through to adaptive 

(LQGl cont~ollers. lt goes on to show some of the 

and 'linear quadratic gaussian' 

economic aspects which have 

of ship guidance. Rudder roll stimulated research and development 

stabilisation is briefly considered. 

in this area 

In conclusion the paper considers some of the research currently being undertaken at 

Polytechnic South West, which is directed to automatic track keeping. 
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Introduction 

The 1990's. will be an unprecedented era for navigation particularly with· the phasing in of 

the man made constellation called GPS (Global Positioning System>. The anticipated 24 

hour global coverage and the accuracy of GPS will bring the concept of automatic 

navigation closer to reality. 

Autopilots are well established navigation aids in modern commercial and military shipping; 

in their basic form they will maintain a ship on course in the open seas. However, will 

either technology or legislation allow a marine vessel to sail unmanned from port to port? 

This would include automatically piloting the vessel out of a harbour, avoiding floating and 

submerged obstacles on route, weather routeing and piloting the vessel into another· 

harbour. Undeniably futuristic? Indeed, the Ship Control Group at Polytechnic South West 

(formerly called Plymouth Polytechnic) has been undertaking research for many years in 

related areas such as high precision navigation, control and guidance of marine vehicles, 

mathematical modelling, weather routeing, automatic collision avoidance and control in port 

approaches. The immediate goal of the group is to produce a system that will assist the 

mariner as fully as possible. 

Conventional Autopilots 

Few ships of any size are built today without an autopilot. Shipowners recognize this 

equipment as an investment with a return on capital for many reasons. These include 

reduced manpower, improved fuel economy, accurate course keeping and less ·wear on 

machinery. 

Automatic ship steering was introduced many years before control theory was applied to 

the design of autopilots (synonymous with autohelm or gyropilotl. In 1922 both Minorsky 

[1] and Sperry [2] produced papers on automatic devices. Minorsky treated the problem 

of automatic steering mathematically, whereas Sperry considered it as a practical 

problem involving a gyrocompass. Both papers contributed towards the development of the 

modern autopilot. 

Very early autopilots were based on mechanical construction and were able to provide 

rudimentary control of the rudder; today it is known as "proportional' control. it is so 

called because the rudder is moved by an amount proportional to the heading error. 

Proportional control was adequate for the guidance of small craft such as torpedoes but 

unsatisfactor-y for the steering of large ships. This type of control would cause the 

vessel to continue to oscillate either side of the required course and the steering gear 

would be constantly hunting to keep the ship on the correct mean course. The vessel 

would eventually reach its destination but excessive wear in the rudder gears and 
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abnormally high fuel consumption restricted their use as course keeping devices. Both 

Minorsky and Sperry were aware of this problem. Early autopilots had other problems. 

For example, the hydraulic telemeter unit, a device used to control the movement pf the 

rudder, was reported to malfunction because of a leakage [3] and an electrical system 

now replaces this device. 

The controller concept since 1922 has hardly altered; developing technology only changed 

the hardware of autopilots from purely mechanical devices to electronic systems. Until 

the late 1970's most autopilot manufacturers used a control system based on the angular 

displacement, mentioned above, to control the course of the vessel. lt was assumed that 

the ship had already developed a course error before ·the rudder was moved to correct 

the error. Certain vessels, such as oil tankers, were becoming very large. In 1g80 

Patterson [4] showed how th'1s system worked satisfactory for course stable ships, but, 

proved to be unsuccessful on the very full tanker forms. A more appropriate method is 

to monitor the angular acceleration of the ship and use this as feedback to control the 

steering gear. However, almost all conventional, marine autopilots by 1g90 were usually 

based on the simple 'proportional-integral-derivative' (PID l controller systems. Such 

systems take a signal proportional to the error between the actual and the desired 

course as the controlling input. This heading error signal is also. electronically integrated 

producing integral control and differentiated producing derivative control data. The 

proportional, integral and derivative control signals are electronically blended together to 

produce a single control signal. To keep the ship on course, proportions of each of these 

three signals can be adjusted manually by a control panel containing three electrical 

potentiometers. Attempts to keep the ship on course were normally performed by trial 

and error: in fact this was one of its major criticisms. Nevertheless, PID autopilots do 

maintain a straight line course through the action of the ships rudder. In this respect, 

the composite control signal of PID autopilots was far superior to the single signal 

associated with proportional controlled autopilots. 

Conventional, PID autopilots require manual adjustments to compensate for changes in the 

ship's environment; settings are seldom optimal for that ship. Adjustments for variations 

such as waves, wind and currents are tedious and time consuming. Furthermore, 

autopilots perform badly in rough seas as analysed for example, by Blanke in 1981 [5]. 

On such occasions manual steering has frequently been used in place of the autopilot, yet 

such circumstances require the use of automatic control. Further problems arise because 

of changes in the dynamics of the ship; for instance variations in the speed, draught or 

water depth. This explained the growing interest towards autopilots that could 

automatically adjust or 'adapt' themselves to these changes. 
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Development towards adaptive autopilots has been rapid. In 1984 at least three different 

companies were marketing adaptive autopilots . Adaptive control appears to provide several 

benefits such as improved fuel economy, increase speed of vessel, reduced steering, 

reduced manual settings to compensate for wind, waves , currents, speed, trim, draught 

and water depth. Adaptive control also improves safety and makes the ship operation 

more convenient in all weather conditions. An example of such an autopilot is shown in 

figure 2. 

There has been much research effort on the design of adaptive autopilots: Many 

suggestions were seen prior the 1980's. In 1975 Oldenburg [6] proposed to add adaption 

heuristically to ordinary PID autopi lots; a similar approach was taken by Sugimoto and 

Kojima in 1978 [7] . A wide class of adaptive autopilots were also beginning to emerge 

according to modern adaptive and stochastic control techniques . Stochastic adaptive 

systems we;e proposed by Merlo and Tiano in 1975 [8]; Astrom in 1976 [9] and Brink et 

al in 1978 [10] had also introduced a stochastic approach to the analysis and control of 

the motion of a ship. Another approach, known as 'self tuning adaptive control', had been 
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investigat ed by Kallstrom and Astrom in 1977 [11] and two different autopilots were 

looked at in their paper . The simplest system used only heading measurements, while the 

more complex system was provided with a Kalman filtering of heading, sway velocity and 

yaw r ate . The Kalman filtering was used to obtain reliable estimates of the three afore 

mentioned parameters . Self-tuning adaptive control was also considered in a paper by 

Brink and Tiano in 1981 [12]. This paper describes the simulation of a supertanker and a 

second generation containership . Results indicated that this type of adaptive autopi lot was 

a f easible and efficient solution for automatic steering of a ship in main operational 

navigation sit uations . 
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Figure 2 . Adaptive autopilot (Adaptieve StuurAutomaatJ as developed by Oelft Univer sity of 

Technology 

However, in 1976 the research of Amerongen [13] was committed to the implementation 

of an adaptive autopilot based on model r efer ence t echniques . The main requirement for 

such system s is an accur ate mathemat ical model of the ship's steering dynamics and of 

the ext ernal environment. The ideal m odel is subjected t o t he same inputs as the actual 

ship. Inputs of the actual system such as the ship"s heading, speed, r ate of turn and 

rudder angle wi ll be fed into a comput er cont aining details of the model. If the r esponse 

of the stored mathematical model differs from that of the actual system, the error 

between the two resoonses is subsequently used to adjust parameters of the real ship. 

For example, the computer may calculate the rudder angle required to minimise the 

course keeping erra:-s in the optimum manner. The adaptive aspect in the system will 
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account for changes in weather, water depth and changes. in the ship loading condition. A 

useful side effect of mathematical modelling is the ability to p~edict the path of the 

actual ship. 

Research has been undertaken into the effects of the ship's natural yaw action in relation 

to the course to be steered. lt has been found that a straight course is not necessarily 

the most economical and the ship's natural yaw action should not be smoothed out. The 

added resistance due to steering on a straight course has been analysed by Norrbin [14]. 

Disturbance levels and load conditions were shown by Astrom [15] to be factors. in this 

process; adaptive control can minimize this loss.. Reduced drag leads to fuel savings and 

speed increase; fuel savings of 1-3% and speed increases of 0.5-1.5% were observerved 

by Amerongen in 1984 [16]. The speed increases were mainly due to smoother rudder 

movements. Consequently, there would also be less wear and tear of the steering 

equipment, reinforcing the advantages of adaptive control. Earlier in 1979 Kallstrom et al 

[ 17J also confirmed a reduction in drag and the corresponding economic benefits of 

adaptive steering for tankers. Recently, Katebi and Byrne [18] suggested an autopilot 

using the LQG (linear quadratic gaussian) approach. lt too minimised the added resistance 

due to steering. Additionally, an improvement in the course keeping performance in all 

weather conditions is ~uggested. 

The 1980's have seen continuation of the work of the late 1970's. Emphasis is on the 

production of a generation of autopilots with energy saving capabilities. The availability of 

relatively inexpensive, fast digital microcomputers, the development of modern adaptive 

control and optimal theories has given the impetus to produce more sophisticated 

controllers. Thus, marginal savings in fuel consumption and accuracy in steering will 

continue to improve. Autopilot design in the future will continue to improve ·steering 

characteristics through the use of accurate filtering and modelling, and the improvement 

of both hardware and computer software. 

Rudder Roll Stablllsatlon 

A relatively recent development is where an autopilot is not only used to control the 

heading of the ship, but is used to reduce the roll motion as well. The rudder roll 

stabilisation (RRS) system has been mentioned in a numoer of recent papers [19-23]. On 

vessels such as ferries and naval ships as well as control of the heading, it is necessary 

that roll motion is reduced. Conventional roll reduction systems include passive and 

anti-passive rolling tanks and active and non-active stabilising fins. In general the control 

systems of these devices (if required) are designed without attention to the Interaction 

with the heading control system. A possibility being investigated and indeed being used in 

L'le Dutch Navy is to use the rudder alone for contrclling both the headin? and reducing 

roll. This system offers advantages as it saves investments in expensive traditional roll 

stabilisation techniques while it requires only moderate additional investments in the 
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steering machine for the rudder. As a further advantage it may save fuel because the 

additional resistance caused by large rudder motions is only present when the roll 

reduction is really wanted. Fins give resistance whether they are in use or not. 

Economic Asoects 

In tracing the development of the marine autopilot, mention of some of the perceived 

economic benefits and implications would appear nece:sary to augment the technical 

discussion. In this respect, in viewing the autopilot operations of course changing and 

course keeping, it is the latter which in the main offers energy saving prospects. Here, 

the development of the adaptive autopilot has provided a particular milestone in improving 

course keeping. That is, as well as benefits provided through reduced manual adjustment 

compared with 'conventional' autopilots, the adaptive autopilot is able to steer the ship 

more economically. As previously mentioned, Amerongen in 1984 in applying model 

reference adaptive control (MRASl to the automatic steering of ships pointed, in addition 

to safer operation, to decreased fuel costs of between 1-3%. Of course, the actual cost 

savings depend upon the price of fuel and today"s fuel price stands at roughly what it 

was some 15 years ·ago. Thus. the economic benefits would not be as great as say in 

1979-80 when a significant rise in· fuel cost occurred and the fuel bill could occupy as 

much as 55% of all operating costs (excluding Capital costs) depending upon the type of 

vehicle and the mode of operation in the closed, semi-closed and the open market 

sectors. However, although the competitive edge provided by fuel saving devices has been 

blunted to some extent by reduced cost of fuel in the past few years it is interesting to 

note that Amerongen in 1986, referred to the fact that the value of 3% in fuel savings 

was still enough to repay the investment in less than one year. 

In turning to the present day scene, and the energy saving capability of autopilots, Katebi 

in 1988 referred to adaptive autopilots based on the optimisation of a cost function which 

represents the energy used in maintaining a set heading. The cost function should ideally 

represent the added resistance due to steering and the elongation of distance sailed 

effects. due to sway and yaw motions. However, it would appear that many of the 

existing autopilots contain poor models of added resistance and that their validity has 

been questioned by Clarke [24] and Reid [25]. In fact the minimisation of these cost 

functions for adaptive autopilots may, it would appear, actually increase fuel consumption. 

Katebi [18] proposed an autopilot which would minimise the added resistance due to 

steering and additionally improve the course keeping performance in all weather 

conditions. This involved formulating a dynamic cost function optimised in a stochastic 

'Linear Quadratic Gaussian' framework. This is the so called 'LQG adaptive autopilot' and 

it will be interesting to see a quantification of economic benefits compared with existing 

adaptive autopilots. 

c:-inally, looking to the near fu~ure, it is expected that marine autopilot development will 
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move towards advanced· track prediction and track keeping systems. Research has been 

directed towards this aspect at Polytechnic South West. This has been stimulated in part 

by consideration of the perceived economic benefits in reducing the distance sailed; This 

benefit was underlined by Meek [26] when it was estimated in a computer cosVrevenue 

sensitivity study on a Panamax vessel that a 2% reduction in distance steamed was 

equivalent to reducing the crew cost by 10%. This involved the use of discounted cash 

flow techniques to generate NPV (Net present value) and RFR <Required freight rate) in 

order to quantify the relative merits of various savings in both operating and first cost 

factors and was of course pursued at a time of very high fuel cost. tlever the less, this 

emphasised the importance to operators of shaving every possible nautical mile off a 

voyage by more accurate position fixing and more precise navigation as well as by track 

keeping referred to here. lt is planned shortly to qGantify the economic ber:1efits which 

may be facilitated by the track keeping system developing at Polytechnic South West. An 

outline of this research programme is provided in the closing sections of this paper. 

Research at Polytechnic South West 

Development of a production system for fully automated ship control probably lies well 

into the future. The technology exists but there are other considerations governing the 

instrumentation installed on a vessel such as cost and legislation which may pose 

constraints in the immediate future. However, these may subsequently be relaxed. In 

connection with development towards automatic navigation, research at Polytechnic South 

West is underway to maintain the vessel not only on course but also on track. To 

undertake this, more than just positional information is required by the autopilot. That is, 

in particular velocity feedback in the two dimensions of surge and sway together with 

rate of turn are necessary in order to stabilize the system. While such measurement 

devices are available, they are rarely found in commercial shipping due to financial 

constraints. To overcome the problem of providing the appropriate measurements the use 

of Kalman filtering techniques may be adopted. Research in this area has been underway 

for a number of years and Dove [27] has shown the concept of Kalman filtering as 

applied to marine navigation: combining state estimates from measurements with those 

from a mathemat'1cal model. This has further been investigated by Miller [28]. 

The overall aim of the work is to investigate, design and develop an integrated navigation 

and collision avoidance system to provide advice to the· master of the vessel. This is a 

large spectrum to cover and involves two full time research staff. A schematic diagram 

of the system is shown in figure 3. lt will; 

i) interface to the ship's navigational aids, 

iil perform the mathematical model computations, 

iii) perform the filter computations, 

iv) disolay an e:ectronic chart showing ship statL.:S, desired track and information 

on target ves se is, 
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v) interface to the radar, 

vi) run heuristics for collision avoidance (ACAS) and ship operations, 

vii) make modifications to the mathematical model if necessary, 

viii) present track information. 

The project comprises of a team approach through the formation of the - 'Ship Control 

Group' involving a wide range of disciplines including control and guidance, navigation, 

naval architecture, computing, artificial intelligence, mathematical modelling and signal 

processing . The prototype system will be fitted on board one of the Polytechnic's 

research vessels w ith the aim of having it operational within a period of two years . 
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Figure 3. Prototype System Schematic 

Conclusion 

Whilst the majority of autopilots in use today are of the course keeping mode, automatic 

station keeping and track keeping systems are starting to emerge in specialist vessels 

used in the offshore industry and in Hydrographic Surveying. Until a highly accurate, 24 

hour, position fixing system such as Navstar is available world wide, course keeping using 

adaptive autopilots will remain as standard . 

A full economic studv oo; v1hat ~enefits adaptive autopilot s do offer vvhen compared with 

t,..aoitional c:utopilots r.eeas to be undertaken as r esults shown at present seem to be 

inconclusive . Is it enm.:~n to save 1-3% of fuel now that the price of fuel has dropped to 
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its present level and is this figure accurate now that we are seeing the models of added' 

resistance being questioned? When considering the economic benefits of a track keeping 

system there can be no denial that savings will be made by reducing sailing distance; 

however, the question of how much saving still remains. 

Figure 1 showed the development of autopilots and asks the question what ·is next? The 

work being undertaken at Polytechnic South West and at many other institutions in the 

world will add another dimension to autopilots with the development of automatic 

navigation and guidance systems. These are descirbed in a companion paper to this one 

[29] and explain the concept of an automatic track keeping system to ·guide the vessel 

along a predetermined track. The addition of an automatic collision avoidance package will 

further enhance the system; perhaps we are closer to the unmanned ship than we would 

care to think!l 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper sets 
mathematical models in 
by describing categories 
Newtons second law of 

out to describe the use of 
maJne Simul ato rs . It commences 
of simulators and explains that 
motion forms the base for the 

model equations. Four types of matht-matacai modt-1 il re 
suggested: these are the m put -output model. the holistic 
model. the force model and the modular model. After 
briefly describing these the paper goes o n to g1ve a more 
detailed explanation of the modular model . its 
development from an holistic model at Polytechnic South 
West. and the reasons why the Polytechnic's Ship Control 
Group are developing it fo r use in further research 
programmes. Each module is described in turn and the 
pap4!r then goes on to give details of work undertaken t o 
simulate the 278000 deadweight tonnage tanker Esso 
Osaka, and shows that the simulations com pare well with 
ship trial results. The paper concludes by out lining 
future research at Polytechnic South \\'est and the 
increasing role the mathematical model is taking in 
marine research and development . 

INTRODUCTION 

~arine simulators have been used succ<'s ~fully over a 
number of years to enable manners to gam e xpenence o f 
ship operations. This enables the marinl'r to undl'rtake 
general navigation training including satua!ions that 
hopefully, he may never have to encounter 

There are many types of s hip manoeuvnng samu lators 
Installed in maritime training and research establishments 
throughout the world. Dependent on their usage, the 
complexity of these simulators range from s mall desk- top 
simulators for training or examination in some specialised 
part task . to highly sophisticated full manoeuvring 
simulators employing high level technology for maximum 
realism and which may be used for mantime research as 
well as training. 

Common to all s imulators is the mathematical model 
of the system on which training is to be based. The 
perfonnance of say. a ship simulator. depends on the 
sophistication of the Inherent ship mathematical model. 
The model accepts commands implemented by a student 
on the bridge and produces outputs representing the 
dynamic behaviour of the ship in response to these 
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commands and to the various ·environmental influences 
input by the instructor. at that particular phase of the 
training exercise . 

Mathematical models of ship dynamics are required 
for many different purposes but can general ly be split 
into three catego ries . namely: 

al Ship Manoeuvrability Analys is. 
ll Ship Design . 

ill Waterway Jmpro•·ement and Port Facilities . 
iiil Safety Regulations and Casualty Studies . 

bl Training and Research Simulators . 

c) Shipboard Manoeuvring Predictors . 

The need for reliable mathematical models which can 
be used to J)4!rfonn a variety of studies associated with 
ship manoeuvrability has been long understood by 
specialists in the field . At Polytechnlc South West the 
Ship Control Group has developed o•·er a number of years 
various mathematical models to simulate SJ>4!Cific 
requirements. 

EQUATIONS .Qf MOTION 

The development of the mathematical model starts 
with a set of general ised equations to express the 
dynamiCS of a rigid body in a nuld medium . The equations 
are derived from Newton's second law of motion . namely: 

Force ; mass x acceleration (I) 

These equations are then ex-tended to model the 
complex hydrodynamic forces and moments e xperienced by 
a hull manoeuvring in response to the control inputs of 
rudder and prop4!11er. By integrating through small time 
steps the motions of the vessel can be simulated. Further 
forces and moments are t hen introduced In response to 
the disturbance inputs of wind and t ide. Figure 
schematically shows the physical components Involved in 
a t ypical ship manoeuvring system cil. 

The equations of motJon for ships are well 
documentated in a number of papers and are not present 
here. Abkowitz [2) is considered to be one of the 
classical papers in this area . 
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~ .Qf MATHEMATICAL~ 

The type and complexity .of thf' mathematical model. 
will depend entirely on th~ purpose for which the model 
is to be used. In the past comparisons of simulator 
mathematical models have been made by McCallum [3J 
and Case et al [4] . Between different reseach 
establishments there is little commonality of ship 
manoeuvring mathematical models and hydrodynamicists 
have over the years developed models of various forms 
and fidelity. The major reason for this Is the complexity 
of the flow phenomena around the hull. propeller. and 
rudder particularly on the subject of generation and 
losses of vortlclty and surface waves [5). The 
mathematical model designed for ship manoeuvring must 
be capable of representing a wide range of ship types and 
configurations. machinery and propulsion/steering devices. 

The many differing types of mathematical model. can 
generally be placed under one of four headings , namely; 

ll Input-Output relationship model. 
ill A holistic model. 

1111 A force mathematical model. 
lvl A modular manoeuvring model. 

Each of these will be briefly described in the 
folloWing sections . 

lllt IIIQ!It-Oqtpllt rellilopab!p .1P21kJ. 

When using this type the researcher starts with the 
simplest possible model and then tries to fit the model 
response with the response to the real system. When 
fitting is not accurate enough, the model can be extended 
until a fit has been achieved with desired accuracy [ 6]. If 
the system requires a non-linear model. the parameters 
can be derived from full scale trials or from trials with 
scale models. The simplest model in the input-output 
approach Is the first order Nomoto model governing yaw 
response to rudder motion. By taking Laplace Transforms 
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and assuming the Initial conditions are zero a transfer 
function can be obtained relating rudder angle to heading. 
Representation of the transfer function between heading 
and rudder angle. derived from the first order Nomoto 
model. is shown in f1gure 2. 

F1gare :!. Transl~r Function 

The first order Nomoto model can be expanded to a 
second order d1fierential equatiOn as described by Bech 
en. who then went on to note that the second order 
differential equation could on!~· accurately describe ship 
manoeuvres in a very small rangt' of heading and rudder 
angle. He rewrote the equation to include non-linearlties 
(8] . The same approach can be followed in order to 
estimate the sway speed . 

For use in simplified simulations this type of model 
for ship manoeuvring will indeed be adequate, but for 
simulating manoeuvres where high order non-linearlties 
occur its performance is not sufficient. Modern thought Is 
that the Input -output relationship model should not be 
used for ship manoeuvring predictors. but can be used in 
applicat ions to ship control :91 . 

This type of model has proven to be highly 
successful and 1s installed in many ship simulators in use 
today. Racal SMS Systems Ltd . as a marine simulator 
manufacturer. used this form of ship modelling in early 
versions of their MRNS9000 navigation simulator. The 
holistic model has been adopted and refined by many 
Institutions with Interests In hydrodynamics . 

This type of model is highly formal and systematic. 
It treats the hull-water Interface as a black box and 
models the system as a complete entity. It Is based on 
the premise that a manoeuvre is a small perturbation 
from an equilibrium state of steady forward motion at a 
nominal service speed. it has been used successfully for 
the simulation of ship manoeuv~s by the application of 
rudder control by Strom-Tejsen [ 10] and in a modified 
form has been applied to engine manoeuvres by Crane [11 ] 

and Eda [12j, despite the fact that such manoeuvres can 
hardly be described as small perturbations . Dand [13) 

describes this type of model as: 

" A model which performs satisfactorily when taken as a 
whole. but does not allow individual elements to be 
changed readily as the design Is changed " 

The Ship Control Group at Polytechnic South West 
has used this model In past research. The selection of the 
important non-linear terms were made by reviewing the 
work of Strom-Tejsen, Lewlson [14], Gill [151[161 and Eda 
and Crane [17J . The non-linear functions of the oontrol 



parameters !rudder and propeller) were also required In 
the final non-linear equations of motion. 

The complete set of the holistic model non-linear 
equations of motion as used by the Ship Control Group 
has been described in various papers ( 18-20] and has been 
shown to give accurate representation of thP. three 
degrees of ship motion in all manoeu~·ring situations. A 
comparative evaluation of the mathematical model was • 
made with full scale measurements taken by Morse and 
Price for the USS Compass Island C21l. The USS Compass 
Island was constructed with a Mariner type hull form , 
and. a complete set of hydrodynamic coefficients for this 
class of vessel have ~n measured by Chislet and 
Strom-Tejsen [22J us.lng the Planar Motion Mechanism 

Test. 

Although this model gives accurate simulations of 
ship manoeuvring it does not allow rudder, propeller or 
hull geometry to be changed with ease. Modern day 
requirements of mathematical models do require the 
model to be adaptable. 

lk huz matbematlcal m2lW 

This type of model was first propose-d by ~lcCallum 
[23] and essentially treats the hull as a lifting surface 
lnclin'ed at a drift angle to the water flow . thus 
generating lift and drag forces . as on an aerofoil section. 
McCallum postulates that a linear relationship exists 
between the lift force on the hull and the angle of 
Incidence, up to an angle of about one radian. whilst the 
drag force Increases quadratically from some minimum 
value at a zero angle of Incidence. The rudder, also being 
a higher aspect ratio aerofoil section is also modelled in 
the same manner. lt is not to be expected that a simple 
model of this sort will be able to give accurate 
manoeuvring predictions over the very wide range of 
operating conditions expenenced. 

Fig 3 shows the forces and moments acting on the 
vessel. From these ~cCallum developed the t hree 
equations of motion in the following form . 

For the surge equation. the total mass er, . may be 
expected to change with the direction of fluid flow. 

m , u [ T, + L .. sincx - D .. coSCl - L. s :~at? - : ! .::scte ,. rn,. vr 

l~al 

The sway equation may be similarly written . 

m,v = [ -L. cosa D.sina + L, cosa
9 

• D, s inae - m, ur • F, l 

12bl 

The yaw eqnation Is obtained by taking moments about 
the centre of gravity. 

+ d,F, ~ 12cl 
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Figan 3. Forces and Moments Acting on a Ship 

Research work Is still contioolng to refine this type 
of model and to investigate different methods of 
calculating the hydrodynamically generated forces by both 
slender-body theory and wind tunnel experiments. for 
example by Pourzanjani [24]. The later versions of the 
Racal Marine Systems Ltd MRNS9000 navigation simulator 
employ models based on this approach and Incorporates a 
basic ship's editor to enable other ship types to be 
modelled. 

~ modlllar mapoe!M1g .lll2ik1 

Curnnt research on ship manoeuvring modelling 
tends to favour this type of model . The Mathematical 
Model Group IMMGJ of the Society of Naval Architects of 
japan. first published a paper describing a model of this 
type in 1978 [25J. This was subsequently followed by 
various papers on the subject (2f.J(27J. and a further 
refined model In 1984 to simulate various ship 
manoeuvring motions In harbour C28J. Research in 
Germany. by Oltmann and Sharma [29], Is based on the 
modular concept. as is the modular manoeuvring model 
developed at British Marine Technology Ltd IBMTI 
between 1983 and 1984. 

A modular manoeuvring model Is one in which the 
individual ele.ments, such as the hull. propeller, rudder. 
engines. and external influences, of a manoeuvring ship 
are each represented as separate Interactive modules . Each 
module. whether it relates to hydrodynamic or control 
forces or external effects is self-contaJned. The modules 
are constructed by reference to the detailed physical 
analysis of the process being modelled. The system as a 
whole is then modelled by combining the indiV1dual 
elements ·and expressing their Interaction by other 
physical expressions. 

The equations of motion for a modular manoeuvring 
model are generally expressed by: 

'nu - rr~ rv = X~ + X, + X, • X, 

....,v - ~ru = Y" .. Y, • Y 
1 

+ YE 

lz r = N. + N, + N. • N, 

(J) 

where the suffixes H. P, R and E denote components of 
hull, propeller, rudder and external forces. 



The model arranged in this way lends Itself to a 
number of applications . For example it allows research on 
one part1cular module and the effect that module has on 
the system model as a whole . This is invaluable when 
trymg to determine the effect of various rudder areas on 
the manoeuvring performance of a vessel. Previously a 
series of captive model tes t s had to be undertaken t o 
select optimal rudder area . Advances in any particular 
field of related research can be Incorporated into a 

module and Into the system as a whole without having to 
alter other system modules . Other advantages of this 
approach are the expansion facilities it allows. In addition 
to the modules shown in equation set (JJ extra modules 
can be employed to simulate bow thrusters and stem 
thrusters for example . Hence the model can f>e tailored 
to suit a number of applications and such effects as ship 
to shore and ship to ship Interaction can be investl!lated. 
Gradually a very sophisticated model incorporating all of 
the more specialised attributes can be developed. 

MATHEMATICAL MOOR! I ING ..U POLmCHNIC .s.Q.l.li!! 

~ 

Mathematical modelling has been undertaken by the 
Ship Control Group at Polytechnic South West for a 
number of years , culminating in a modular manoeuvring 
model. developed for use In a marine simulator by N .j . 

Tapp (30]. In the sections following each of the modules 
in the equation set will be examined in turn . 

H.ll.ll E2l:s;u JJI.Sl MomeDtl 

The hull forces and moments module contains all the 
hydrodynamic data which Is specific to the hull alone . 
They can be expressed by the following equations ; 

X~ = X, u + X vr • X v' • ~ X r' + R 
~ · ~ ~ lul " " 

Y. = Y., v • Y/ • Y v + ~ Y r + Y v ' • Y.,, rv' (4) 
• lul ' 

N.= N,. r + N .• v .. N r + ~N V+ N v1 
.. N_ rv1 

' lul • --
The equations are a further deve lopment of previous 
research work on the holistic type model with the 
important non - linear terms being similar t o enable 
comparisons of the models to be ma de . The multiplier l ~ l 

Included In sotne of the terms Is to correct the sign of 
the derivative. during astern motion of the ship. 

The term R" In the surge equation represents the 
ship's resistance on a straight course and is modelled by 
the following expression ; 

R. = x.u • ~ X u• • x_u' (5) lul .. 

Prooel!er fsm;n .lll.!l Momenta 

In order to model the motion of a ship for both 
ahead and astern motion lt Is important to determine 
correctly the propeller forces and moments. Tapp. to 
cover all manoeuvring regimes. adopted the method of 

modelling the propellf'r forces and moments published by 
Oltmann [29J and Mikelis ~ 3 1]. This method Is based on 
the knowledge of the thrust coefficient : 

'> T c: = (61 
o f>. tuo' • cC'' l • 0 . 

for the whole range of the advance angles E for the 
propeller . 

Prooe!!er ~ Jll!1 Moments .fur A .§1llik ~ ,W,R 

X . = ( ' - t, l T, 

y . = y r ' 
~ 

(7) 

t·., = r-.. •• n' wner= ~<~ ,._.,. = Y •• - / 2 assuming that 
the screw is located at a dis tance - ' ;: irom the lowest 
centre of gravity. 

Prooeller Forces ~ Momepts ill i. ~ Screw .sbm 

ObviOusly the modelling of a t"' in screw ship is a more 
complex pro blem than a smgle screw. it is not the 
intention of this paper to present these equations as the 
results that will be shown are based on a single screw 
vessel. Basically, the surge term is a summation of the 
effec t of both propellers as is the yaw term . The sway 
term is dependent on a number of factors including 
rotation of propellers and the1r operating condition i.e. 
port propeller ahead and starboard propeller astern. 

~~ !1!.1! Mome!!t.B 

In common with the propeller modelling it is 
important to calculate accurately the rudder control 
forces and moments in order to model correctly the 
turning and course keeping performance of the ship. From 

Hirano et al ~32]. using Tapp's adopted s1gn convention, 
the for~.:es and moments induced on the ship due to 
rudder action are given by: 

x, 11 - t, l " . s in!&l 

(81 

~ ( 1 + a ) F X cos t ol . " " . 
where ; 

F. is the normal force produced by the 
rudder. a" and t, are correction factors to 
adapt the open- water characteristics of the 
rudder to behind- hull cond1t1ons. a can be 
determined from knowledge of the form 
factor of the hull. C,. The value 
estimated from the reduction 
speed of the ship when turning. 

of t, can be 
in forward 

• Ext.emal D!sturban~ ~ m Moments 
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A number of modules can be used to describe 
various external effects which, in keeping with the 
modular structure, are treated simply as additional forces 
and moments Imposed on the basic hull hydrodynamics . 
The required complexity and operating conditions of the 



model determines the external force modules needed . 
These can Include, for example, such effects as wind, 
tJde, thrusters. bank effects, tugs. anchorage. ship to ship 
Interaction . and squat. Tapp's model , for use in a marine 
simulator. had external force and moment modules for 
wind and tide. the wind module being based on research 
by lsherwood [33J. 

RESW.TS .Qf .IHii ~ .Q.SAKA MATHEMATICAL MQI2fL 

Exxon International published a report In JQ7Q 
detailing the performance of a modem supertanker 
[34)[35), describing full -scale trials of the 278000 dwt 
Esso Osaka. The modular model outlined was verified by 
using lt to s imulate the full scale results given in the 
above papers. Hydrodynamic coefficients that were not 
readily available were estimated using some o f the 
formulae outlined previously and by using methods from 
refemces (27J[36J(37J[ 38J and [39 J. The values were then 
converted to 'Bis' non- dimensional form. The following 
figures show a comparison of simulated and full scale 
results In varymg depths of water; 
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With reference to figures 4· 10. it can be sei!n that the 
simulated results are comparible with the full scale trials 
results . Simulatlons were carried out at varying water 
depths and with wind and tide Influences. lt was noted 
that on some simulated turning circles and ~empf 

manoeuvres the model tended lO respond s lowly to rudder 
angle alterations , particularly In the deep water 
simulations. when compartd with the same man~uvres of 
the ship. This as~ct of the model performance Is being 
Inves tigated In the next phase of the researc h programme. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has attempted to provide an overview of 
differing t~s of mathematical model s In use In marine 
simulators. Recent research at Polytechnic South West 
favours the modular type of mathematical model and the 
results are shown from one such series of model tests. 
The ultimate aim of the research being undertaken Is to 
Investigate. design and develop an Integrated navigation 
and collision avoidance system of which the model fonns 
an integral part. The model in use at present is required 
to be expanded to simulate more complex situations such 
as s topping In narrow channels . 

This work Is central to the overall research at Polytechnic 
South West. I t Is intended to Improve the model in use 
at present , to not only use In slmulations, but al so to 
Implement it on the Polytechnics research vessel so that 
the software can be tested under operational conditions . 
Th~ complete Integrated navlgatlon system will ultimately 
be flttecl In the research vessel. The system wil l display 
the required data on VDU's thus c reating a central 
navlgatlon console . 

NQMENCLAIURE 

Ao 
cp 

d, 

d, 
d, 

Propeller Disc Area 
Tangential propeller velocity 
Dtst.uce CG to hull centre of pressure 
Dt.sunce CG to rudder centre of pressure 
Dtsunce CG to propeller plane of rotat.lon 
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0 . 
o, 
F, 

I 

L 
L 
" 

L, 
m 

n 

N 

Hull hydrodynamic drag 
Rudder hydrodynamic drag 
Propeller sideways force 
Moment of inertia about z axis 
Ship length between perpendiculars 
Hull hydrodyMmic lift 
Rudder hydrodynamic lift 
Mass of ship 

N •. N .. etc 

Propelle r revolution rate 
Hydrodynamic turning moment 
Yaw hydrodynamic coefficients 
Yaw rate 

T . 
u 

u 
up 
V 

X 

x, . X 
y 

Y •• Y,. 

a 

Cie 

~ 

<¥ 
p 

. etc 

etc 

Propeller thrust 
Forward velocity 
Vector velocity of ship CC through water 
Axial propeller velocit y 
Lateral velocity 
Hydrodynamic surge force 
Surge hydrodynamic coefficients 
Hydrodynamic sway force 
Sway hydrodynamic coefficients 
Drift angle 
Effective drift angle 
Rudder angle 
Ship heading 
Density of sea water 

In t his paper shorthand notation has bei!n adopted ; 
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